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 L-c ger limbo 
Even small operators are held up 
by a supreme court land claims 
decision\NEWS A l l  
The beginning 
Caledonia's :1.998 graduates 
.boldly into the start of a new 
life\COMMUNITY B1 
step 
One last race 
After 10 years of competitive 
swimming, Julie Vanderlee is 
retiring\SPORTS B5 
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Fish ban prompts anger 
ANGRY SPORTS fishermen here say a ban on 
all salmon fishing on the lower Skeena River to 
take effect July 26 is about politics, not saving 
coho. 
They claim there's no evidence that 
endangered coho are in the river that early and 
that angling could easily be allowed to continue 
until at least Aug. 6. 
"The decision was made not to preserve coho 
but for political reasons to appease commercial 
fishermen who are feeling such pain right 
now," said Bruce Hill, a Terrace angling uid e 
and past president of the B.C. Steelhead 
Society. 
"It's human nature to say i'm dying and I 
want you to die with me," Hill said. "But we 
can't figure out why they'd do something this 
stupid, frankly." 
More than 30 people took up the call for a 
relaxation of the restrictions at a rally in 
Fishermen's Park Saturday. 
Skeena Reform MP Mike Scott, one of the 
speakers, aid he was disappointed nobody from 
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans howed 
up at the rally to listen to what was being said. 
The July 26th closure cuts out two of the best 
weeks for the chinook salmon fishery 
downstream of Terrace, which draws hundreds 
of anglers here from out-of-province and over- 
Seas .  
"That is the peak period for local tackle 
shops, guides, and all the businesses in Ter- 
race," said angling guide Steve Nickolls. 
"That's a lot of money we're talking about and 
they're not going to save one coho by doing it." 
Nickolls says coho don't show up until later in 
AugnsL 
"Last year the first coho the test fishery 
caught was on the lgth of August and they're 
closing us on the 26th of Ju ly -  not just for 
coho but for all species of salmon," he said. 
DFO recreational fisheries coordinator Elmer 
Fast, in an interview late last week, said the de- 
cision was based not on last year's data - -  when 
coho stocks collapsed - -  but earlier years that 
showed the fLsh entering the river as early as 
mid-July. 
He said fishermen might not hook many fish 
in late July and early August, but there are some 
coho present then, and the fishing ban is to pre- 
vent any of them from being killed. 
" I f  there's any doubt about he timing, we're 
going to place the doubt in the advantageof the 
fish," Fast said. 
To Hill and others, however, DFO allowed 
commercial fleets'to kill millions of coho in 
recent years after sportfishing lodges had 
voluntarily stopped taking them in recognition 
of their declining numbers. 
Now, they say, the sport fishing industry is 
being sacrificed when it is responsible for only 
a tiny fraction of the fishery. 
"It's simple plain insensitivity and in- 
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There's food, 
fun tomorrow 
IF YOU'RE looking for food and things to do tomor- 
row, July 1, there's plenty of opportunity here. 
Check out the pancake breakfast at the Terrace 
ilrehali between 8 a.m. and 11 a.m. Local firefighters 
are the hosts and proceeds go toward a provincial 
firefighters' bum survivors fund. 
It's helping Robyn. Morris, a local girl, with surgery 
she'll undergo this summer and in attending asummer 
camp for burn survivors. 
And if lunch interests you, head to 3341 River in 
ThornhUl where the Church of God congregation is
holding its first ever salmon barbecne. Events run from 
12 noon to 5 p.m. and Pastor Miller and his wife Faye 
insist.evesyone is welcome. 
Or drive east on Hwy16 3ks past he Usk Chapel to 
the Usk Hobby Farm. From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. there'll 
be games, a petting zoo, music, dancing, horses and 
llamas. Crafters and musicians will be present. There is 
an admission charge. 
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SUNNY DAYS. At least that's what they are now 
for anglers such as these testing the Skeena 
River waters off of Ferry Island. Coming salmon 
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fishing closures have Ic~sl anglers, resort owners, 
guides and commercial operators upset over the 
future of their livelihood on the dver. 
School  district tOlkd s i 
can cut big buc . ,  
i ba!#nc budget • an(: e 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, spending~ould~ be  ($60,000), theatre technician ($34,000), 
cut by more than $3 million, slate s a special technolog)/coordinator ($73,000), district 
report commissioned by education minister 
Paul Ramsey. 
In a series of sweeping recommendations 
designed to balance the district's budget in 
three years, the report says senior adminis- 
trators, the school district'S office in 
Kitimat and music education in Terrace 
• could be eliminated. 
The report was ordered by Ramsey two 
months ago after the Coast Mountains 
school district reported a deficit of $1.345 
million for operations this year. 
A three-member team hired by Ramsey 
concluded the total deficit was closer to 
$2.226 million and indicated there would 
be even less money in the years ahead from 
the provincial government. 
"I think they've done a fairly good job of 
trying to identify different areas [to cut]," 
school district chair Roger Leclerc said last 
week of the 67-page document. 
Implementing each of the report's ugges- 
tions isn't mandatory. They are being 
referred to as recommendations for the 
board to consider. 
The board meets tonight but before 
making any decisions it will hear a full 
report from a session yesterday between su- 
• perintendent Frank Hamilton and vice chair 
Linda Campbell and education minister 
Paul Ramsey. 
In order to help rid the district of its 
budget shortfall, the report suggests the 
elimination of the Kithnat board office, 
reducing the number of trustees to 7 from 9, 
and eliminating 10 full time administrative 
positions. 
Jobs recommended for elimination arc: 
one assistant superintendent position 
($133,000), one assistant secretary position 
($94,000), one director of instruction 
($134,000), district vice principal of 
music\band ($70,000), custodial foreman in 
Kitimat ($4 ;,00 3), district technician 
resource centre in Kitimat ($40,000), sucre,: 
tarsi staff in Kitimat, and secre- 
tarial/clerical staff in Terrace. 
The assistant superintendent's termination 
package would equal approximately 
$98,000 while the director of instruction 
would be entitled to approximately! 
$164,000, equal to two years pay. 
Cuts to music programs include eliminst-i 
ing music in kindergarten a d Grades 6 and ~ 
7 in Terrace, saving the district $228,000. 
Ironically the school board itself pioposed i 
this cut (and more affecting band classes) in 
early May. Massive protests at that time, 
ultimately brought about Ramsey's ef-:~ 
ficiency team report. ', 
The report also suggests cutting Physical 
Education for kindergarten and Grades 6 
and 7 in Kitimat, a savings of $37,000. 
The report states that he plan "identifies 
potential budget adjustments in excess of 
what he team considers to be the immedi- 
ate financial problem facing the district for 
1998/1999 ($1,345,318) and a further prob- 
lem of ($398,000) for 1999/20002' 
Those proposed further reductions, says 
the team in the report, are to assist the 
board in making further cuts as the need 
may aiise. 
To raise new revenue, the report suggests 
instituting parking fees for staff and stu- 
dents, charghtg registration fees for all 
extra-curricular teams and clubs, pursuing 
corporate sector money for sponsorships 
and the donation of technology and other 
equipment, and providing pay roll services 
to other school districts like School District, 
87--  Stikine. 
The report also states the board should ~. 
pursue outstanding payments dee. It I 
estimated that long overdue payments on 
the monies sent from the government for 
First Nations Education results in a loss o f  
yearly interest revenue of $50,000. 
Stewart loggers create their own jobs 
' He describes the co-op as a community "This is a group capitalism thing. It's originally under licence to Skecna Cei-i 
WHEN 1T came to the crunch, when 
there was no work to be had, loggers and 
truckers in Stewart went out and created 
their own jobs. 
Their troubles began more than a year 
ago when logging up north began to 
decline and Skeens Cellulose, the arca's 
major forestry player, first showed signs 
of financial collapse. 
They held a town meeting, invited 
forest district manager Brian Downie to 
talk about employment aspects, and soon 
formed the North Kalum Co-op. 
"Brian Downie alluded to the pos- 
sibility that a local group might b • able 
to get some wood," said Mark Edgson, a
Stewart village councillor, trucker and 
co-op president. 
i']~ 
"We formed a management team, kept 
in touch with forestry and started logging 
a bug kill area last fall," said Edgson. 
"We logged 100,000 cubic metres 
through the winter. Everybody got work 
right up to March 20. We paid the bills 
and even made a little profit at the end." 
The co-op now has 72 members and 
employed more than 150 people when in 
full operations. 
Members each paid $500 to create a 
pool ofworking capital. 
Had the co-op not been formed, the 
economy of Stewart would have suffered 
more than it has already. 
" I f  we hadn't done what we had last 
hit, this town would have been empty," 
said Edgson, 
effort in which Stewart business people 
joined with loggers and truckers. 
"It was a real community push. When 
there were problems or adjustments tobe 
made, we gathered together and worked 
things out," Edgson continued. 
The co-op hired a management firm 
called Emporium Investments from 
Pouce Coupe and used Terrace-based All
West Trading to market the wood it cuL 
"We're not tied to anyone. We're 
keeping at arm's length. We can respond 
to changing circumstances," said 
not a socialistic enterprise. We,re doing luiose but which went uncut last year. 
what we have to do in order to survive." Successful bidders will have to meeti 
That concept of banding together is conditions of establishing some kind of 
much different han working for large value-added plant with the goal of crest- 
companies who tend to divide and con- lag jobs and stability in Stewart. 
quer among small operators, adds That's exactly what the co-op has in 
Edgson. mind from its relationship with 
The co-op is now concentrating on 
finding more wood and is in negotiations 
with Skeena Cellulose to manage some 
of its allowable cut in the Stewart area. 
It also has its eye on two forest 
licences now up for bid. 
Emporium Investments, said Edgson. 
"We want o work closely with a part~ 
rter with the expertise in value-added an  
we're beginning to draw some interest to 
the area because of what we have done." 
"We feel a va.lue-added mill is within 
Edgson. One is for 15 years at 62,469 cubic our capabilities. Last year we had no op- 
He's quick to add t~t  the strength of metres a year and the other b for seven tions. This yearwe do have some." 
the co-op rests with indivldi:als banding years at 65,714 cubic meUea  year. The Bids on the licences close Aug. 20 and 
together for a common purpose, latter comes from im amount which was : they will be awarded in the fall. 
I 
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From front 
Fish 
ban 
competence," Hill said. 
"They just don't care about 
these local fisheries and 
they don't know how to do 
their jobs." 
"We've never been sup- 
, portive of the province tak- 
ing over the fishery, but at 
*.some point you have to 
wonder how could they pos- 
sibly be any worse7" Hill 
said. 
Another factor that has lo- 
cals angry is the fact that 
sport Rshing lodges at 
i Langara Island on the north- 
west tip of the Queen Char- 
lotto Islands will still be al- 
lowed to fish in a small zone 
around the island when all 
the rest of the north coast is 
closed to fishing. 
That's seen as the result of 
the high-powered political 
lobby of the lodge owners 
there. 
" I f  I 'm a rich man I can 
go over to Langara and 
,fish," tackle shop owner 
Brian patrick says. "But to 
protect coho that aren't even 
SKEENA REFORM MP Mike Scott addresses a rally 
Saturday at Fishermen's Park. It was called to press 
for a relaxation on federal plans to curtail salmon fish- 
ing past July 26. 
ithere, we can't fish for any-~ 
thing." ,,. 
, L U, opeans  head ing  
e lsewhere  next year ,  
aE~ROParEeA~fldng B.cT~A. 0VEt 0Lf ¢~Ut: ch;n~s n ~'e~s e St~abaed;b Ralf Andree, of Andree s 
' ' ' _ ' Angelreisen In Wiesbaden, 
,their fishing travel acka es days v ,, , oo. . . . . .  P: g .  ' .:. German~, sa s he s b .... 
nt I/le waKe o[ wines read "Our a P gency in Gennmy booking tours to Terrace for 
is fed up with how long it 
takes the Canadian govern- 
ment to make a decision on 
coho," Nickolls said. 
Those 28 cancelled book- 
ings were all to fly to Ter- 
race to fLsh with Komaham. 
The family-run lodge ex- 
pects to all but shut down 
when angling closures take 
effect July 26, resulting in 
layoffs of its seven employ- 
ees who would normally 
work through October. 
angling closures, say local 
:fishing lodge operators. 
, Steve Nickolls from 
'.Komaham Lodge said last 
iweek the Kingfisher agency 
:-- its main booking agency 
"and Europe's largest retailer 
,of sportfishing tours - -  has 
',indicated' it will send clients 
'.who would normally go to 
',B.C. to Alaska or Norway 
'instead next year. 
' "They've said we'll just 
',take Canada off our list amd 
:we'll send clients to other "It 's a pretty grim situa: 
'.countries;'.', Nickolls. " I t ' s  tion;"'Nickolld said.Even if 
lust killing us." '" " ....... ' fishing; :0]~,iRgs;"i-;./w,~r¢ 
Part o f  the' reason ,is relaxed; into ~rly': August 
dramatic ~ts to  the ~imount now, he Sai(l,~]t"~otild be 
of available fishing thne, too late for the lodges be- 
but the main thing that has 
s.oured agents on Canada is 
how late the Depamnent of 
Fisheries and Oceans an- 
ncunced the closures. ~
N'ickolls said Kingfisher is 
incensed because it has paid 
$50,000 for airline tickets 
that can't be refunded be- 
cause any clients they had 
for that period have by now 
rebooked to other destina- 
tious. 
Skeena River Fishing 
Lodge also got word from 
its booking agent in 
Germany on Friday that he's 
cousidefing pulling out. 
The closures 
the last 15 years. 
"The federal government 
has essentially flipped a 
"closed" sign on the sport 
fishing industry for that 
area," Andree says in a let- 
ter to federal fisheries min- 
is ter  David Anderson; " I  
cannot in good conscience 
book fishing tours to send 
clients to a place where 
there is not any fishing, not 
even catch and release." 
"It seems that this would 
be  yetanother ~ictory. for 
Alaska in their monopoliza- 
tion of.B.C.'s salmonl.., a 
viciory hiinded to4hem by 
the Canadian governmeut." 
CATCH-AND-RELEASE steelhead fishing will be al- 
lowed as usual this year. 
And chinook fishing will be allowed on the Kainm River 
until Aug. 6. 
But those are being viewed as mere c~mbs by a Terrace 
sportfishery that will see chinook fishing on the mainstem 
Skecua below Terrace shut down on July 26th and remain 
closed until Sept. 5. 
That's expected to cut off two of the best weeks of the 
summer's biggest Rshery, which draws many out-of- 
province anglem. 
Fishing above the railway bridge at Terrace will be al- 
lowed to continue until Aug. 2, when it shuts down for the 
rest of the year. 
In addition to steelhead flyfishing, there will be lintited 
flyfisbing for sockeye allowed in the upper eaches of the 
watershed - -  below the Babine River fence, and just he- 
low the Pinkut and Fulton River spawning channels. 
And there has been some discussion about allowing s 
pink salmon fishery on the Lakeise River, but DFO has 
made no decision on that so far. 
WORLD'S BEST POETRY CONTEST] UP TO $20,000  IN PRIZESI 
Breakthrough 
Poetry Contest 
"W ave you ever written a poem from your heart? Does it &pture a special mood? 
-4  Is your poem funny? Insightful? Filled with hope? Is it worth sharing, YOU 
, JL ~ .  I his is your valuable opportunity to have your poom published, 
win up to $1,000.00 cash, and let tbc world hear your work. 
T he l'ortry Guild announces an iniernatlonal call for entries to aid us in finding pocu to publish in our latest anthology. Each year we dedicate one or more 
hardbound anthologies to ~piring authors whu may have not yet bern published, 
There's nothing for you to do. Just send us your original poem, your nime addms 
and tdephone number and yon could win, The Pootb/Guild wail Submityour Work to 
its panel of judges and n0ti~, you by first Class mail of their decision i" about 35 
working days, 1st place winners will teCelvc a $ L000,00 c.uh prize. Over 2,000 other 
prizes will also be awarded in 1998,, Prize winners are guaranteed publication, 
I a your I~ro worth money? It could be.,, A stamp is all it takes to find out, This could be your chance to get published, This is your chance to let others discover 
your talent for cxptcssiou. This is your chance to win the praise ef your family, your 
friends and your fellow poets worldwide. . . . .  
Contest Rules: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1. Send one odl~nsl poem, 20 lines or less, punted or typed, a~ subject, any style. 
2. Contest daadlto*: July 31, iggg 
3, Up to 20 contests per)~or, each will award one winner $t OOO plus 99 other 
prizes wl!l be awarded, ' ' 
There are no fees to enter, and all winners will be publlshe~. Contest Is open to all, 
except cunent or past employees olThe Poetry Guild and their families. 
Mall pur imby Mth your name, phone number, and complete addm. on pen  to: 
The Poetry Guild, Contest CPA.220 
253 College Street, Suite 382 Toronto, ON MSTIRS 
Or, you msy use our webslte at wmv.poettygsulld.com 
"'the 1998 Poetry Guild's Official Call for E~trlee . 
I ClIIMIE :;,....-,,,, 635,TIPSJ 
North  Coast  L iqu idators  
4450B Greig Ave, (Behind The Terrace Standard) 
635-8883 
New Shipmentl 
Crafts, pan ts~ b.iegcle Lar~., Ladies Wear 
KlalCUlOtt8 l'rlceS! 
HEALS" 
AND S]'~KE 
fOUNDAtION 
I, 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING "lerrace, B,C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VaG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Anne E~,ans Your donation Is 
CANADA'S 638'1966 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card, 
. , ,  
/ii)  i i) 
: Fare applk~ to'ruesday and Wednesday travel only. ~ ,  :: : 
Fare Is one-way, some restrictions apply. AEROPLAN ~ : 
' t: • ,3'. 
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AND READ 
THIS A/). 
If you ' re  on  the  road  th i s  summer ,  take  it easy .  H ighways  are  bus ie r  : 
than  ever .  Mean ing  the  potent ia l  fo r  c rashes  is up.  That ' s  why  po l i ce  ' 
• a re  a t tempt ing  to  save  l ives  by  s tepp ing  up  speed enforcement  and  
crack ing down on dangerous  dr iv ing on all Be h ighways .  A f ter  all, if 
we  reduce crashes,  we  can keep insurance rates af fordable.  So, th is  
summer,  s tay safe, s low down and keep your  d istance.  
.... " ~ l ' ~  ~ BC's  dr ive  ....... ~"' ' : ............... ,~ ..~... , , . . ,BRITISH. . A. . ,Vo. .L, , . , , .° , ,o. ,  • , '~ . . . . . . . . . .  tosave  l i ves , ;  ,el,: i L..OLUMBIA ,,, 
TOYOTA B¢'S 
S A L E S E V E N T 
1998 RAY4 • Full time 4WD • Tilt steering wheel 
• AM/FM cassette • 16 valve DOHC, 127 HP 
1998 T Rc=L • 5 passenger comfort.  1.5 litre DOHC 16 valve 
• 51 MPG highway. AM/FM cassette 
TOYOTA BC DEALERS 
ww :toyota,ca 
~ . ; ,  , Official Presenting Sponsor 
, 1998 Aican Canadian International Dragon Boat FestiVal 
' SMART DRAGONS READ THE FINE PRINT= Finance Offer of 4.8% applies l0 all makes end models In duller clock on all quaflflad retail customers based OAC. ('Except all Sienna models.) 
RAV4 lease offer le based an a $1,490 down payment on e 48 month lease at 5.8% flnemlng OAC of a 1998 RAV4 Model HPIOMV(A). Total lease obligation ie $14,634. Tercel lease offer is 
based on a $813 down Payment Ona 48 month lease at 4.8% finanOing OAOof lz eggs Tercel MOdei BOs3LM(B), ToI~I lease obligation is $9 837, Purchase option price and ease obligations 
ere based On e maximum 0f 96 000 kliomoire& Dealer may I=e;'~ foi 10s& ExeiUae~ tJcgn~., ,su~ance a,d ;pp cat). Mxea Mofudoe a maximum of $700 for freight and pre-delivsry inspection. 
: ~ See your padlclpatlng dmier for details. Dragon samrrie~i: 8ales Offer ends July 3tSL:1998. i i :~  : : , 
C, 
t~ r
• Slow down 
THREE MEMBERS of Citizens on Patrol were shaking their fingers an electronic bulletin board which used laser technology to let 
at drivers on Hwy16 near the chamber of commerce building last drivers know how fast they were going. Citizens on Patrol keeps an 
week. Keith Trask, left, Barb Hazard and Winston Gidney were by eye out for suspicious activity and will call police if needed, 
Man ponders legal action 
Ambulance goes to wrong place 
A KITIMAT RESIDENT is considering legal 
action after a foul up resulted in a provincial 
ambulance being sent to the wrong location 
June 7. 
David Moloney's wife, Arlene, suffered a 
heart attack at the Kitimat airpark 10 miles 
north of that city but an ambulance was sent 
from Terrace to the Terrace-Kitimat irport in- 
stead. 
When the mistake was corrected, an am- 
bulance from Kitimat did reach Arlene Moloney 
and she.was taken to the Kitimat hospital but 
was pronounced dead on arrival. 
" I 'm going to get some advice from my law- 
yer," said Dave Moloney last Wednesday. 
The foul-up occurred when the centralized 
provincial ambulance dispatch office located in 
Kamloops contacted the wrong ambulance sta- 
tion and sent a unit to the wrong place, says 
Kitimat coroner Paul Monaghan. 
• According to provincial ambulance s rvice in- 
formation supplied to Monaghan, Moloney 
called lhe ambulance service from a payphone 
at the Kitimat airpark at 9:30 p.m. June 7, just 
feet froln where his wife had collapsed. 
Monaghan said Moloney was clear about his 
location, but that the centralized ispatch office 
instead called the Terrace ambulance station 
and directed a unit to "an unconscious collapse 
at the airport parking lot." 
It was not until the Terrace ambulance got to 
the Terraee-Kitimat irport and found no one, 
that the Kamloopa dispatch office realized the 
error, said Monaghan. 
A Kitimat ambulance was then sent to the 
Kitimat airpark, arriving at 9:41 p.m. 
"There appears to have been a miseom- 
munication between the 911 caller and the dis- 
pateher as to the location of the incident," said 
Bob Pcaree, communicatio,ks manager for the 
B.C. Ambulance Service in Victoria, 
While acknowledging that the incident was 
unfortunate, Pearcc said there was no indication 
the delay caused Arlene Moloney's desth. 
But Debbie Taylor, Moloney's daughter, said 
Wednesday there was no question that the B.C. 
Ambulance Service rred. 
"My father was very specific, obviously it 
was the dispatcher who messed up," said 
Taylor. 
Tayl0t:, who has transcripts of the phone con- 
versation between her father and the dispatch 
centre, said her father did tell the dispatcher he 
had a hearing problem and asked the dispatcher 
to speak up. 
The dispatcher did ask and Moloney did con- 
/ 
Sizzlin' Hot Prices 
Hurry! Sale Ends Saturday, July 4 
In-stock 
Viny l  
In-stock 
Carpet  
l starting aslowas I 
s3'  
starting as low as 
$ 95 ¢ 7 /..85/sf 
Select 
Leveler Vertical 
Fabrics 
In-stock 
Ceramic 
Tile 
at blow out prices! 60° o. 
Don't  pay for 6 months,  
no interest,no payments  O.A.C. 
O 
Your  Decor  
3202 Munroe St., Terrace 
• ~i ; Toll Free Out Of Town Call 1-800-665-1657 
= - ooo- , := .o  
firm that he was calling from a parking lot at the 
airpark. 
The dispatcher then asked Moloney one more 
time "to confirm you're at the Kithnat-Terrace 
airport parking lot," Taylor said in reading 
from the transcript. 
Her father, frustrated and wanting to get off 
the phone and back to his wife, replied "right", 
said Taylor. 
She believes the problem could be solved by 
establishing a localized ambulance s rvice. 
"If we could make a difference for just one 
other person, that would be awesome," she 
said. 
Dave Moloney is left wondering if the delay 
caused his wife's death. 
"They say there is the possibility that she 
could have died anyway. But there is the pos- 
sibility that she could have lived too. You never 
know."  
Monaghan said calling the Kifimat ambulance, 
station right away would have resulted in a 
faster esponse by 20 minutes. 
He said sending service to the wrong location 
is conceivable considering the Kamloops dis- 
patch centre is unfamiliar with the ares. 
"I can see how it happened," Monaghan said. 
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News In Brief 
Speeders Beware 
HEADS UP on long weekends this summer as the At- 
torney General Ujjai Dosanjh announced B.C.'s annual 
summer speed awareness campaign last Wednesday. 
RCMP are being asked to use hand-held laser tech- 
nology to catch speeders, tailgaiters and other ag- 
gresssive drivers on high-crash locations June 26 to 
July 5. 
Nope. Not here 
A TASK FORCE travelling the province to hear what 
people think about proposed bank mergers is visiting 
everywhere except northwestern B.C. 
The closest he hearings, truck under orders of small 
business minister Ian Waddell, are coming to the north. 
west is Prince George. They begin in Dawson Creek 
July 6, then heading south to Prince George, Kelowna, 
Cranbrook, Port Albemi, Victoria and Vancouver. 
Small business ministry spokesman Rick Stevens 
said• there were no plans to schedule a hearing in the 
northwest. But he did encourage people to write, phone 
or send their opinions via emaU. 
Proposed mergers between the Bank of Montreal and 
the Royal Bank and the T-D Bank and the Canadian 
Bank of Commerce have sparked worries about branch 
closures, layoffs and bank fee increases. 
Your money first, please 
THE KITIMAT-STIKINE regional board wants resi- 
dents of Elsworth Brothers Camp near Meziadin Lake 
to apply for rezoning before they ask for money or 
phone services. 
A 149-signature petition was delivered to the board 
asking for help in obtaining phone service from BC 
Tel. But the camp is zoned as temporary hcavy- 
industrial even though people have lived in the com- 
munity for approximately 11years. 
Elsworth camp houses about 200 people year-round 
but it is considered private land and board members arc 
hesitant to provide public money. 
The board will write a letter to BC Tel asking it to 
lind other ways to provide phone service there. 
Vehicle tumbles off cliff 
A STOLEN vehicle left the road and rolled into a 
densely wooded area around 1 a.m. last Thursday on 
Kalum Street near Munthe Avenue. 
RCMP and Terrace Fire and Rescue responded to 
find the vehicle abandoned. Four young occupants 
were later identified and treated for minor injuries. 
Police are investigating the incident but say driver in- 
experience and excessive speed, not alcohol, were the 
factors in the accident. 
Marijuana arrests made 
A SEARCH by the Terrace RCMP drug section of a 
home on Kieanza Drive last Thursday resulted iu the 
seizure of approximately $13,000 to $15,000 worth of 
~aTarijuana and the arrest of two adults . . . .  
he pair will appear in court Aug. 8. Police say the 
hydroponics operation isconsidered tobe small. 
N T 
_ . t  o 
N,sga'a 
mmm 
enrol now to par t i c ipate  in 
the HISTORIC 
NISGA'A TREATY 
for app l i ca t ion  forms 
I ~contact 
Diane Stewart Enrolment Coordinator 
Nisga'a Tribal Council 
Box 229 New Aiyansh BC VOJ 1AO 
Tel 250 633 2601 Fax 250 633 
Call toll free 1 888 311 9457 
~Vls l t  our webslte 
Paid for by the Nl|o.l'a Tribal Counel! 
Emall nlsgaa@ntc.bc.ca 
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Hands off 
IT SHOULD be a relatively simple exercise. Call 
up a government ministry and ask them for in- 
formation on X or Y. After all, those ministries 
are financed by the taxpayer so a request for 
what we already own should not be a scary thing. 
But it is. Getting information from the govern- 
ment has always been a problem. Knowledge is 
power and and who has it, rules the roost. 
In 1992, the new NDP government passed en- 
lightened freedom of information legislation set- 
ting out guidelines whereby citizens and groups 
can apply for and then reasonably expect results. 
Last fall the NDP government embarked upon a 
five-year review of the legislation and its work- 
ings. A committee has yet to report. But this 
spring the government did an end-run by increas- 
ing user fees and cutting back on the freedom of 
irdormation machinery. It also suggested, in or- 
der to gain support for its changes, that news or- 
ganizations and opposition political parties were 
prime users simply to gain information to embar- 
rass the government. 
Yet two-thirds of freedom of information re- 
quests come from individuals, people looking for 
information on matters affecting their own lives. 
News organizations, on the other hand, make up 
four per cent of the requests. 
To cut freedom of information budgets denies 
citizens the fundamental right to know how 
government decisions affect their lives. News or- 
ganizations need this kind of access to keep an 
eye on what governments do. The government 
should remember this before dismantling this vi- 
tal service. 
;~ ~ : . . . . .  . . :,: , , , :  : , .  ,.. ~ .: : . ? , : :~ , : ,~  : ,~, . . .~ • 
!: , . . . . . . .  . : , . .  :.~, 
, ,  ,.-  Forgotten 
IT WAS one of scores of press releases which 
spews out weekly on the fax machines from a 
'myriad of government ministries, agencies and 
what not. 
This one,:from the provincial tourism ministry, 
advertised a new heritage passport program in 
which people could buy discounted tickets valid 
at any one of the province's 12 designated 
heritage attractions. 
Those 12 included marvelous Fort Steele in the 
Kootenays, Hat Creek Ranch near Cache Creek, 
Craigflower Manor and Schoolhouse in Victoria 
and Barkerville outside of Quesnel. Problem is 
that Barkerville is as far north as the list got. 
Zippo beyond that. 
And that should sound the alarm among north- 
western tourism operators. With every other eco- 
nomic sector in trouble, tourism remains an area 
the northwest should seek to develop. 
What about Ksan Village outside of Hazelton 
or the North Pacific Cannery Museum outside of 
Port Edward? To be sure, these are not provin- 
cial heritage sites. But a little pressure from the 
northwest should be brought to bear to include 
these in any future kind of heritage passport pro- 
gram. 
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R,)flections on parenthood : 
VICTORIA-  I hear a lot 
about family values lately. Re- 
ligious leaders use the term. 
Politicians want to bring fam- 
ily values back. 
Bill Vander Zalm, in his 
reincarnation ~ de-facto leader 
of the B.C. Reform Party is 
staking his still tenuous politi- 
cal future on family valnes. 
Having raised four children, 
my wife and I are all in favour 
of family values, and I very 
much want to believe that the 
political right's definition of 
family values coincide5 with 
mine. The bruised idealist in 
me, however, wonders. 
My wife and I have had a 
refresher course in Family 
Values 101, a course I hope 
few people will have to enroll 
in. To make my point, I will 
have to be rather personal. 
I t ' s  been a year and two 
months ince our son R0derick 
died. At the time, I thought my 
world was coming to anend. 
As the months and years 
passed, the searing pain gave 
way to a dull ache. The tears 
still flowed, but less often. Life 
must and will triumph over 
death. 
Enter Family Values 101. 
Roderick left behind a beauti- 
fill eight-year-old little girl. 
Our son was a single dad, and 
when he died, my wife and I 
became parents again, lqot an 
young woman, they don'L 
Pamela is just a month shy of For one thing, "Leave it to 
eleven now, and I can't help Beaver" never touched on dif- 
bat compare her intellectual ficult subjects uch as abortion, 
development with my own at something Vander Zalm and 
her age. There's no corn- the entire political right con- 
parison, sider to be next to devil wor- 
We reviewed the sex educa- ship. 
tion course before she took it I don't like abortion either, 
in ]her school, and I was most but until society can assure 
impressed. Nothing was left to every expecting mother that 
the imagination, but the course she and her child have a future; 
couldn't have been taught with abortion will have to remain a 
greater dignity, valid choice. That's what wel 
:ROM!!HE CAPITA It was then that I thought of taught our children, and that's 
former premier Bill Vander what wewil l  tcachPamela. 
HUBERT BEYER Zalm's stubborn objection to Yesterday, we drove to the 
easy undertaking when you're se~ education in schools. Royal Oak Burial Oroundson 
in your 60s. Here's a man who insists on the outskirts of Victoria to put 
Last night, my wife, Pamela bringing family values back flowers on Roderick's grave. 
and I went out to celebrate Fa- into society, but who blindly Our oldest son, Chuck, lit 
thor's Day. Pamela wore a objected to sex education cigarette (Rod was a pas- 
lovely black dress my wife had courses in school. Reviewing sionate smoker, just like me) 
• bomzht for her some course materi.a.l, ~h.,~ s,aid,, and pl.a.~d it next to the urn. , 
The evenine was marked by at the tnne tiie whole emphas,s .. ~ame!:~. swears the ctgarette 
animat ,~a convemation ranoino was on I want to have sex.but kept #owrag off and on, as if,, 
f rom afiecdotes about her fa- I don t want to die. someone dragged on it, and I 
ther to the latest hit songs by We talk to our daughter would like to think she was 
singers I 've never heard of. (granddaughter) about the right and her dad enjoyed that 
And as I kept looking at this things many parents have dif- smoke. 
young creature, with whose fu- ficulty talking about, but both At any rate, I would i'Ve' t0 
tare we are entrusted, I was she and we know that we could invite any politician espousing 
mesmerized by the changes never have introduced her to the cause of family valuesl to 
she had undergone since she the miracle of creating life as give me a call. I believe I can 
became our danghter, well as the course she took. give them a few pointers. 
When we got Pamela, she ,And for that I am grateful. Beyer can be reached at: 
was a child. Now she is turning People like Vander Zalm Tel: (250) 920.9300; Fax: 
into a teenager, and it doesn't have this unrealistic view that (250) 356.9597; E.maU: 
take a Iut of imagination to see all families function like the huberl@coolcom.com 
what she will look like as a Cleavers of TV fame. Well, 
Raise a stink about litter 
Walking the family dog would 
be an ideal exercise for some- 
one my age if litterbugs didn't 
cause my blood pressure to 
spike. 
Walking requires no special, 
expensive clothing. You can 
choose to do it any hour of the 
day at your own speed. No 
entrance fee must be paid, no 
club membership gained, no 
reservations or appohltmenta 
made. 
Selecting a route is its big- 
gest stress. You must pick a 
path avoiding unfenced yards 
where you're likely to he chal- 
lenged by snarling, un- 
controlled ogs. 
Since a developer bulldozed 
17 acres of nearby woods and 
turued it into surveyed lots 
awaiting sale, I have togo far- 
ther to reach unoccupied 
crown land. These acres, 
crisscrossed by well worn 
ATV trails and vehicle ruts 
several of which have been 
used to haul out firewood, 
were new to me. 
As soon as I found strewn lit- 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
ter - -  a pink teddy bear, a 
kitchen sink, an snarl of clo- 
thing - -  I knew I'd cleared 
civilization. I could remove the 
dogs' leashes and let them run. 
At some risk. 
One or two walks were 
enough to recognize trail 
markers - -  a rusted ear body 
in a clearing, a discarded tire, a 
lidless plastic carton on its 
side, a blue plaid shirt, fold 
upon fold of a kids' plastic 
water slide, one black running 
shoe, an upholstered living 
room chair, a mou,d of rusted 
metal resembling barbells, a 
box spring, a truck bumper 
custom-make of non-slip 
aluminum. 
Garbage or litter, besides 
being unsightly, and creating 
an expense for whoever one 
day buys the land for residen- 
tial use, poses a risk to dogs' 
feet. Broken glass, lumber 
slabbed through with nails, 
sharp metal scraps, wire ~ all 
are hazardous to animals. 
Anything combustible 
tires, old clothing, ten'y towels, 
lumber - -  makes ideal tinder 
for kids flicking their Bies. Al- 
ready Thomhill's firefighters 
are too often called to brush 
fires started by kids. Why do 
lazy adults set up conditions 
for more fires? 
Household garbage and me- 
chanics' scrap don't get left in 
the bush by dogwalkers or kids 
riding ATVs. A truck has to be 
used. So any truck seen going 
into the bush, especially as it 
gets dark, is suspect. 
Sure, an occasional dog- 
L uT" WNA.T" 
XACTLY 13 
RAPIFtOA/ItL I 
walker will drive to the bush to " 
save himself a long walk, or to 
bypass a neighbourhood crawl- 
ing with loose dogs. Any other 
track, take his licorice number. 
Most people use the landfill; 
it's free. But one or two slobs 
and that's all it takes to lit- 
ter the bush ~ persist in 
dumping their refuse when 
they think no o,e 's  watching. 
They should be charged and  
made to clean out their mess. 
Any alert neighbour could fin- 
ger them. 
More and more, citizens are 
policing their own neighbour- 
hoods. In "retrace, residents 
reported someone hurdling 
their backyard fences. A break 
and enter suspect was nabbed 
by police momenta after the  
crime. 
In  Vancouver, musicians 
have organized weekly pawn 
shop visits to identify stolen , 
musical instruments. 
We need to raise a st ink 
about dumpers and end their 
mess and fire hazards in our 
backyards, 
~p. ggeuH~'/' '
T . 
L 
/i 
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TERRACE CO-OP 
employees gather with 
a float in front of their 
store during happier 
times. 
The Co-op's main 
department store closes 
today, ending more than 
50 years of serving food 
and providing other 
services. 
The home centre and 
bulk fuel plant remain 
Open as does the garden 
centre. 
BeloW find some'  
memories of the Co,op: 
Out of Africa 
Please, anything but the ants 
IN P, ESPONSE to my good friend Brenda 
Silsbe's letter on Co-op memories, you jogged 
my'~memory going back - -  oh, must be on 43 
years now. 
Back then the Co-op was the main store in 
to{vn for everything. Ovetwaitea was still called 
Over-Weight-Tea (because they always put in 
aa~'~i'a'sco01~he n selling thektea)located on 
K~lu~ a~m?~ fr6in what is now Don Diego's. 
Tha~ 'aS ~re'tty much Terrace, 
Ev'~; was there back then and the Tillicnm 
Th~tre'i'un by old Charlie'Adams was in the 
basement of what was later rebuilt and became 
the Tet~raec Volunteer Bureau. The Hub Store 
w~s an'early version of Van's News. 
Yes,! kids, we were a one horse town back 
then - -  now we have two of everything but the 
horse died. 
. . . .  Getting back to the Co-op. I was about six or 
sevet~ and my mother, a teacher with School 
Disttltct 88, was shopping for our weekly grub. 
Back then the Co-op had oiled, plank flooring to 
allow loggers to walk around in their caulked 
boots ~ common architecture in snowbound 
country like Skeens. 
Any pre-1960's pictures of the Co-op will 
show you that it wasn't he ultra modem build- 
ing it is today. 
Behtg small as I was I noticed the exotic food 
on the lower shelves like canned chocolate 
coated grasshoppers ~(product of Africa, the 
ean's label proudly boasted) and whale meat. I
was amazed and pointed this out to my mother. 
"Oh, Brian," she said, amused. "You would 
like to try some chocolate coated grasshop- 
pers!" 
I must confess I was ambivalent. I liked 
chocolate but I didn't think I liked grasshop- 
pers. "What shall it be," said Morn. "The 
grasshoppers orthe whale meat7" 
" I f l  got a choice, I'll take the grasshoppers. 
At least they're chocolate. Couldn't I have a 
coffee crisp instead?" 
No, morn was adamant. We'd try the choco- 
late coated grasshoppers, even though they were 
really expensive. 
The manager was handling the till that day. 
"'Why, Mrs. Gregg," he said, "I didn't know 
you went in for this kind of exotic foodl" Morn 
stalled and said, "Brian wanted to try itl" I 
wanted to say, "Wait a minute. It seems to me I 
just pointed the stuff out-:-- it was morn who in- 
sisted," but I never got to say a word. 
Morn asked the manager: "Do you really sell 
exotic food like this?" The manager chuckled 
and said, "Actually, there's amissionary couple 
• vho apparently acquired a taste for grasshopp- 
ers over in Africa. They wanted it so we ordered 
it in." 
Thank you, John the Baptistl 
We went home and ate chocolate coated 
grasshoppers for the one and only time in my 
life. And that's ]ny first really big memory of 
shopping at ih'e Co-op. 
Brian Gregg, Terrace B.C. 
Christmases made special 
THE CO-OP has been called a friendly, homey 
meeting place and yes, it is that for sure. 
But what made the Co-op so unique in many 
ways is in how it participated in the community, 
living up to its name - -  co-operative. 
I have had the good fortune of having been 
employed at the Co-op for 24 years. During this 
time I have seen many people both staff and 
customers, come and go and handled many 
changes. 
:IBut the event that meant a lot to me never 
Changed in those 24 years. 
In  December 1974 a few of our staff saw a 
i news~elip from Vancouver where Woodwards 
had l~Ut on a special evening for seniors and 
phy'sieally and menially challenged people. 
We~knew with hard work we could do the 
same in the Terrace Co-op and within 10 days 
put together the evening's entertainment, door 
prizes, refreshments and special discounts. 
We had a great fun night with all our guests 
• on Dee. 10, 1974. That f'wst year drew more 
than 400 guests, the press, TV crew and 
volunteers, drawing the community together. . 
Over the years the turnouts became a little 
smaller, but the enthusiasm of the staff and 
guests never did, despite some awful nasty 
winter storms. 
A few people who were there from the start 
for this special event and still at our last party 
were: Corby King, Sandy Sandhals, Bill Keen- 
lyside (our faithful MC), Vieky Parviainen, 
Centennial Christian School Choirs, Lavern, 
• : i~  ¸¸ 
Drygoods and coal fires 
OF the names in coal heater and each night Corby was honoured in 
management and among the Corby King would go down 1979 by the board for the 
;taft have changed over the 
~,ears and many have been 
~'orgotten, but for me many 
ttand out. 
~ht,1945 the first president, 
.=red Tbonlas, was elected. 
~oyd Frank was the first 
;ecretary and Stewart 
2ampbell was the first man- 
igor. 
In 1947 the membership 
/use to 150 members. More 
;7 ~taff'continued to be hired 
~' ~s'the Co-op and Terrace 
"~ ~oth continued to grow. 
Jan MacKinnon was hired 
;, ?y manager Corby King in 
" ,9~52 to take charge of the 
Iry gbods department. 
. rWhen she went to work 
• ~ I~e first day all there was in 
• " he department was cork 
eels, jeans, work shirts and 
/ork socks. 
-" Jan also remembers the 
i now blowing in through the 
tont~oor f the store in the 
,inlets, 
The store was heated by a 
in the middle of the night to 
stoke the heater. 
Corby awoke one night at 
4 a.m. with the feeling that 
something was wrong at the 
store. 
When he drove there, 
Corby found the wooden 
floor under the heater al- 
ready bunting and managed 
to put the fire out before it 
could spread. 
service he had provided 
since 1951. 
George Manary, who 
worked the gas station, was 
remembered as the person 
looking after shoplifters. 
He would often walk over 
to the beer parlour at the 
Terrace Hotel to find Co-op 
merchandise being sold, 
Yvonne Moen, Terrace 
Thanks, Corby 
AS A former employee of the Co-op for 27 years, starting 
in 1952, I would like to thank Corby King, manager for 
those years for being such a wonderful, understanding and 
caring person to the staff and all. 
He always took time to listen to our staff problems and 
personal ones, too. 
I will always remember our wonderful and happy gather- 
ings we enjoyed together, picnics, eampout, ball games, 
culing and other functions, 
Most of all, we will miss the times we spent gathering in 
the cafeteria with friends and members. Those were happy 
times. 
Jm MaeKinnon, Terrace, BC 
Don, Thee, Judy and many others. 
Last Christmas we promised our guests the 
biggest party yet in Dececember 1998, which 
would have been our silver anniversary of this 
event. 
I ant sorry that we cannot keep that promise 
due to circumstances beyond our control. But 
we won't forget the good times we had. 
AJtd to all of you who were involved in one 
way or another in that special event every 
Christmas at the Co-op, I say a big thank you. 
John Wiebengab Terrace B.C. 
(,4 baker at the Co.op, John Wiebenga isget- 
ting together with other employees from the 
bakery department to open their o'~n bakery 
thts faU.7 
LONG TII~IE Co-op employee Jan Macl~nnon with 
manager Corbln King. This picture Is from 1972, 
NOW 94, Floyd Frank, the man who Inspired the 
creation of Terrace Co-op in the 1940s, lives at 
Terraceview Lodge on the bench. 
Floyd Frank 
started it all 
FLOYD FRANK is disappointed that it had to end this 
way. 
Frank, age 94 and nearly blind, is the holder of mem- 
bership Number One at the Terrace Co-op and is one of 
its founders. 
When word spread that the main department s ore 
was closing, many members thought of the effect on 
Frank, who now lives at Terraceview Lodge. 
"I was the big push behind it," said Frank during an 
interview last week in recalling how he originally 
helped spread the co-op idea in Terrace. 
"A man from the co-op came up to Rupert and I had 
him come up here at a great big meeting," he says. 
Frank helped raise the money for the new building in 
1947 when he and two other board members took out a 
$300 loan from the credit union. The credit union 
would then move into the other half of the building. 
Frank was the Co-op board's secretary for many 
years and attended meetings as recently as eight years 
ago. 
"I think he's just regretting the fact that people 
haven't been supporting it," says his wife, Aileen, of 
her husband's feelings. 
"It's been Floyd's lifeline almost. ~Ve've talked 
nothing else than the Co-op," she says. 
He and Aileen also took advantage of the Co-op's o- 
cial role, attending the picnics and Chrishmas functions 
held annually. 
"The Co-op meant a lot to the community," said 
Frank. 
Floyd's father, Henry Frank, was one of the original 
members of the Kitsumkalum Farmers' Institute, the 
Co-op's predecessor founded in 1911. 
Frank's on, Norman, still sits on the board. 
Kind to seniors 
A big thank you to the Terrace Co-operative for their 
kindness to seniors. 
How we will miss those Thursday seai0rs hopping 
days when we meet with other seniors and have a chat 
between the aislesl 
Also for the enjoyment we have had at the Christmas 
shopping event. It just won't be the samel 
From a senior who appreciated 53 years of shopping 
at the Co-op, 
Aileen Frank, Terrace B.C. 
i i i i 
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Fish closure devastating 
Dear Sir:. 
I have been working in the fishing-tourism Industry for 
I0 y(ars now. As a fishing guide I have a very keen inter- 
eat in the preservation fsalmon stocks. 
But what the Department ofFisheries and Oceans came 
up with this time is absolutely deadly for the spot~ishing 
indeslty in Terrace. Let'.~ face it., the tourists do not come 
here to go trout fish'ing, they come for salmon. By dosing 
the Skeena River for all salmon fishing (that means no 
catch and release) from Aug. 2 to Sept. 5 the DFO has all 
but put a sign up saying, "We don't want you to come 
here and spend money on sport fishing." 
The $2 million the DFO is planing on spending on an ad 
campaign to promote fishing in B.C. comes much too late 
and is a waste of our tax dollars. The damage is already 
done, most fishing guides and lodges around Tena~. ~ave 
60 to 80 per cent cancellation rates from overseas 
customers. 
This, in conjunction with a 1000 per cent (yes, no 
misprint - -  1000 per cent) increase in guiding licence fees 
last year will close the doors of fishing lodges around Ter- 
i i 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THETERRACE STANDARD 
The 
Maj| Bag 
I 
The DFO wants to protect he coho run in the Skeena, 
which is good and understandable. But a proper catch and 
release program with barbless hooks for coho would save 
the industry and woul d hardly effect he survival rate, as 
has been shown with the catch and release program with 
steelhesd on the Skeena. 
Logging almost gone, commercial nd sportfishing one, 
tourists gone - -  Terrace gone. 
Alexander Hreby, Terrace, B.C. 
(received ~ia small) 
race. 
Recycling, environment ignored 
An open letter to: 
Regional District of 
Kitimat Stilkine 
l~ar  Sirs: 
This letter is in response 
to the subregional landfdi 
study solid waste collection 
questionnaire. 
There is no awareness of 
the possibility of recycling 
as the indicated by the num- 
ber of garbage cans (3) per 
household that would be 
picked up weekly. 
The poss~ility of reduc- 
ing the amount of garbage 
to be disposed of should be 
considered. The Terrace 
area has the ability to sup- 
port a full recycling centre 
as ether towns smaller than 
the Terrace area have done. 
Composting, recycling of 
Pet'~r products, cans and 
glass are basic to the model 
of recycling and environ- 
mental intpact awareness 
and managenmnt. 
Moving the dump out and 
onto the Onion Lake area is 
an attempt to move the 
problem out of sight and, as 
a consequence, out of mind. 
The regional district 
should initiate recycling as a 
mandatory step in the man- 
agement of solid waste. To 
do otherwise isnegligent. 
-The other area o f  concern 
is the alternate location of 
the dump to the Onion Lake 
area. This Is a high us e 
recreation area. 
There is extensive snow- 
mobiling, hiking, skiing, 
fmhing, camping at small 
lakes, mountain bike riding, 
climbing, etc. along with a 
number of forest recreation 
use sites. These are all en- 
joyed within an environ- 
ment hat has an outstanding 
tree growing ability. 
Did you say you want a 
major regional landfill 
dump here? It is also the 
drainage base for both the 
Lakeise Lake and the 
Kifimat River. 
The Onion Lake area is a 
permeable base of gravel 
and sand that will not hold 
waste drainage. How do you 
intend to prevent he con- 
tamination of these waters 
from toxic wastes? 
There are high fishery and 
recreation values 
downstream along with 
community water uses that 
also need to be considered. 
I hope these areas of con- 
corns will be investigated 
farther as the overall in- 
tegrity of the environment 
needs to be addressed, 
There is a lack of recogni- 
tion of the need for the 
proper management of 
waste. "['he principles of 
recycling and sustainability 
aren't addressed. 
As well there is a lack of 
recognition of the values of 
recreation and water quality 
for the people of this area. 
Cheryl Brown, Terrace 
Credit given .... 
Dear Sir: 
Re: front page article June 
3, 1998: Hospital trims 
surgery time. 
While it is admirable that 
the Terrace Area Com- 
munity Health Council, 
feels the newly purchased 
endoscopy equipment will 
save money and cut the 
budget, let's give credit 
where it is due. 
This equipment purchase 
was spearheaded by Drs. 
Evans and Dunfield and 
made possible by donations 
from Hydrecs Fund, Terrace 
Rotary, Order of Eastern 
Star, Terrace Royal Purple 
& Elks Clubs, Terrace 
Shrine Club, the medical 
staff, personal donations and 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation. 
No monies have been 
forthcoming from either the 
B.C. Ministry of Health or 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Fund raising is on going 
and donations may be sent. 
to the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foun- 
dallon, Box 1067, Terrace 
B.C. VSG 4V1. 
Marylin Davies, 
Chairman, Dr. 
R.E.M. Lee Foundation 
Useless law 
l )ear  Sir:  
We were stopped recently 
by a police officer while rol- 
ler binding down Park Ave. 
To our surpflse she asked 
us to remove our roller 
blades as there is a by-law 
in Terrace against hem. 
Roller binding is a form of 
transportation a d should be 
permitted, What is the dif- 
ference between roller bled- 
Ing, skate boards and 
bicycles? 
We understand that proper 
safety equipment should be 
worn, so we do not see ro l .  
let binding as illegal. Things 
that are illegal should not be 
sold in stores, and you can 
find mllex blades anywhere. 
We f'md this law useless. 
Heather Wlison, 
Mlehelle Fawdrey, and 
Amanda Hart. 
Terrace, B.C. 
For those investing in For those investing in 
mutual funds  without mutual funds with the 
the help of a RBC help of a RBC 
Dominion Securities Dominion Securities 
Investment Advisor: Investment Advisor: 
You should consider the year-to.date per- Smart choice. 
formance, full-year performance, three- ~!', 
year performance, five-year performance, '"i ~ 
• ten-year perform.~nce, average annual- • . , .  
Ized return since inception, dividend ' i .  ' " : i i  
schedule, BellCharts rating, Palrack rank- ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ii~! 
ing, average PIE ratio, average market ~ ~ i !~ 
capitalization, cash poslti0n, currency : . . . . . . . . .  ,i'.;~ 
exposure, long- and short.term capital . 
gains, the fund's investment obje~ve, , 
investment strategy, research capabilities, . . . .  
adherence to investment style, pdor hls- ' " ; 
tory, reputation of fund cor~pany, tenure 
of the portfolio manager, portfolio tUrn- " . ~ .... ~ • 
over, tax emciency, risk indicators; alpha, ' : 
beta, standard deviation; fund perform- . : '  
ance in up markets and down markets, 
asset growth of fund, size o~ ~und, ~und 
composition, and past and present sector ~ ~ 
] welghtings. By the way, you shOuld also 
know there are over 1,750 mutual funds 
in Canada. i 
t .... 
' i 
For more information, please call, RBC . 
Investment  Adv isor  DOMINION ~i I
Richard  S tanton  at 635-8888 SECURITIES 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week pro~e~ona weat~,~e.~. . t  "~ 
Western Phone Directories Company 
brings you 
The New Terrace/Kitimat/Prince Rupert 
Phone Directory & Community 
. . . .  Information Guide 
. . .~,~: ' ; ' ;~.  ,~.~'r,:,'i~,  ,~Zt~..,~,u ' iV ;  . . . .  ~"~ ' .  ~' ' 
"1 
l 
Delivered FREE to every home, business, hotel& motel * 
• Complete addresses including postal codes 
0 
.4  . 
k 
Maps, Activity Guide, Calendar of Events, 
• Oining Guide with menus 
• Numerical cross'reference guide; look up a name by the phone number 
• = Full regional street maps , 
• Custom & additional white page listings at NO CHARGE// 
• Add your spouse's name, e-marl address, and your cellular phone number 
• Community Information/Activity, Tourism sections 
Community History, Golf Course La 
i nn . . . - _  '1  
youts~etc. ; 
Classi~d 
YeUow Section 
Quite*Simply, A Better Phone Book! 
P 
1-800-228-0801 
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Convention centre, walkway , JamesW. Radeiet ' 
over  t racks  appea l  to loca ls  - We believe... Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
d~AiwWOUI~I  ~ i !i~ [ ?i~:~'~wn/°i~ ~aaa'Ims ~t~ in hcll,ing" 1330 - ,075 West Georgio Slrae,, Vnn~--, n.c. V61:3¢9 Anyom An" wh(ic Phorle.' 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 ' ,. y ~ ' ' ' .  - , -  , , , 
convention centre in the I downtown, they'll stay and 
vreig Ave. Co-op building, : . I spend money. 
expanding the downtown- ~: ~ ~ ~ i  [ Also on the list was build- 
core to Atwood Street, ~ i ! i i : : : : : i : :  ::1 ing a convention centre in 
creating live\v ork s udios ~! ! i i~ i~ i ! i i i i ! !~: i+~i ! i : ! i '  [ the Co-op building to create 
on Greig and buildng a ~ i i i i : :  ' l  an anchor in the downtown. AT CLOSE-OUT SALE pedestrian wal :way ~ t the ~: i i i i ! i ' i~ ; ; i :~ , !  A pedestrian overpass at the 
bottom of Kalu a Stre¢ I over ~ . ~ : : . " : .  "::!:i:' [ bottom of Kalum Street THE 
the CN yard .  ~ ~ [ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ I over top of the train tracks', 
David Witte, senior plan- was also on the list. 
~ : ~  The plan showed the east 
downtown to look like in 
20157 
nvention  
G e. 
panding 
c r  
i  li \work t ios 
on Greig and building a 
i  lk  a   
f m treet 
nor from Urban Systems in 
Vancouver, local architect CITIZENS SUCH AS Annalee Davis attended a end of the city by'the curl- 
Dan Condon and city plan- 
ner David Trawin presented 
a sketch of how downtown 
might look in 20 years from 
now to citizens at the Ter- 
race Inn June 25. 
The potential plan came 
after planners met last 
month with 17 local busi- 
ness owners, property 
owners, city staff and mem- 
bers of the beautification 
society to discuss ways to 
enhance the downtown. The 
group brainstormed and 
Witty took their ideas and 
drew a potential sketch of 
what a new downtown could 
look like. 
"The design charette 
meeting with city planners at the Terrace Inn June 25 
to give her Ideas of what downtown should look like 
in the future, She's purling a green dot beside the 
ideas and concepts she wants to see in the future 
downtown and a red dot beside those she didn't like. 
(plan) gives focus to thl,gs 
people want to see happen 
downtown, "said Write. "It 
identifies key issues and op- 
portunities for the 
d owntown. ' '
Witte said the potential 
design is necessary so that 
city planners can start plan- 
ning for the future in terms 
of bylaws and rezoning. 
"This plan is a broad con- 
cept of how the community 
plan can be restructured," 
he said. 
The potential concept for 
downtown included a vari- 
ety of new additions uch as 
rcdcveloping Lakelse Ave- 
nue by expanding the 
downtown core commercial 
area from Emerson Street o 
Atwood Street and adding 
residential housing to the 
tops of businesses. 
Specially identified 
gateways to welcome 
visitors and to mark 
ing rink completely re- 
developed with townhouses 
and three-storey apartments. 
New live\work studios 
along Greig Avenue, east of 
Atwood Street were also 
proposed. 
Approximately 20 locals 
showed up at the meeting 
and most were impressed 
with the future vision of 
downtown. They were asked 
to comment on the potential 
design and offer different 
ideas. 
City planners will now 
lake a look at existing 
bylaws and zoning to make 
the city compatible with the 
revitalization ofdowntown. 
Alcan finds smcltcr costs too high 
ALCAN'S TEAM looking at expanding the company's 
Kitimat smelting capacity is looking for Plan B now that it 
has determined that what it wanted to do is too expensive. 
Team member Bob Vanstone would release figures, 
other than to say what's been calculated is "higher than 
acceptable" and fails to meet what the company wants for 
a rate of return based on its investment. 
Vanstone wouldn't release figures. News reports place 
the suggested cost at $1.8 billion, well over what Alcan 
wants to spend. 
But while the team must now search for alternatives 
which will meet company goals, Vanstone downplayed the 
effect of the decision. 
"It's one of those things that happens in feas~ility 
studies," he pointed out. 
The first run had been based on certain assumptions as to 
the size of the new smelter - -  250,000 tonnes per annum 
capacity - -  and the types of technology that would be 
used. 
Now the team would look at how the calculation worked 
with different sizes of smelter and different technologies 
---weighing the capital costa against he operating costs in 
the latter case ~ and whether there were ways to do things 
more efficiently during the construction phase. 
Taking another look at the size of the proposed smelter 
isn't necessarily bad news either. Pointing to the compa- 
ny's experience with the Alma project in Quebec, 
Vanstone said that had originally been conceived as a 
250,000 tonne smelter. It too hit problems when it came to 
the initial cost analysis and ultimately the company de- 
cided on a 375,000 tonne operation. 
And while repeating the conceptual stage will lake 3-6 
months, he said it didn't necessarily mean the project was 
back at square one. 
i 
• i : i :  ;: )~  ~Ore i~format~on call your travel agent or , ; ;!;':i 
~: !iii: Air:Can, ul,~ Reser~at~o~s:.fr,at 1"800"655=..0520.~:;~' 
~.i~*~'~:~~i:~:.: - : : :  : : : ; ' - : :  I~$ ' |  : !:: :,~:::: ! :~ : :::':' ! :~;~;:~ 
Fare applies to Tuesday and Wednesday travel only. 
Fare Is one-way, some ~stflctlons apply. AEROPLAN (~ 
i 
/ P remier  Clark: 
:DON'T SAY "NO" 
TO OUR RIGHT 
TO KNOW 
B ritish Columbians are fed up with secretive government. Public business is 
OUR business, and we deserve the facts. 
In 1992, the NDP recognized that. They ran 
-for office on a promise of "Open Government" 
and followed through by passing Canada's 
finest Freedom of Information and Privacy 
Act. 
Under the Clark government, att i tudes are 
ehangung radically. They have launched an 
(aggressive attack on the freedom of informa- 
'tion act in an attempt o limit public access to 
information. 
The budgets of FOI offices are being slashed by 
50 to 60 percent, and fees for information 
requests are being increased drastically. 
The Campaign for Open Government has been 
estab l i shed to prevent a massive rollback of 
our  rights of access to public information. 
: Public scrutiny encourages responsible, honest 
!government. Tell your MLA you want more 
open goverment, not more secrecyl 
t Support  ]Freedom of Information! 
:. CALL THE ~ CALL OUR 
ACTION LINE ~ WEBSITE 
www.ltinc.net/bcoi 
604-878-4988 ~ . _  
8210 Clinton St. Terrace. Ph: 638-7288 
70 REGULAR MARKED PRICES 
m=:(tlllllHIHt-l:,]:l= iti--|lU/[Hog-~i|=nr_an--l'.J-'[o]DllI*]ll~q~[e]:i~:W] o]lzo]~dH:ll;l~¢iM~l J-'[O]ll[ol=llflk'l|llH¢lIB 
All Cameras, All All Jeweller,/, Houseware, 
Film, Batteries Children's Wallets, Watches Household & 
& Shavers Clothing & Giflware Garden Products 
All Toys, 
Games, 
C,D.'s g 
Music Tales 
. . . .  S~mer . .  • :: G reetifig~::~ !|~T!: ProdUcts i 
All 
Christmas, 
Valentines and 
Halloween 
Inventory 
 3,4 
All All 
Pictures and Feminine 
Frames 
Hygiene 
60 ,I ° 2,or1 
Boxes of Mixed 
Inventoryand 
Sports Cards 
70°o/,°, 
All Makeup 
and 
Cosmetics 
60?,,
* OPEN DALLY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m, • FRIDAY 9 a,m. - 9 p.m. * CLOSED SUMDAYS 
Ui~ITIL ENTIRE STOCK HAS BEEN SOLD 
Terrace C 
MI~MBIfltSlIIP 
i 
To all our dedicated 
customers, members 
and friends, 
THANK YOU 
For your support over the last 53 years, we look forward to 
serving you at the Home Centre & Card Lock on Molitor Street 
and the Farm & Garden Centre at it's current location. 
' THAN'K  YO 
From each and everyone of us at the %rraee Co-op for your 
support, friendship and great memories. 
~ '  Staff, Management & Board 
f 
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"rHATS LANCE Detwiller holding a small can of pep- 
per spray that will soon to be illegal to sell and a 
larger size that will still be available for sale. 
Pepper spray 
ban irritating 
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S June 23 decision to 
outlaw small, o0ncealable pepper spray containers i  not 
going over well in Terrace. 
The ban, effective July 23, ~ is the result of increased 
criminal use which officials say is a risk to public safety. 
"The goal o[ this legislation is to make it illegal for any- 
one to carry any pepper spray cannister less than 224 ml or 
grams even if they claim to be using it to protect hem- 
salves from wild animals," said RCMP SgL Russ Gmbb. 
Grabb said hikers and Ixeeplantcrs can still carry larger 
sizes to repel animals. 
He said RCMP have no plan to confiscate the soon-to-be 
illegal smaller cannisters but merchants who sell them 
after the deadline risk fines. 
Brian Patrick, owner of Misty River Tackle and Hunting, 
thinks the announcement is ridiculous. " I f  women and 
postal workers can't protect themselves with pepper spray 
then they should be allowed to carry handguns and be 
trained to use them," said Patrick. 
Lance Dettwiler of Valhalla Pure Outfitters said the 
legislation bans a substance that is comforting to people. 
" I f  you're out in the wilderness and an animal attacks 
you, they deserve to get sprayed." Dettwiler said. 
Doctor crisis 
in Dease Lake 
RESIDENTS OF Dense 
Lake and surrounding area 
are waiting to hear if the 
federal immigration minister 
will help them get a doctor. 
The one they Want Is from 
outside the country but he's 
been denied a visa by a Ca- 
nsdian consulate official in 
New York City. 
Dense Lake's last resident 
physician left nearly a year 
ago and it has relied on 
rotating temporary doctors 
ever since because it can't 
find a permanent Canadian 
replacement. 
Extensive advertising 
within Canada in various 
medical journals, calls to 
governments and head- 
hnnters haven't worked. 
And now the string of 
temporary or Iocum 
physicians runs ont July 12 
when the last one leaves. 
"We've looked every- 
where. There are just no 
more Iocnms to be had," 
says Stikine Health Centre 
administrator Tom Wright. 
When the last resident 
physician left in 1997, the 
health centre began looking 
for a new one. 
Unable to f'md one right 
away within Canada, it then 
began relying on temporary 
physicians called locums. 
Late last year, the centre 
found Dr. Jacid Malik, a 
Pakistani who had spent he 
last seven years practising in 
South Africa. 
He cleared the necessary 
checks in terms of medical 
qualifications and the 
Stikine Health Centre 
anticipated a quick arrival. 
But when Dr. Malik ap- 
plied for a visitor visa at the 
Canadian embassy in 
Pretoria, South Africa, he 
was tumed own. 
The doctor then decided to 
visit the United States and 
was given a visa to do so. 
Wright says Stikiae health 
Fashions 
S r 
Everyth ing  In The Store* 
~" ~)  ~ '~: 
(Excluding Undergarments) 
• Jackets  ~~ 
i . Pants ' 
. J ewe l le ry  
• Su i ts  
• B louses  
• Matern i ty  
See our rack 
of selected i 
fashions 
3230 Kalum St., Terrace Ph: 635-3666 'm~l i~~ e 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
JULY 1998 PALACE JULY 1998 
y 
5c~ 6 Terrace 
Minor 
Secor~ Hockey Scho~ Pineal 
Coon¢ Associ~on Reg= 
1 Peaks 2 Tm'a;e LK  
Gymnastics Club Thea~Sode~ 
Stemesl/a~nt~ Tecze t,r~n~ So~l 
~C~ 
errxe ~m~nity 
~T~t~ Bumu 
!RT~ 
8ere~P~t~ 
0~d~!425 
R~en~ 
1 ~ Teeace ~e- 
Ter~e~ 
~,teuee~ ~t~/ 
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K1Lg-Teeace 
4 Te~zeSead~& Res~eS0d~y 
PXCF.S~ 
Te~ze Slz~xj 
0=b 
10 Tecrace 11 Tera~ 
I~a'aT~ C0uM 
TewamLo~ ~/~z~,~e 
17~= 18~_ c= 
01Tents 
Nkj#aT~ T~'~ 
Te~aoeL=~ 
12 skeena 13 
Junior Terrace 
Secondary Minor Hockey 
,~.,h od Parent 
Auxili~ Association 
14~ 
T~ma~ ~ 
25(~=MeF~ 24,~ ~ 
Trance Te~Y~0~ 
19 20 
lhornhil Jun~ Terrace Minor 
Seco~d=y Sct~ BaseMI 
Pmnt/~y 
Co~Z kssoc~on 
26 27Te~ 
Minor 
Hockey 
Associalion 
21c=== 22~= 
parapt~/moc~or Swin CU) 
No~hv~ 
Oderd t~s~a'aT~d 
PCr~Pu~e Coun~.Te~e 
Caledo~ Sa~ 
Par~ 
28c,~ 29'~ 
~ ~  G~t~Club 
eu~/~a T~a~F~ 
Set. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Wed,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Bingo Every, Saturday Afternoon L,t Wednesdw of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 4410 Legi0n,Terrace 
council members tracked 
down Dr. Malik in North 
Carolina. Canadian im- 
migration officials told them 
he should apply again in 
New York. 
But Dr. Malik was denied 
a visitor's v i sa -  consider- 
ed a first step to a work 
permit - -  by a Canadian 
consular official. 
The problem, say officials 
with Skeens Reform MP 
Mike Scott's office, is that 
the official doesn't consider 
Dr. Malik to be a bona fide 
visitor. 
That's because the doctor 
has sold his assets overseas, 
a sign that there's nothing in 
South Africa or in Pakistan 
to cause him to return once 
his visitor status runs out. 
But Scott's officials say 
the real point is that Dr. 
Malik has made a five-year 
conunitment to work in 
Dcase Lake. 
Since all otlzer efforts to 
find a physician within Can- 
ada have failed, federal im- 
migration officials should 
speed Dr. Malik into the 
country and up to Dcase 
Lake, they add. 
"Dr. Malik had met the 
requirements of the Stikine 
Health Centre and was will- 
ing to work in the remote 
community," wrote MP 
Scott to federal immigration 
minister Lucie~e Robillard 
June 17. 
"I am therefore requesting 
that you please review this 
application and allow Dr. 
Malik to come to Canada." 
Wright says Dense Lake 
residents find it hard to be- 
lieve a doctor who wants to 
come to Dense Lake is 
being stopped at the border. 
"This is a very serious 
situation. We're actually 
supposed to have two doc- 
tors. There's 3,000 people 
up here," he said. 
Without an on-site 
physician, Wright says the 
ambulance service is going 
to very busy transporting 
people hours down south to 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Leona Klein 
638-6025 
New at Saan 
Effective July 2, 1998 
FULL POSTAL SERVICES 
Will be available at the Saan Store located at 
4645 GreigAvenue inTerrace. 
For your convenience the postal service 
will be available: 
: ,~. . . , . .  . . . .  , . • Monday ~Thursdav9,00 am~_6.00p~ , ,  
• : " ' " ' , 'B  , -  . . . . .  / ~"  " ' • " ~"  ! ,~  .~ i ' . ;  " ~ 
i , : ;  ~Fr idaY i9 ,00 iam- :9 ,00 :  ~:!~:i ~) i: 
: : : ; '  ~: 2.00 m-4,00pm ~ .. . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
Fax and photocopying services also available. 
t * 
• ~ % 
Your Home or Office May Be Making You SICK! 
e 
e 
INDOOR AIR POLLUTION could be a contributing factor to many allergic conditions. 
The EPA estimates that indoor air polluUon is 1,000 times worse than outdoor air pollution, 
Remember this.,.You are what you breathe, 
Air filters are  a thing of the past!!i 
This is not a flltedng system. Experience anew, stata-of-the-art echnology which 
produces activated oxygen and radio wave ionizalJon that cleans and pudfies the 
air just as nature does dudng a thunderstorm, This amazing system oxidizes harmful 
particulates and contaminates that exist in every home and office. 
"Indoor air pollution is becoming the #1 ~' ,L  ~ : 
environmental health problem in America." ~~~, ,/~ ..... " '~%% 
(U.S. House of Representatives) • ~. ~ , ! ! i~! !~. ! ! i~  ~..~ 
"40% of all buildings l~se a serious ' ::!i~~. . ~ ~  
health hazard due to ledOor air polluUon. . ~ : ~ !  ~ 
(World Health Organization, 1992) ~ ~  ~: : -  
This breaMhrough technology effectively reduces: 
mold • mildew .-pollen • dust • tobacco smoke and origin • chemicalga.ses • pet odors 
dust mite particulate • animal dander • static electridty • cooking eden and much morel 
Independent lab tests have proven these purifiers effecUvely 
reduce the following forms of bacteria: 
E-COU, SALMONELLA, STAPHYLOCOCCUS, CANDIDA, ASPERGILLUS 
A "must have" item for restaurants, beauty shops, day care centers, paint 8 carpet stoi:esl 
pet stores, veterinary clinics, nigM clubs, bowling alleys, medical and dental labs, 
hotels, realtors, auto dealers, printing shops, RV's etc. 
Call: Clear Fresh Air (250) 635.4311 Cell: (250) 638.7139 
Te lephoneNo ice  Mai l  Sys tems 
. 1-800-893-5033 
Official Suppliers of Norstar, Mitel, Lucent Technologies 
Formerly Tolsec Telecommunications 
Charlie Graydon 
638-6024 
S, nool board 
resents new 
contract 
SCHOOL BOARD CHAIR Roger Leclerc Isn't happy 
about education mixdster Paul Ramsey's decision toim- 
pose a new teachers contract on school beards around the 
province. 
Leclerc said the imposed settlement cuts trustees out of 
the bargaining process, 
"There is a process that was in place," said Leclem. 
"Al l  parlle.s were at the (bargaining) table and the govern- 
ment chose not to adhere to that process. So obviously I 'm 
not very happy about thaL" 
Coast Mountain school trustees, along with 87 per cent 
of the school boards in the province, voted against he 
tentative teachers conlract worked out by the B.C. govern- 
ment and the B.C. Teacher's Federation (Be'IT) earlier 
this month 
The new contract, -.vhich is binding by July I,  will pro- 
vide 1,200 new teachers and $150 million to reduce class 
sizes in kindergarten and Grades 1 to 3. More librarians, 
counsellors, ESL  and learning assistance teachers, and spe- 
cial education services will also be hired. 
Ramsey huposed the settlement after trustees failed to 
present an alternative concrete plan that would result in 
improvements for all students in the fall. With the begin- 
ning of the school year only 75 days away, he said he 
didn't want ",he situation to drag on and risk the likelihood 
of teachers being locked out or on strike in September. 
Trustees are calling the imposed contract a one-sided 
agreement. Boards across the province don'i'l ike the class 
size arrangements because it may result in some students 
not being allowed to attend their neighborhood schools. 
Trustees also said the stringent staffing and class size ar- 
rangements elimiuated boards' flexibility. 
Cleansing For Health 
"The colon is like a vacuum cleaner bag", says the pioneering 
nutritionist Dr. Bernard Jensen. "A clogged up bag damages the 
motor by allowing debris to pass into ths delicate machinery. It 
also places a very heavy load upon the motor, which is trying to 
draw air through the dirty bag." 
Wasta buildup in the colon, also known as the bowal or large 
intestine, can be so extreme that feces can hardly pass through. 
The job of your small and larga intestine is to absorb nutrients from 
the foods you eat. If the intestinal walls are clogged with impacted 
wastes, nutrients can be absorbed through layers of toxins and 
undigested food. How do you feel if you need to detox? You feel 
foggy. Your belly is bloated. Your breath smells bad. You are 
rstalnlng too much water. You feel slothful. Perhaps you have 
headaches, joint pain, recurrent respiratory problems, back pain, 
allergy symptoms, insomnia, mood changes and feed allergies. 
Conditions such as arthritis constipation, hemorrhoids, sinus con- 
gastion, ulcers, psoriasis, ar~l acfeCan ai~6 in'dilate theneedf0r 
detoxification. The most common symptom is lack of energy. 
: WHAT IS DETOX]FCATION?' ................................ 
Detoxification is the body's natural process of eliminating or 
neutralizing toxins via the liver, the kidnays, the udne, tha feces, 
exhalation, and perspiration. But modem life has created a situa- 
tion in which people now carry within thalr bodies a chemical cock- 
tall derived from industrial chemicals, pesticides, food additives, 
heavy metals, anasthetics, and the residues of pharmaceutical 
drugs legal drugs like alcohol, tobacco and caffeina, and illegal 
drugs like heroin, cocaine, and marijuana, When you cleanse your 
body and detoxify it of 01d wastes, excess mucous and congestion, 
you create a fertile environmsnt for the healthy nutritional support 
PURIF IED Bo I " rLED WATER 
635-2341 
4456 Greug Ave. 
Images by Karlene 
Welcomes 
Terra Lynn Bahr 
to their 
team of stylists 
Terra Lynn will be starting at Images 
as of July 6 and welcomes all past 
and present clientelle. 
Monday to Friday 9:00 am - 7:00 pm 
Saturday 9:00 am to 4:00 pm 
4652 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
635-4997 - 1-800-251-4997 
[] Banner boys 
THATS TERRACE fire chief Randy Smith, top, 
and flrefighter Dave Jephson getting ready a large 
banner to help promote the firefighters' July 1 
pancake breakfast in aid of a local burn survivor, It 
takes place from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the firehall. 
The cost is $3. 
he finest 
steak night 
in town! 
~ Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13- Terrace 
I M I I n I I m I I I I I I I I I W I  
First Friday of Every Month 
Juicy Steak - Baked Potato - Salad 
5:00 p.m. servings 
I | I I I I  I ' I I  I I  I I I I I I I I I M I I  
Member & Bonafide Guests:Welcome, 
19 yea r,s. ~tnd. oyer only.pJease. 
~,' Check with Branch for Entertainment. 
Built for a 
rough day at 
Xplorer  400  
• 400 2-stroke, liquid-cooled, oil-injected engine, • 
Exclusive, long-travel rear suspension (8.5 inches) • Tight- 
turning MacPherson strut front suspension (6.25 inches) • 
Push-button, true 4-wheel drive • Automatic transmission 
• Single-lever hydraulic disc brakes. 
$7,395.00 , 
Includes ~ ~  
Free 
2000 lb ~ '  
Warn Winch ,,. j 
POLRRI  
RIDE THE BEST I~_ AUTOMOTIVE &INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
~ %  I;1111 IOI "J~-1 ll I'1;qk~I =I II~I [? IHII~IIIII 
~Li~J ~ 4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 635-6334 
149B City Centre, Kitlmat, B.C. , 632-2224 
Polarl~ ATVs may not be ridden by anyone under 18, and all.rider, should t~ce a 
md'ety eourm. For safety and training Information ~ee your aemer o  call romrm 
at 1~00-342-3764, AWe can be ha~ardou~ to operate. For your safety alw~,'s 
wear ahelmet, ye protectlon~ protective clothing and never cam/pMsenger~, 
© Polaris Induatfle, Inc, 
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Recyc le  You  rself. Decide. to Be,an Organ Donor 
. . . .  and Tell Your Family. 
Co lu~ LIVER , , .  . : '  l,l~l,,=,~=, -.^=^" 
I~il I I 5o¢101V FOUNDATION 
BC Branch 
(604) 736-9775 or 1.800.567.al 12 ' (604) 8~7.2 IO0 or 1.800.663.6189 (604) 681,4588 or 1-800.856-7266 . 
a great new menu, ~ 4 i~IIL :":~~:~i 
exquisite ~ ~ :  ' " I 
food and bend over ~ ' :  ~:, ~ : I 
. . . . .  ,.,.:'"" =i' .~!::i!~:~i~.~.~.S " ~" ' ,. ".,~ - 
backwardserwce. " ~ '  . . , ,~(~ ~ I 
What more could ~ i ~ ~  ~ .... . .~' ~: '-;::; '~:t!; . . . . .  :::; :..~:~ I
~°hUa~v~; they call 
us the Best In ~ l 
Steak & Seafood. ~L:I 
~ ~ ~ ~ i i % ~  r l  
• . ~ ' .,: ..~:.=,~"~. '=. 
Steak & 
• ., "  /Seafood 
W "  4332 Lakelse Ave, Terrace • 635-9161 
It, s Not  About  Ti me, , 
No Time Limit On 30 Calls Every Month. 
No Time Limit On Weekends. 
i Free airtime on your first 30 calls every I 
month - no matter how long you talk. 
/ 
Unlimited free calling each and 
every weekend 
• First 30 days of usage free 
• Just 30¢ per minute 
$30- -0  
KEITH AVE,  MALL  C ITY  CENTRE SKEENA MALL  
I TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
~ ~ ' ~ ~  I == I I • m, el .... • ~.~,~,~ 
~ ~ I V  
~ ~ ! ~ ~ J  m r4 - .~wl  w~.  n L ~  
, .~, ~.~& 
a Inlof~: Free phone and 825.95 a month colluMr plan ba.~d on a 30 month Iransfetabfe conlracl. New customom on,f. OAC. Florae Free caes tnlllrnlted In 
leegth • maximum 30 rails per month, local calls only. Home Free c..n, s must be to primary customer's reg~ferad BC TEL ~n~oJ  landllne number. Fm~ ceil= 
home applicable only fe v.aJ~ made on the BC TEL Mobllily Network. Two th.One plan: Now 30-month conhoct~ roqulrad on boO1 pdrnaty phone and eeco l~y  
$~.95 phone. Gecondazy phone shares pflrna~y phone I~an and appears cn primer'/phone bill. Rote of 55¢ pet mlnufe during eon4ro~ daytime periods. A~ua l  
radio eya~em ~ fee of $48, long distance charges and lax extra. Early canostlatlon fees apply on all 36.month conUects. Umited time offer. 
, 1 
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BUS NESS 
Co-op bakery to rise again 
A NEW stand alone bakery 
will open ~ Terrace by Sep- 
tember. 
The two bakers thrown out 
of work from the closing of 
the Terrace Co-op's main 
department s ore say they'll 
open a new bake shop at 
4641 Lazelle Ave, in the 
former offices of ILIA 
Forestry, across the street 
from Zydeco Jo's. 
John Wiebenga and 
Markns Klein say they've 
been bombarded by suppor- 
tive Co-op customers who 
urged them to make the 
move and told them they'd 
do well. 
"They say Terrace needs 
a bake shop - -  that's the 
bottom line," Wiebenga 
says. "We kept hearing it 
over and over." 
So they've taken that ad- 
vice and reached a deal to 
buy all of the equipment 
from the Co-op bakery. 
He said their bakery will 
likely concentrate on what 
they've done well ia the 
past -  cakes and wedding 
cakes. They're also planning 
to .branch out into more 
specialty breads, like ryes. 
Wiebe,ga said they aren't 
planning a full service deli 
TERRACE CO-OP bakers John Wiebenga, left, and Markus Klein are starting 
their own bakery and will be hiring other Co-op employees out of work with the 
closure of the Co-op's main department store. They plan to open in September. 
counter, but they may offer 
a line of sa.dwiches for the 
downtown lunch market. 
II l IIII 
Out & About 
Tourists caught in web 
COMMUNITY FUTIJRF~ is giving $12,000 to the Ter- 
race Tourism Council to develop awebsite aimed at con- 
vincing tourists to spend their vacations in the northwest. 
The site will be pasted at terraceJourism.bc.ca and 
should go up some time in the coming months. 
It will focus on attracting ecotourism visitors but will in- 
clude all a~ailable tourist information about he northwest. 
The site will promote Terrace as a home base. It will in- 
elude a guided, personalized on-line tour to help individual 
touris~ design thek northwest vacations as well as a more 
standard system of web pages, to allow tourists to cl ick 
thek way through the site for the specific inforna)t.ipn. , 
Bank changes teller hours 
THE BANK of Montreal June 26 extended its' hours but 
cut back on the times when people can deposit, withdraw, 
make bill payments or make transfers between accounts. 
The new times are 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for a variety of 
services but contact with tellers for deposits and with- 
drawals is limited from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Other Bank of Monlreai branches in the northwest have 
already had their hours changed in this fashion. 
Big U.S. bank up here 
THE LATEST in American bank mergers has touched 
Terrace. 
Wells Fargo and Norwest Corp. have announced plans 
to join together for what will be the seventh largest bank in 
the U.S., with more than 90,000 employees and 5,777 
financial services outlets around the world. 
What's significant to Terrace is that the Tram Canada 
Credit Corp. consumer finance outlet here is one of 143 
in Canada owned by Norwest. 
Nerwest is the largest mortgage underwriter in the U.S. 
while Wells Fargo traces its beginnings to the American 
Gold Rush and Pony Express of the mid-lg00s. 
overall, he said, it will 
continue to be a traditional 
home-style from-scratch 
type of bakery, likely 
employing around six 
people. 
"The only other bakery that 
operated on the scale of the 
Co-op is the Safeway 
bakery. 
"Definitely there is 
room," Wiebenga said of 
the market. 
Both bakers had an optioq 
to leave Terrace and take a 
transfer to a Co-op else- 
where. But they declined. 
"We wanted to stay in 
Terrace," Wiebenga said. 
"It was a shock to the 
community, but the reality 
is it has happened and we're 
dealing with it in a very pos- 
itive way," he said. 
"There's optimism now. 
There's a good feeling about 
it." 
TSIMSHIAN 
TREATY NEGOTIATIONS 
OPEN SESSION 
Tuesday, July 7, 1998 - 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Wednesday, July 8, 1998 - 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Thursday, July 9, 1998 - 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Terrace Inn 
Skeena #1 Meeting Room 
Terrace, B.C. 
The Tslrnshian Tribal Council, Canada and British 
Columbia are continuing treaty negotiations under 
the British Columbia Treaty Commission process. 
The chief negotiators invite the public and media 
to observe the discussions. 
Agenda Items Include: Governance, Lands 
Access, Fish, Eligibility and Enrolment. 
For more Information, contact: 
Tsimshlan Tribal Council (250) 627-8782 
Federal Treaty Negotiation Office 1-800-665-9320 
Province of B.C. - George McRae (250) 387-5369 
,..,BRITISH Canadi 
sly 
OUR 
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I G HTS 
LOWLYG 
e 
I T 11  N i l  
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BLURRY, VERY BLURRY? 
You could be at risk for diabetes. 
Terrace CO-OP 
Garden Centre 
Summer Hours 
Hours  Are 
Closed S days 
I 4617 Greig Ave., Terrace Ph: 635-6347 I 
Now s598 
Save $201 on Kenmore asy-clean 
electric range with lift-top cooktop 
for easy cleaning. Electronic timer. 
#61071. Sears reg. 799,99. 
White.on-White extra 
=388 
Kenmore 24" bulR-in dishwasher has 
4 wash cycles, 2-level wash action, 
high sided upper and lower acks. 
#77319, 
Portable xtra. Installation not included 
HERE TODAY, GONE TOMORROW 
IT'S SEARS JULY 
 IJPE[R 
$ 1111 
ON E DAY ON LY 
SATURDAY, JULY 4, 1998 ~-~ " -~, '~  
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST ..... ' ,~ '~,  
C 
Now s958 
Save $191 on Kenmore 
'Super-Capacity' eam. 
Washer. #47502. Sears reg. 669.99. 
$569 
Dryer. #886o2. Sears reg, 479.99. 
$389 
EE  ~ ~ ' ~ ~ i ~  ~/~' '~: l ' '~ - r  :  ":" 
s788 
Kenmore 16. cu. ft. top-mount 
refrigerator with a full width and half 
width cantilever shelf and 2 glass 
covered crispers. #00822 
Save s50 
Kanmore 62,000 BTU BBQ 
includes 20:lb. ready-to-fill tank with 
overfill protection device. #30eo8. 
Sears reg, 499.99. 449,99 
Save Sl00 
All rear-bag lawn mowers. 
Manual and self-propelled models, 
Sears reg, 399.99-569.99. Each 
299,99,469,99 
Locally fe~~,:~,~ 
°wned ~ l i  and 
operated !' i:!~'i ! 
-Mc ln tyre  i i ~ ~  
Authorized Sears Dealer 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what you want... 
but small enough to care who you are. 
3228 Kelum St. 
Terrace B.C. 
. V8G 2K1 
Monday- Friday 
9:30am - 5:30pm 
~ Saturday 9 :30am.  4:00pm 
06951 
Copyright 1990. $eart Canado inc. 
J 
• ... _..g,~,u. i.,' 
Small logger 
left l mbo 
SAbl REYNOLDS thought he had found just enough work 
to keep him going until the forest industry survives its 
downturn. 
The salvage hand logger discovered two small patches of 
fallen cedar, one of 460 cubic metres and the other of 500 
cubic metres, on two islands off the north coast. 
He filed the appropriate paperwork with the North Coast 
Forest District in Prince Rupert and spent money getting 
ready to go to work. 
Instead, Reynolds has found himself in the company of 
the province's largest resource industries - -  effectively 
frozen because of a groundbreaking Supreme Court land 
claims decision. 
Thel Delgamuulcw case, stemming from the Gitxsan 
claim to lands surrounding theHazeltons, has increased the 
amount of influence natives have on resource use decisions 
within their traditional territories. 
The case indicates aboriginal title exists as a right to the 
land itself and for uses other than what has been consider- 
ed traditional native practices of hunting and fishing. 
But the decision has left hanging the exact nature of any 
discussions between natives, governments and other 
resource users on various kinds of activities on traditional 
territories. 
It's this kind of uncertainty that has put a stop, for now, 
to the logging plans Reynolds has. 
He moved to Terrace from Campbell River three years 
ago and runs a small salvage tug out of Kitimat. 
With the forest industry facing the worst crunch in mere 
than a decade, Reynolds says he's one of those out to 
create his own work to put food on the table and to pay the 
bills. 
" I  just don't know why we can't go and log it," said 
Reynolds last week. "That cedar has been down for some 
time already." 
"There's a market for cedar right now a~d all you have 
to do is go and clean it up." 
"It' l l  be enough to keep me going for the rest of the year 
to feed me for awhile." 
Marc Bosse of the North Coast Forest District 
sympathizes with Reynolds but says he's caught up in the 
Delgamuulcw ase. 
"Unfortunately nobody has a clear understanding of 
what a First Nations consultation means," said Bosse of 
the requirement arising from the case to  gain native 
opinions on resource development on their traditional terri- 
tory. 
"So we're taking the cautious approach." 
That means, for Reynolds, a letter written by the forest 
service to the Gitga'at First Nation, the Tsimshian band at 
Hartley Bay. 
"Our question is do they have concerns in their area of 
A SUPREME COURT decision on land claims has 
left salvage logger Sam Reynolds stuck in his efforts 
to clean up two small logging shows., 
interest. Our f'urst step is to meet with them," said Bosse. 
He acknowledges that the wood wanted by Reynolds is 
not a lot by industry standards, but says the forest service 
has legal obligations. 
Under normal circumstances, alvage logging approval 
doesn't ake that long but there is no set timeline to deal 
with native issues. 
"Hopefully, in the next month, things will be resolved," 
said Bosae. 
Reynolds ays he's frustrated with what is going on. 
" I 'm not going to go out and kill those trees. They are 
already clown," he said. 
And Reynolds aid he's at least following regulations. 
"There are people out there cutting without permits and 
getting away with it." 
"Along the shoreline there are all kinds of trees cut off 
and taken in," he said. 
I 
,i [ . . NOTICE  " I 
ye  rs , ,, m,,n,,.,,, at =.'.-a'e,  Um"t I Law I area schools will be fertilized monthly.This I 
keep on  I pr°grarnwillrunfr°mMaythr°ugh0ct°ber1998' I 
WYERS are expected to 
continue flying up here from 
Vancouver to handle legal 
aid cases because of a strike 
by local defence lawyers. 
Legal Services Society 
client services manager 
Frank Krsmer had hoped a 
local legal aid lawyer would 
be in a position to take over 
much of that workload. 
But he said Lax Gheis 
Community Law Centre 
staff lawyer Terry Brown 
suffered a heart attack and is 
out of action. 
"We have continued to fly 
lawyers there and we will 
for the forseesble future at 
least until he's back on his 
feet again," Kramer said. 
Lawyers are being flown 
in on Tuesdays and Fridays. 
Defence lawyers here in 
early May began refusing 
basic legal aid work such as 
first court appearances and 
bail hearings for people who 
are in custody. 
It marked the spread of the 
legal aid strike from several 
other parts of the province. 
Lawyers are trying to 
force the province to put 
more money into the legal 
aid system. 
Kramer said it costs more 
money to fly lawyers in than 
to pay local defence lawyers 
to handle the cases. 
But he said the Legal Ser- 
vices Society has no choice 
because it is required by law 
to provide legal advice to 
people whose liberty is at 
dsk. 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Jemna May Mlchalchuk Kat~tna Made AnuJo Baxbosa 
Date & Tune of nirlh: Date sb Time of Bird: 
June 9,1998 = 2:42 a.m. June '7,1998 at 2:19 =,m. 
Weighl: 7lbs 10 oz. Sex: Female Welghl: 7 lbs 3.5 oz. Sex: Female 
Petunia: Jack MJchalc~uk ' Pm~enls: Joe & 11na Ba'bosa 
& Carla Utke 
• Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Isaiah Nldolas K~le II~klns 
Trislun Robert Rop/l)allyn Date & Tired of Birth: 
Date & Time of Birth: June 18,1998 at1:05 a.m. 
June lZ, 1998 at 6:43 p.m. Weight: 8lbs 3 oz. Sex: Male 
Weight: 7 lbs 2 o7. Sex: Male ' Parents: Pauline &
i~u'mls: Shane &Nlcole Hallyn John Hawkins 
Bal~s Name: Baby's Name: 
Mdlnda E~elp Pddlb M,~hews Sir Dacrln Re~ler Souw m 
Date & Tune of Birth: Date ~Tlme of BIr~: 
June 16,1998 at6:44 a.m. June 19,1998 at7:18.a.m. 
WdgM: 8 lbs Sex: Female We,ght: SIbs 14 oz. Sex: Male 
IPm'e~m: Lucy lY.rrlck Paremts: rockseun & 
&Inn Matthews Jr. i~u'rin Rouw 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
 Ove wa,tea I 
.... i' 
ili! Agencmes i 
iil Shop: 3129 River Dr. ill! 
ACTIVITIES & EVENTS KIT!MAT, B.C. 
I For all your Natural Gas Conversion eeds i 
Wednesday, July1 
Terrace Kifimut 10 am to 6- pm Free Bus Service District of Kitimat 
4904 Highway 16 780 Luhukas 7 am to 11 am Pancake Breakfast Rivedodge 
635-6617 632-7388 Aim day Adult Soccer Tournament (Final) Rivedodge 
All day Tennis Tournament (Final) High School 
10 am to noon Parade Mountainview Sq.- 
Riverlodge 
6 pm to 9 pm Free Fun Swim Sam Lindsay Memorial Pool 
1 pm to 4 prn International Food Fair Rivedodge Recreation Centre 
I* Subs* Salads* Cookies* Muffins And More,.. 11 pmpm to 4 pm StageFish Pond,Sh°WDuck Pond, Rivedodge Recreation Centre 
Lillipop Sales Riverlodge (near Tennis 
i'i:i i i ~ :~iim~iiii, i!iii~i~:::il ::  courts) 
)))i))!)i)i)O~i~kel~7~ve! i ~: i )'~952W~ii~)~:~)iTi:iii I0 am to 8 pm Helicopter Rides ' Riverlodge Ball Field #2 
:. ~' iiii!i!i 1 pm Canada Day Cake Tent Behind Riverlodge 
11 pm Fireworks Display ~ ~ MountainviewSquare 
• Parking Lot 
Co l l L l J ] [ ] [ lb ia  . L /~ IL1Ltoha l~S All Day' Disabled Access i Rivedodge west side of tennis 
Courts along fence meeting 
.... : ~ SPCA 
Friday, July 3 , 
6 pmto 1() pm Kinsmen Car Show ~ Tamifik Jubilee sports 
' Complex- Arena 
Saturday, July 4 
Dr ivers  wanted. 10 am to 6 pm Hill Climb Hais.la Hill- Tsimshian to Kingfisher Blvd. 
4100 Substation Rd. Terrace Ph: 635-5717 6 pm to 2 am Beer Garden Tam=tik Jubilee Sports Complex - Arena 
Fu ~s 
l , - ,  A :A  ¸ N!A .~ m mmm m,m m~ ,,:m ~m.: 
m_ m,~.~. . :m m 
A ' A 
OPEN WEEKNIGHTS UNTIL 7:00 P.M. 
4652 LAZELLE AVE, 
635-4997 OR 1 -800-251-4997 
I Twilight Spas 
& Pump Supply 
• Spa's * Chemicals 
• Accessories 
• Service • Installations 
250-638-0947 4704 Keilh Ave. 
635-7291 
2900 Kerr St. Terrace ~; ~I, ~ !; 
rOYAL BANK 
4640 Lakelse Ave. 
terrace, B.C. V8G I R2 
,35-8000 Fax: (250) 635-4625 
/ 
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CITY OFFICIAL Steve Scott stands by the new 
colurnbarium in which cremations can be housed. 
Cemetary adds 
new features 
RESIDENTS NOW have two new ways to commemorate 
loved ones following a June 24 ceremony opening a 
columbarium and memorial wall at the Terrace cemelary. 
The wall of memory, donated by the Elks, will house 
plaques naming people whose graves or ashcs are else- 
where. It's for relatives who would like a local place to 
visit in their memory. 
Plaques can be purchased from the city or MacKay's Fu- 
neral Service. The wall is in the same style as the 
cemetary's front entry and can be extended in the future. 
The new columbarium has 40 niches, each of which can 
hold up to four urnsdepending upon their size. 
"It's the only one up north. The closest one is in Prince 
George," says MacKay's Funeral Service director 
Margaret MacKay. The columbarium has been planned for 
several years but took so long to be bnilt because it is con- 
sidered acemetary initself. 
"Essentially we had to apply to build a cemetary in a 
cemetery," says MacKay. The doors of the columbarium 
are polished cement and can be covered with plaques to 
commemorate the deceased. 
Inununent ia the coinmbarinm is less expensive than 
placing urns in cremation plots or family plots with upright 
headstones, as there are no additional charges or 
maintenance. The columbadum was built in response tore- 
. quests from families and was suggested by the beautifica- 
tion society. 
G( ,,t reverse  
forest rec site 
:losure plan 
THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT has retreated from 
plans to dose more than half of the forest service's 1,400 
forest recreation sites. 
Forests minister Dave Zirnhelt said last week that he's 
found $1 million to provide minimum levels of service 
such as garbage removal and outhouse cleaning. 
The original plan called for closing 800 sites in an effort 
to save $4 million. 
Five local sites - -  Bonny Lake, Glory Hole, Onion Lake, 
West Lake and Deception Lake ~ on the original closure 
list will now stay open, says Carl Johansen, a recreation 
technician at the Kalum District office in Terrace. 
Johansen doesn't know how much of the $I million will 
be allocated here but suspects there won't be money for 
larger projects uch as staining picnic tables, construction 
of interpretative trails, and general improvements. 
The district purchased extra paint and firewood in the 
1997 budget. But Johansen is unsure whether firewood can 
be provided when current supplies run out. 
In addition, forests ministry communications officer 
Nancy Pearson said hiking trailswould not be maintained. 
She said hikers who find trails have become dangerous 
or impassible are being asked to report hem to local ser- 
vice offices. 
" I f  necessary, izails will be closed as the season prog- 
resses," Pearson said. 
She said the one million dollars has been found in dif- 
ferent areas of the ministry's budget and would not affect 
any spc'cific programs or jobs. 
Liberal environment critic Christy Clark was concerned 
about family safety at recreation sites. 
"If they don't take away the garbage regularly, we're 
going to have some serious problems with bears at these 
sites," said Clark. 
The Kalum Forest District maintains 19 recreational sites 
from Stewart o the Wcewanee Hot Springs. Last year 
46,000 people are estimated tohave used local sites. 
Gas explosion 
lawsuit filed 
ONE OF TWO women injured in a gas explosion ear 
Mezladin is taking her gas company and landlord to court. 
Sharon Cox claims Superior Propane Inc. and Elsworth ~ 
Bros. Logging Ltd. didn't safely install and maintain the 
gas meter of her mobile home. 
Cox, who now lives in Houston B.C., is suing for physi- 
eal injuries, paht, suffering and loss of income. 
She claims the explosion left her with injuries to her left 
ear drum, tongue, lower back, right buttock and elbow. 
Cog's home was extensively damaged. Investigators 
looked for signs of a leak as a reason for the explosition, 
Superior Propane Inc. denies it is responsible for any of 
Cox's injuries. 
The Vancouver-headquartered company blames four 
other parties, imcludlng Elsworth Bma. Logging Ltd, and 
Greg Main Logging, for not removing the ice and snow 
from Cox's gas meter and valves. 
The explosion happened Feb. I% 1997, 
'98 CHEVY C/K REGULAR CAB 
*293" PURCHASE 
DOWN 200 HP Vortec 4300 VS englno, 4-wheal $ 1 ~ 9 9 8  '~ 
PAYMENT antl.lockbrakes, dualalrbags, am/fm 
NO SECURITlf DEPOSIT sterne cassette, power steering, tachometer, 
'98 CHEW C/K EXTENDED CAB 
alrbags, 4.3 litre V6 cylinder PURCHASE 
DOWN engine, am/fm stereo cassette, power steering, ~ .  ~ l ~  ~.a  
PAI~EI~ intermittent wipers, chrome-plate~l wheels. The most 
N0 SEI~IglI'Y DEPOSIT truck for the price. Don't be foo/ed by the other trucks. 
SOME SAY THIS POPULAR SPORT UTIUTY PROVIDES 
SECURITY IN AN INSECURE WORLD. HAWNG THE LOWEST 
FINANCE RATE IN DIE MARKET SURE HELPS. 
L 
/.,4 
1' 
[[88' ' "  .................... S1 8 
T~4 /24menthol transmission,/nsta.Trac 4-wheeldfive, dun 
$3.649 ~n/~yrnent airbags, air cenditioning, ere~fro stereo cassette, 
NgSf.l,'t~J1TVd~$1T aluminum wheels. 
THE VERSATILITY OF A MINIVAN WITH THE StlEER 
STRENGTH OF A TRUCK. IF THAT DOESN'T PULL YOU, THE 
ROCK-BOTfOM PRICE WILL 
THE CRITICS AT CONSUMERS DIGEST GAVE IT A BEST BUY 
AWARD AND THEY NEVER EVEN GOT THE BENEFIT OF OUR 
BEST LEASE RATE EVER, 
_%. . . . . _  .~..-...~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ :~!y . . , ,  • 
"" "':~'~::is~:~i:::':':~':;~:~"""~"" ~ ...... ~i i~i l i : : : : ! i~'~!i -~si :g~, ,. 
~ PWCHM[  
/'Ja momtr~/ alr bags, Bobby On" &'gnature Sedes badging, 3400 
$3,689 ~ownmyrn~t V6engine, automatic transmission, 4.wheel ABS, ~ir 
Bg~g~lrlgBo~ cond~ing, snVfrestereo cdplayet; tinte~g/ass. 
CHEVY TRUCKS ARE BUILT TO LAST. EXCEPT IN THE SHOWROOM Wrlll LIMITED TIME OFFERS LIKETHESE. COME IN NOW. 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941 o,,ga 
. .  ~ ~ You should know thls: "Based on a 24 month lease of C/K Regular Cab/C/K Extended Cab/Blazer and a 36 nmnth lease olAstro/Venture. A downpayment or 
~[- | ~ L ~ trade of $01013,649/3,480/3,689. Total obligation Is $7,O32/8,t t 2/10,561112,40lY11,897. Annual kilometm limit is 20,000 km, $0.12 per excess kllometm. Other 
~%J.~.J ~ lease options available, "Ucance, Insurance and taxes not included, Dealer may sell or lease for less, t Purchase financing on approved GMAC credit only. 
, , .  ~ Downpayment, rade and/or socudty deposit may be required, Monthly payment and cost of harrowing will vary depending on down payment/trade. Example: 
~ $10,000 at 1.9% APR, the monthly payment is $ 216.51 for48 months. Cost o| bo,'~owing is$392.48. Total obligation Is $10,392,48. All offers apply to 1998 new 
derneostrator rnscle{s equipped as described, and apply to qualified retail customers In Bdtlsh Columbia only. Umited time offers which may not be combined v~th other offers, See y~r dealer for 
conditions and details. "Dependability based on longevity. 1988-1996 fu~l-olze pickup truck registration. Excludes other GM products, www.grneanada.com Is a trademark of General Motom Co~orat[m. 
@Registersd Trade mark of General Motom Go,potation, TD Bank licensed user of Mark 
• .' . . 
.:i.:."~ 
%,.¸% 
i r )  ¸ 
• 'T  
: 'c ;  
B ~  With BC WEL'spers0na[ ~otce mail;;?~ tom yourowv fRids can~pii 
m~t .  voice mailboxes*,:S0yo~t"~0n't hfi~ /~6ulgh th~it'~ms ~get o yours, Plus, it t 
m ,5,95 amo: sages w, hlle~ ,  you re on the phoneand lets you acce~s~, mesSageS te.ot~l~,."~ lit startsatonly, ~' "' ~ 
' Because of ~e . toda]tia~fid weII set up your personal voice mail.:sy =. " all!t'i • thifi~ ~ busy ~amily shares, vote;' 
I doestVt:have tobe one of them. ~' ~.i!': !!~i) :(~ : 
Call Answer Is available to single line customers In most areas. 'Additional charge for more than one mailbox. Activation fee applies, Call for details. 
/ 
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Congrats grads 
"THE SKY'S THE LIMIT." 
The grads' catch phrase this year sums up 
their group well. 
Graduates are leaving Caledonia this year 
with hopes of becoming everything from 
physiotherapists to budding film directors. 
• According to valedictorians Anne Silsbe 
and Sam Schachner - this year was the first 
ever that two valedictorians were elected - 
the majority of grads want to study sports 
medicine. 
"It's just a trend this year," said Silsbe. 
"A lot of people are going to UVic next 
fall to study a lot of different things." 
Silsbe and Schachner are proud of their 
classmate~, calling their peers a high energy 
group. 
Grads resurrected Caledonia's chool 
newspaper, The Dose, students' council, 
spirit week, and the school dance. 
In their valedictory address at R.E.M. Lee 
Theater June 26, Silsbe and Schachner told 
parents, teachers and friends that his year's 
grads were prepared to enter the new wodd 
of adulthood. 
But according to many grads on grad 
night, their future was the furthest thing on 
their minds. There were more important 
things to think about, like partying, 
What also excited many s~udents was 
this: no more teachers and principals, and 
no more school buses. 
"And no more waking up early in the 
morning to go to school," said Nick Rol- 
leman. "It's gonna feel so good." 
Rolleman has been counting down the 
days toward graduation all year. 
"I just wanted this year to be over," he 
said. "It was hard to wait any longer." 
And now that the big day is here, Rol- 
leman is ecstatic. 
"Graduation is the start of the rest of our 
lives," he said. 
Rolleman also couldn't wait to get to dry 
grad. He said that most of the grads were 
going to the non-alcoholic party. 
"Everyone wanted to pull together this 
year and make it the best dry grad ever," 
he said. "A lot of effort was made by the 
dry grad committee to make it fun". 
And fun it was. Everyone was given a 
party bag when they walked through the 
arena doors. Inside the bag was a water 
gun, T-shirt, coupons for drinks and games, 
a pen and a key chain. 
"This is huge," said grad Julie Anderson. 
"I've been waiting for the dry grad for a 
while." 
It didn't take long for the party to turn 
into one big water fight. Grads were run- 
ning around with their water guns spraying 
everyone insight. 
Girls screamed, boys laughed, and the 
party raged on. 
WE DID IT: Becky Luedtke (right) hugs Hayley Gor- R.E,M. Lee Theatre. It was an emotional night for the 
donbefore the graduation ceremonies June 26 at grads. Team were shed before the nightwas over. 
Valedict, ry " ating studenta" N°bedy can deny the °verwhelming suc- 
. cesaes we have achieved this year. As early as September, 
, the energy started to build with Spirit week activates, in, 
Graduation, After more than a decade of challenges and : ciuding the nnforgettabie Air band competition featuring a 
experiences ranging from lager-painting andsandbox ad- ~'otch,clutching Mr.Scott "Jackson" Stewart. But our ac- 
ventures to detailed laboratory reports and J c0ml~lex complishments had only just begun. Soon, both Students' 
English:term papers, we have finally reached the end. Yet, Council and Caledonia's controversial newspaper: The 
as  I monumental s it mayseem, this event simply con- Dose were revived by motivated members of our class. 
dudes One short chapter in the book that is life. While we' AlSo, our numerous sp0rtst~ms proved robe skilled cam- 
are ecstatic t O have reached this new plateau, there is'a hint pet,tars in the true traditionof Caledonia. Amd,,with the in- 
o f  sadness in the air. For the fh'st ime in 13 years, we will troductio n of S~K.A.A.T,T,,audience d cibel levels during 
not be reunited in September. ,: Our Basketball games reached new heights. Then; there 
Despite the inevitable melancholy brought on by grad.u, was the outstanding productions of "Bye-Bye Birdie," 
at,on, the Class of 1998 can be happyand proud of its ac-* ~ The graduating Class of 1998 isheading toward the new 
!:omplishments, Wehave flsen above stereotypes inflicte d. ndllennium like a runaway bus commandeeredby Sandra 
upon us by local newspapers (to avoid, litigations, no Bullock - -  it simply can't be stopped. We have defmitely 
names will be mentioned), added avitality to the school's left a legacy it  Caledonia nd we are now ready to do the 
atmosphere (coffee-house fun as opposed to locker-hall same to the world. Farewell, we'll miss you guys. 
yolleyball), and emerged as an exceptional .class of gradu- Sam Schachner and Anne Silsbe. 
STOP SQUIRTING ME: "l'hat's valedictorian Anne Silsbe running away from one 
of the 200 water guns at the dry grad. Everybody in the arena was drenched, 
SEVENTY-HVE indi~'idual scholar- 
ships were awarded to students this year, 
with award money totalling more than 
$52,000. 
iT he recipients of this year's local 
sch01arships are: 
1.  Solveig Adair - University of B.C. 
[Ph,D. in Biology]. The Premier's Ex- 
eeilenceAward , $5,000, Caledonia 
Recognition of Excellence Scholarship, 
$800, Terrace Old Age Pensioners', Or- 
ganizatlon Scholarship - $750 for n sec- 
ond year of study at Simon Fraser Uni, 
veraity, University of B.C., University of 
Northern B.C., or University of Victoria; 
1998 scholarships 
Work] 
Kermode Friendship Society Scholar- 
ship - $300 
9. Thomas Burbee - NWCC/I~IT 
[Applied Computer Technology] 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship - $250 
10. Sara Cao - Kwantlea College 
[Fashion Design] 
Secondary School Special Scholarship - 
$250 '[funded by Skeens Sawmills Ltd. 
reissued scholarship] 
15. Elizabeth Clark - Camosun Col- 
lege/University of Victoria [University 
Credit in Arts] 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Special Scholarship - $250 [funded by 
reissued ~$250 J & F Distributors Ltd. 
Scholarship -$300 
' 2.Stephen Anska - NWCC/University 
of Victoria [Law] 
i Terrace District Teachers' Union 
Scholarship - $700 
3. Sabrina Aujla - NWCC/U.B.C 
[Education] Terrace Cooperative Asso- 
ciation Scholarship - $500 
14. Alan Austin - University of Leth- 
bridge [Broadcasting] 
I Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarahlp - $300 : .  ' 
5, Amanda Beatty, NWCC [Welding] Education] 
NWCC Trades Scholarship - $300; Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Grads of 1972Trades Scholarship $500:. ! Scholarship - $200 
1 6. Jonessa Beintema -~ B. C. College of  14. Victoria Chemko - University of 
Equine Therapy [Equine Therapy] Victoria [Sciences] 
Hans Muehle Scholarship- $500 Caledonia Recognition of Excellence 
17. Carolyn Brown -McGIII University Scholarship - $250; Terrace Old Age 
1998 Farm Credit Corporation 4 -H  Caledonia Senior Secondary School Scholarship] 
Scholarship, $200 16, Lisa Clarke N3VCCMNBC 
11. Judith Casey - Malaspina College [LegalAssiatant] 
[Landscaping] . . . .  Tentanda Via Sclholarship - $500 
• Vera Frank Scholarship - $400; Lomak 17, Jeffrey Cooley . UNBC 
Transport Corporation Scholarship [Computers/History] 
:$100 ' .  . . . .  Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
12. Rick, Chan- U.B.C. [Commerce] Scholarship - $200 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 18. Tom Derrick - NWCC [Medicine] 
Special Scholarship - $500 [funded by Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Skeen aSawmills Ltd.]; Caledonia Senior Scholarship - $250 
Secondary School Scholarship-$200; 19. Comilo Desiertu - NWCC/BCIT 
13, Jesslca Chase ' NWCC [Primary [Business/Technology] 
Robert Sheridan Memorial Scholarship 
$250 
20. Fraser deWalle - Dordt College 
[Physical Edueatlor] 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship - $250; McDomld's 
Restaurant B.E.S.T. Scholarship $500 
~sychology] ~ Pensioners' Organization Scholarship - 21. Phoenix Dlep- NWCC [Sciences] 
, Terrace Parents for French Scholarship $750 for a second year of study at Simon Kinsmen Club of Terrace Schoisrnhip - 
• ~$850: ~ ~ ', i ~ ~ Fraser University, Uuivmity Of B.C,, '$250 : i  /~  
': 8~;C~.~tal" Brown- NWCC/Malaspina : University of Norfllem B.C.i or Untver- 22.Kendra Eys, NWCC/Univemity of 
(~.ollege [Fisheries Officer or sc~cial sity of victoria; Caledonia. Senior Victoria [Psychology] 
I ) 
Terrace Parents for French Scholarship 
- $850 
23. David Fleming - NWCC/UBC or 
University of Alberta [Physiotherapy] 
Terrace & District Medical Society 
Scholarship $500; McDonald's 
Scholarship - $250 
24. Rhonda Freeman - NWCC [Cook's 
Training/Nutrition] 
NWCC Trades Scholarship- $300; 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship - $200 
25. Robert Gervais NWCC 
[Architecture] 
Skeens Sawmills Ltd. Scholarship - 
$500 
26. Sarah Glen - University of Victoria 
[Joumalism/Rnssian] 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace Scholars.hip - 
$50~, Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School Special Scholarship $100 
[funded by reissued $100 Lomak Trans- 
port Corporation Scholarship] 
27. Hayley Gordon - NWCC/SFU 
[English Literature] 
Terrace Parents for French Scholarship 
- $600 
28. Sand, Joy Harrison 
NWCC/University of Victoria [English 
Teaching] 
Terrace District Teachers' Union 
Scholarship - $900 
29. Kimberly Haugland NWCC 
[Advertising] 
Hans Muehle Scholarship - $500 
30. Mark Henry - NWCC [Medicine or 
Education] 
Jack Young Science Scholarship -
$400 [$300 funded by Caledonia 
Endowment Fund; $100 from Caledonia 
Scholarship Fund] 
31. Cheryl Heppner - 
NWCC/University of Victoria [Primary 
Education] 
Don Diego's Restaurant Scholarship - 
$500 
32. Roy Heroes - NWCCKlniversity of 
Victoria [Business Management] 
Terrace Insurance Brokers' Scholar- 
ship - $500 
33. John-Will Keating - University of 
Waterloo [Computer Programming] 
Skeens Sawmills Ltd. Scholarship- 
$1,50o 
34. Braden Lamb BCIT/SAIT 
[Mechanical Drafting] 
Methanex Ltd. Scholarship- $1,000 
35. Phillip LeRoss - NWCC/University' 
of Victoria [Chemistry] 
Alcan Smelters and Chemicals Lad 
Scholarship - $500; Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School Scholarship - $250 
36. Becky Luedtke - University of Al- 
berta [Medicine] 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship - $250 
37. Andrea Malo - University of Vic- 
toria [International Business] 
Skeena Sawmills Ltd. Scholamhip 
$1,500 
38. Khan Manhas - University of Vic- 
toria [Tourism Management] 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship - $250 
39. Sonaya Manji NWCC 
[Pharmacy] 
Terrace District Teachers' Union 
Scho!arship - $500 
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C S I TY  CENE , 
:MUSIC ing, Santa, live entertainment, decadent 
deserts and spectacular scenery at the 
• Enjoy KARAOKE every Thursday 
night at GEORGE'S  PUB, every Fri- 
day at the THE THORNHILL  PUB, 
and every Sunday and Monday night at 
HANKY'S.  
AGIGI 'S  PUB presents J immy V play- 
ing blues and rock. THE LOUNGE 
features DJ Burt Ljungh playing jazz 
o and swing. 
IETCETERA 
,&TERRACE ART GALLERY:  
presents a Summer Membership Show 
featuring multi-media artwork from lo- 
cal, regional and national artists. The 
• show starts July 3 to September 5. 
AUSK HOBBY FARM is celebrating 
Canada Day July 1 from 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. There will be music and dancing, 
"petting zoo, activies for children, and 
more. Tickets are $2 for children and $3 
for adults. 
I PENCIL ,  PEN AND INK WORK-  
SHOP: This beginner and intermediate 
workshop on Friday, July 24 will ex- 
plore various shading and line drawing 
techniques, washes and the use of con- 
trast. The instructor is Anita Klein of 
Attesters Design and Illustration. Time: 
7-10 p.m. Cost: $35 per person. Sup- 
plies provided. For info call 638-8884. 
ASHAMES MOUNTAIN:  En joy  
Christmas in July with Christmas caroll- 
Shames Mountain day lodge July 25 
from noon to 5 p.m. Reservations call 
635-6244. 
Shames Mountain Blueberry Fest is on 
Sunday, August 16 from noon until 5 
p.m. Bring your buckets and pick your 
own blueberries. They will weigh them 
and award prizes for the most picked. 
Enjoy delicious blueberry deserts. 
Reservations call 635-6244. 
NIGHTS 
ALIVE 
• Friday nights are for youth from 8- 
midnight at the Carpenters Hall. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638.8432 to add your event to the 
• ' Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the  
following week's paper. 
HAP PY 
BIRTHDAY 
CANADA! 
131 Years Young 
Come and Celebrate 
Tonight 
June 30 at Georges 
We're Having A Party! 
• Games .  BBQ.  Cake .  Live Music 
Class ic  Cowboys  
Class A band from A lber ta  
June 30 - July 4 
$3.00 Cover Friday & Saturday 
Courtesy Van 
Running Thursday. 
Saturday Nite, We'll 
pick.upanddrop 
yourparty 
atGeorges. 
New • New • 
Tough -Times 
Thursday 
2for1  
Steak  Sandwich  
& 2 for  1 
Beverage  Spec ia l  
TERRACE FIRST NATIONS 
COUNCIL OF WOMEN SEA- 
SONAL GATHERING OF FOODS: 
If you don't want your rhubarb, fruit 
or berries, the First Nations council 
of women will pick. Don't let your 
fruit go to waste. There are others 
who can benefit from it. Please call: 
635-9429. 
Tuesday, June 30 
WiLD ABOUT BOOKS CLUB: 
Registration begins June 30 at 10 
a.m. in person. Club members will 
:reVival!dreading record; bookmark 
'arid'stickerS: It's 10ts of ruff and ab- 
Wednesday, July 1 
USK HOBBY FARM is announcing 
a Canada day celebration July 1. 
Come enjoy music, dancing, petting 
zoo and activities from 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. 
Saturday, July 5 
NORTH PACIFIC HISTORIC FISH- 
ING VILLAGE: Port Edward is 
hosting its annual Salmon Festival 
July 5. There will be barbecued sal- 
mon and lots of fun and games. 
The Coke Classic weekend will be 
held July 11 and 12. Carnival 
Theme Day will be held on July 18. 
And Pet Day Showcase will be on 
July 25. Show off your household 
and exotic pets. 
JACKPINE FLATS COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION: Next general 
meeting will be held on Saturday, 
July 5 at 7 p.m. at the Beaudette's 
residence on Sockeye Road, For 
more Info cell Steve Westby at 635- 
9735. 
Saturday, July 11 
MIXED SLOW PITCH TOURiqA- 
MENT at the Thornhill Ball Fields 
July 11-12. An event for the whole 
family put on by the Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau. To register con- 
tact 638-1330 or fax 638-1331. 
Registration deadline July 3, 1998. 
Registration fee is $100 per team. 
NORTH WEST REGIONAL ARTS 
COUNCIL: general meeting will 
take place on the Queen Charlotte 
Islands on July 11 at 10 a.m. at the 
Skidegate Seniors Centre meeting 
room, For more information, call 
Anne-Made at 559-8860. 
Monday, July 13 
TERRACE EVANGELICAL FREE 
CHURCH: Space Mission Bible 
Camp is running from July 13 to 
.July 17. Registration is at 12:30 at 
4640 Park Ave (Evangelical Free 
Church) For more info call Pastor 
Chris at 635.5115. 
Wednesday, July 15 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE: is offering a 
soap making workshop on July 15 
from 1:30-4 p.m. They will make 
vegetable oil-based soaps scented 
with natural essential oils. A small 
cost will be involved, thouth they 
~.are hoping to avoid the fee by 
women bringing small amounts of 
flngredlents. For more Info and to 
register call the Women's Centre at 
638-0228. 
Monday, July 20 
TERRACE FIRST NATIONS 
COUNCIL OF WOMEN: There will 
be a potluck dinner at 5 p.m. at the 
Terrace Skeena Health Unit. Ben 
Richards will speak on the topic of 
Healing from the impact of 
Violence. 
Tuesday, July 28 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until Jume. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and mahttain a first class com- 
muni~. For more info call Bruce at 
.635-6316. 
WOMEN'S COFFEE NIGHT: A 
potluck and dessert is planned for TOPS (lake Off Pounds Sena~ly) 
July 28 at 7 p.m. Join in on an eve- 
Monday evenings until further notice 
from 7-8:30 p.m. at the Skeena Jr. 
High band room. Everyone welcome to 
join amateur singing group. For more 
info call 635-1951. 
TERRACE YOUTH ACTION 
Society meets the second Monday of 
each month at the Skeena health unit at 
7:30 p.m. If you're interested in sup- 
" porting youth projects and the 
skateboard park, please attend. For 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at more information call Maureen at 638- 
Secondary iathe library. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-2415 and 635-9228 for 
more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
first Monday of the month in members~ 
homes on an alternating basis. For in, I 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at I 
635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. I 
ning of desserts, music and con; the Skeena Health Unit auditorium, ...02~3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
VerSation. ':Performers ~ 'are '~ wel- i Weigb'i~ a.t 6 p.m. For more!.info :~:':i!<i:i:/~:::'~':':::!:':: :~:~i~'::iii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
corned, Ilbi;iii6re info, Call Sarah at :~ Joan at (~35"0~98,':.":';':~:r' :: " ;. ii-..~::;:~;~'S~gN~/S'~UARES - - Jo in ~ them 
6~/.0228. ' ,~"~.  . . . . . .  '~'= ']FRIDAYS ' " ..... ' foi Square dancing Mondays at 7 p.nL 
Thursday, July 30 
RIVERBOAT DAYS is happening 
from July 30 to August 3. Event 
forms are available. Contact Dawn 
at 638-7688. 
THE TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE hosts a les- 
bian drop-in during lunch hour, the 
first Friday of each month. For more 
info call 638-0228. 
SATURDAYS 
Tuesday, SepL 01 FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE 
POETRY DEADUNE --Al l  young (genealogy) at the Church of Jesus 
poets must submit their poems for Christ Latter Day Saints is open Satur- 
the library's poetry contest by days from 9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
today. Contest open tO those aged from 7-10 p.m. 
12-18. Gash prizes. For more info 
• drop by the library and pick up an 
information sheet. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
THURSDAYS 
SATHYA SAI BABA Information 
centre holds weekly devotional singing 
from 7:30-9:15 p.m. Thursday nights. 
For more info call 635-9544 or 638- 
0433. 
TERRACE PARENTS for French 
meet he last Thursday of each month 
'at 7 p.m. at Kiti K'Shan school staff 
room. For more info call 635-0135. 
AL-ANON offers a program of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the problem 
of alcoholism in a relative, partner or 
fflend. Meetings are Thursdays at 71,30 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 635-4449. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Thursday of 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 
p.m. They're looking for volunteers 
and board members. Contact Lois at 
635-4232 for more info. 
SUNDAYS 
TERRACE BAHA'I community of. 
fern weekly classes in spiritual educa- 
tion for children. For more info call 
635-4595. 
MONDAYS 
TERRACE ADULT CHOIR meets 
Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located abOve th'e 
Wllhcum Theatre, suite :#201. Office. i 
hours are 11 a.m, to 1 p.m. Monday to 
Starting September 8 at the Carpenter's :Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
Hall 3312 Sparks St. Beginners wel- hour hotline at 1-800-550.4900. 
come. For info call Jim at 635-6724. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
Meet at 1 p.m. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays 
at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more 
info call 1-888-706-1780. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each mouth. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Lea at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
635-7421 for info. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or.  
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those ei, ents 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask dmt items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. 
You Bu!j Carpet. 
: : : NOTHING DOV M. 
NO MWMENTS.  
, .... NO INTSEREST,  
FOR 112 MOlgr l i$ .  
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
10 at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue 
at 635-2345 or Anne at 798-2250 for 
more info. Newcomers are welcome. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
the second and fourth Thursday of each 
month at 7 p.m. at 3302 Sparks. Drop 
" in. For more info call Diane at 638- 
2202 or 638-2056. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thumday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
~est value, and on any of mr roll ends or full rolls you don~ pay forl2whole montl~!* But don't t~e your time getting hem. While you i 
I 
will have time to pay, this extended.time off r is also a limited.time 
offer and ©rdy available through Sunday. Hurry in todsyl ~ ~ ~-----------I 
' Get thll d~dls m thb finand~ et~r at ~n' nmrmt l~d Of The Poll 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
' GROUP meets the thbd Thursday of 
, every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
.flghl s pain with education, lnughtc r,
. From Page B1 
1998 scholarship winners 
a~ 
" 40.Kathlcen Marsh - University of Alberta [Nurs- 
':: ing/Musie] 
= Northern Drugs Ltd. Scholarship - $1,000; Scholl Plant 
Offcials of B.C. Bursary - $600 
41. Stewart Mclsack - UCC/Camosun College/San Diego 
::', Golf Association [Resort Management] 
Z Dudley G. Litdc Scholarship - $500; Caledonia Senior 
:: Secoodary School Scholarship - $100 
42. Eva McLean - Sclkirk College [Early Childhood 
60. Wade Stevenson - UNBC [Physical Education] 
Richard & Paul King Foundation Scholarship - $500; Ter- 
race Minor Hockey Association Scholarship - $250 
61. Jamie Striker - NWCC [Elementary Education] 
Clarence Michiel Elementary School Scholarship - $300 
62. Tamara Sweet - NWCC [Business Administration] 
C.U.P.E. Local 2012 Scholarship- $300 
63. Dawn Thlcssen - Columbia Bible College [General 
Studies] 
Frank Morris Scholarship - $500 "' Education] 
" Kinsmen Club of Terrace Scholarship - $500 64. Jeff Town 
,': 43. Travis Mills - NWCC/UBC [Botany] 
Z Rotary Club of Terrace Skcena Valley Scholarship - $500; 
:': Caledonia Senior Secondary School Scholarship - $100 
: 44. Karen Mohr NWCC/University 9f Victoria 
[Humanities/Law] 
Z Terrace Bar Association Scholarship - $500; RCMP (Ter- 
= race Detachment) Scholarship - $250 
7. 45. Tanya Olsson- McDonald's Restaurant Scholarship - 
: $500 
: 46. Simon Phillips - McGill University [Biology] 
= Frank Morris Scholarship - $500 
:: 47. Greg Porter - BCIT [Electrician] 
:" Province of B.C. District Scholarship - $1,000; Industry 
:,' Training and Apprenticeship Commission Scholarship 
Z [$1,000] Construction Association of Terrace/Kit]mat 
= Scholarship- $250 
:j 48. Vicki Poulios - UVic [Law] 
~. Caledonia Senior Secondary School Scholarship - $250 
Z 49. Michael Prevost - NWCC [Archeology] 
T. Terrace & District Credit Union Scholarship .. $500 
% 50. Courtney Preyser - University of Victoria [Music] 
;." Terrace Community Band Scholarship - $100; Family of 
7 Marshall Graham Fine Arts Scholarship - $500 
51. Ruby Prihar - NWCC [Pharmacy] 
Liz Williamsou Scholarship - $200 [funded by the North 
',: West Academy of the B.C. Society of Medical Tcch- 
'~, nologists]; Caledonia Senior Secondary School Scholar- 
S ship- $100 
52. Angelic Ramscy - Grenfell College/Memorial Univer- 
sity of Newfoundland [Dental Medicine] 
Terrace Dental Association Scholarship - $500; Ted Wells 
,. Scholarship - $700 
53. Kyla Rice - University of Alberta [Medicine] 
" Terrace Rotary Club Scholarship - $1,500; Girl Gnidcs of 
Canada Margery Dumfries Scholarship - $250 
54. Sam Schachner - SFU [Film Studies] 
; George Vicrcck Bursary [fuudcd by Northern Savings 
: Credit Union[ - $1,000 
55. Anne Silsbc - University of Victoria LB. Mus. in Vocal 
Performance] 
Terrace & District Arts Council Scholarship - $650; 
- NWCCf£WU [Business Administra- 
tion/Art] 
Terrace District Teachers' Union Scholarship - $900 
65. Tummy Toye-Welsh - University of Alberta [Busi- 
ness/Law] 
Skecna Sawmills Ltd. Scholarship - $500 
66. Julie Vandcrice - NWCC/University of Alberta 
[Sciences/Sports Therapy] 
Blue Back Swim Club Scholarship - $300; Mohawk Stop 
'N Shop Scholarship- $200 
67. Lira Vande Velde - TWU [Sciences/Pilot Training] 
John M. Chcn-Wing Science Scholarship [funded by 
Caledonia Graduates of 1972] - $500; Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School Scholarship - $250 
68. Keith Webb - NWCC [Welding/Fabrication] 
NWCC Trades Scholarship- $300 
69. Jolene Wesley - NWCC [Forestry Technician] 
Kermode Friendship Society Scholarship - $300; Bell Pole 
Ltd. Scholarship- $750 
70. Ashley Whitford - College of 'the Rockies [Fine 
Arts/Interior Design] 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School Scholarship -$250 
71. Dalen Wicbe- CNC/NWCC [Automotive Service] 
Province of B.C. District Scholarship - $1,000; Industry 
Training and Apprenticeship Commission Scholarship 
[$1,000]; Construction Association of Terrace/Kit]mat 
Scholarship - $250 
72. Crystal Williams - TWU/UBC [Pharmacy] 
Terrace Parents for French Scholarship - $900 
73. Lisa Worth - NWCC [Business Management/Real 
Estate Studies] 
Start Parker Memorial Scholarship [funded by Car]boo 
Real Estate Board] - $500 
74. Alyssa Wyatt - NWCC [Sciences/Physiotherapy] 
Terrace & District Credit Union Scholarship - $500 
75. Shyla Young - University of Alberta [Linguistics] 
Terrace Parents for French Scholarship - $900 
[ ]  Top Business tudent: Jayme Smoley 
[] Top Technology student: Dalen Wiebe 
[] Top Performing arts student: Anne Silsbe 
[]  Top Visual arts student: JeffTown 
: Howard Froese Memorial Scholarship - $500 [ ]  Top Science student: Solveig Adair 
: 56. Kerr] Simmons - NWCC [Nursing [ ]  Top Humanities tudent: Sam Schachner 
: Terrace & District Medical Society Scholarship - $500 . . . .  .* 'k .~ * "k . . . . . .  
:: 57. C ,m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~nepparo - umvcrs,y otV'c'o-ia, t [ tt~"c-wuntin -l~j ~ix outstanoing smaenrs wire averages greazer znaz eso per 
' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  500 cent" Angelic Ramsey, Victoria Chemko, Anne Silsbe, • mc.~pme ¢c ~ompany t,m. ~cnmarsmp - ~ • . . . 
58. Stacey Soleski - TWU [Primary Education] Sam Sehachner, Solve~g Adair (Rotary Award winner). 
" John & Ellen Bastin Scholarship - $700; American Ex- ~ , ~  I ~ I 
i press/Elan Travel Scholarship - $100 ~ ~/].-..4":.~,Alr,~ iii:,. I ~ I 
:59 .  Amy Stack - UBC/SFU/DougIas College [Nuts- t l  IV  I 
r ' : ' ' v : mg/Youth Care Worker] 1:E]nn_6eB~isnT :  ; I I 
, Skeena Sawmills Ltd, Scholarship- $500; McDonald's ~iWw~,,m'e:di,ai~'~t':Ca :. | C0~RECTION~O~CE | 
i Reshurantsch°larship$250. ~ " : '  : " I ~%~v~o; ,1 . ,  I 
i I 
: [  I I - ,  a . ,-.,, - , -  =,-- .  I 
/ / l i i  I / /  I / ~ I I MIR~ ~1~.  Copy reads: Reg. I 
: / e i l l  I l l i  ~ i i /  I I ~.~.~os.~9~,-.S,o,,,,r~,,(~:,,~. I 
' / _ I I 6.~e&,~eS.19ez I 
: /  / R [ ] I A I /  R F & | ~ I  n ~ I I , - .  13 - ~'=, ,,,o~,.I 
, . Worldl9~ ~,4$tIFe, I I I t~o~ 
/ . . . .  ~ I Incest  ~e item on saJe is a single | 
i l • __ , .  %~ . . J L~]  VI '~,N' I ' I4~I I~/ I  , ~tn~ . . . . .  I I "CANADADAYSALE'FLYER I 
: / -k Mo~qng Trailers ~ . . . . . . .  ~ "A" Hv  g .ampu~ I .I ~.a.,,~,w~,mmT.~o I 
, " Loci(or $at¢11~1, "/l~ff~eli end 
. / * 15-passenger Vans ~ "k Snowmobiles I I ~ .~- ~ ~ ~-~'~ I 
: n - • • • Ilium'taro. should be transposed. / ,  16' &24 Movin_q Vans  "k Snowmobile Trailers I I ~,.. , , .~,u=,~=,,, , , ;  I 
: / - ~ I ~,o~co.~m~:'w~t.~.- I 
• / . . . . .  I TERRACE II | in'0fl~eddbattery, n : I I -o r  I .U .U .U  I ~"="~_ _ __ II l WESINCEREL'YREGRETANY I
' I . ,  Replacement Rentals ~ l(250) 63s-~2711 I ,.co~,~.c~w~..~ I
" HAVE CAUSED YOU 
30g ' /Ye l lmvtx~ H',~, 16 c~s/~ z~ i ]~  Reserve I ' I 
I I  SMITHERS 1(25o) 847-2110 
I v~: ~se) e4t.212s 
I 2493 Ye l lowhead Hwy,  16 
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"The Amazing 
JELLO Weekend" 
It wiggles and jiggles and 
can be so much fun!l! 
Hanky's has just the party for you!l! 
Friday, July 3 & 
Saturday, July 4 
Wiggle or Jiggle on down this 
weekend for a totally 
awesome Jel[o of a time. 
Located in the Coast Inn of ~e West 
J L " r I I IG~ JL%UIJUlb Uu~l Ju t l t~ J .  ~ JO. tux  x J .V~L,~-~ x~. j  , ,=*==-,. -* ~-  
Pontiac Tran Sport Montana, during the Roll Up  The Rim 
Contest at our downtown Terrace location. 
Pictured is Devin Archibald - Store, Manager, Brian & 
Jeanne Archibald - Store Owners and Carol Hyszka & her 
husband. 
UP 
TME 
Engineering TechnoLogy wiLL bring Western Canada 
and the world into the next century. Opportunities in 
this booming field are LimitLess, and now there's an 
innovative new program that puts the power of this 
knowledge at your fingertips - no matter where you 
are. l~'s Access TechnoLogies. 
• Delivered through the Southern ALberta Institute of 
Technology (SAIT), a leading provider of engineenng 
technology programs in Canada. 
• Access TechnoLogies enables students anywhere in 
Western Canada to study the equivalency of one year 
of courses towards one of more than a dozen 
engineering technology diplomas, 
• Curriculum is delivered through the Internet, 
teleconferencing or traditional print material at your 
home, workplace or community site, in conjunction 
numerous host colleges throughout Western Canada. 
• Registering now for a September program start. 
Access Technologies breaks 
the barriers between you and 
a challenging career in 
engineering technology. 
Cait: 1-888-284-7051,  
e-mail: access.tech@sait.ab.ca, 
web: www, sait.ac.ca/a-tech 
The Pocket Coil Comfort Bedding Sale 
is on now with premium beds by 
and 
Six models  to choose f rom- on sale start ing from 
Queen size mattress 
& box spring 
Delivery & set up included. 
P lus  as  an  added bonus  to he lp  you  s leep  a l i t t le  eas ie r ,  your  cho ice  o f  e i ther  no  
payments ,  no  in teres t ,  o.a.c, unt i l  March  1999. 
Or  a de luxe  set  o f  bedd ing  sheets  1/2 pr i ce  w i th  every  queen s ize pocket  co i l  bed  
pro -chased.  
Models and quant i t ies  a re  l im i ted  - don ' t  delayX 
IIIm 
Totem's  Count rywide  I 
E ~  Furn i tu re  & App l iance  I 
| f f , ~  'The value has never been better" J 
| F ' l j F ' f '~~l t  4501 Lakelse Ave Terrace ~ ~ ~ ~  I 
1-8oo-813-1158  38-11s8 
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YVONNE MOEN 
IMuseum 
ineeds 
ihelp 
! THE MEANSKINISHT 
Village Historical Associa- 
~tion (non-profit) in Cedar- 
~vale is asking for volunteer 
hands to help with repairs. 
I The wllage s museum, 
~which keeps antiques and 
~informs visitors about the 
~history of Meanskinisht, is 
~suffering from wear and 
i 
tear, and the association 
doesn't have the means to 
do everything on its own. , 
The association hasnt 
receive any grants from the 
government, therefore it 
~completely depends on 
[donations and membership 
fees. 
Lyle Dalen, president of 
~the Meanskinisht Associa- 
~tion, and the other directors 
toperate the museum on a 
I t  , 
ivolunteer basts. 
THANKS FOR THE ANTIQUES: "[hat's Lyle Dalen, 
president of the Meanskinisht Association. He'd like 
to thank the people who have donated antique arti- 
cles to the Cedarvale Museum. 
and pluck weeds from the Seven Sisters Ventures Inc. 
museum's lawn and around of White Rock, B.C. for 
the private cemetery, their donations. 
This old cemetery dates The association would 
back to 1887. It is for ira- also like ,to thank Mrs. 
mediate family of Means- Goodwill and the Skeena 
kinisht. Buried there are Valley Nurseries for donat- 
Robert and Mary Alice ing lovely flowers to the 
Tondinson, Richard and Museum area. 
Alice Tondinson, Samual The Meanskinisht Village 
and Hannah, Bright and Historical Association is as- 
Family, and Agnes and king for help from other 
Philip Sutton. All these areas to help keep the muse- 
people played a great role in um running. Recently, a 
establishing the village. . visitor from Germany 
The Meanskinisht Village donated $10 towards 
Historical Association wants repairs. 
to Send a special thanks out Anyone who might be in- 
to the people who have terested in working along 
donated antique articles to with the Meanskinisht Vil- 
the Cedervale Museum. lage Historical Association 
In particular, thanks go to can call Mary Dalen at 849- 
To The Wonderful  
Cl ients Of 
Keenleys ide Insurance 
"We are "not moving" and 
business will be as usual." 
Our office is accessible from 
the Greig Avenue entrance. 
Not to worry the candy 
bowl is still full. 
• 
. . . .  
- - - /4~, ,  ~"-=- .n:'2rce_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ ' ~o~v.V- i  c ,~ Ja  T,.t-~_ 
4617 Greig Ave, Ter race .  635-5232 
Fax:  635-3288 Toll F ree 1-800-335-8088 
http: / /www.keenleys ide.com 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
~E R~'C"E TERSE q:ttO ~ 
[1111~,  
www, ter raceautomal l . com 
: Volunteers cut the grass Frankie and Art Bates of 5732. i~r [aoe]~. ]de~ 
i :  teenter 
iSo long M , iss Terrace 
~IISS TEEN TERRACE'S a v " of workshops die," said Bowles. "You 
~days are over. promoting career type plan- have to with the 
ning, public speaking, self There won't be a beauty 
geant in "l errsce this sum- defense and will teach con- 
er or any other summer testants how to live healthier 
r that matter, lives. 
ut, worry not! For those Bowles wants competitors 
~omen and men who have to learn from the workshops 
Yalways wanted a shot at the so they can stand up in front 
~tle, the Terrace Pageant of audiences and speak 
~ociety has something bet- proficiently. 
ter in the works: the Terrace "You want somebody to 
Ambassador. represent your community 
"It's going to be a whole who can speak well and 
new program~'L said Terfi ,look dignified," shesaid. , 
Bowles, chairperson, for the,..: The, Terrace. a~bassad~ .  
Terrace Pageant Society. Will win a $1,500 scholar- 
"There's a lot of changes to ship and will get to travelto 
the roles and regulations other communities to 
ming up. It won't be any- represent Terrace. 
g like a pageant." The Terrace Pageant 
I Instead of a beauty con- Society has moved away 
~st, the new show will from the beauty pageant 
',focus on developing leader- theme because its popularity 
~hip skills for well has dropped in recent men as years. 
as women aged 17-21. "We feel if we don't 
The new contest will host change, we're going to 
change 
times." 
This year, six women had 
signed up for the beauty 
pageant, but two of them 
dropped out since they had 
other priorities this summer. 
Girls don't like giving up 
their summer months, says 
Bowles. They like going 
away for the summer. 
For this reason, next 
year's ambassador contest is 
scheduled for October. 
Fundrsiser - Church of God 
3341 River Drive 
Adults $7, Children 12 & under $% 
Seniors $5 
SEE YOU THEREI GOD BLESS YOU. 
Acadia Northwest Mechanical 
And The 
Terrace- Kitimat Construction Association 
would like to thank the following businesses who 
helped make the 
"Norm Schmidt memorial Golf Tournament" 
a great success again this year. 
I01 Industries Ltd 
Acadia Northwest Mechanical Inc 
All West Glass 
Altex Drywall Installations Lid 
BC Automotive 
BC Tel 
Canadian Tire 
Convoy Supply Ltd 
Ebony's 
First Choice Builder's Supply Lid 
Gemma's 
Happydays Handbag & Luggage 
Independant Industrial Supplies 
LEJ International 
MTR Controls (Terrace) 
Neid Enterprises Lid 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Progressive Ventures 
River Industries 
Safeway(Terrace) 
Terrace Cooperative 
Terrace Home Hardware 
Terrace Truck & Diesel 
Twin River Electric ... 
Uniglobe . 
Valley Oxygen 
Western Supplies Lid 
I 
A&W Restaurant 
All Seasons 
Aggressive Pump (Langley) 
Aqua Plumbing 
BC Construction Behefits 
Blue Ridge Ventures 
Coast Mountain Electric 
E.B. Horseman &Son 
Elan Travel 
Frank Donahue Insurance 
Grinnel Corporation (P.G.) 
Just Legs 
Kalum Tire 
Lennox Industires Ltd. (Burnaby) 
Mr Fireplace (Calgary) 
Northern Motor Inn 
Pacific Nothem Gas 
Red Carpet Food Services 
Rudon 
Terrace Builders Do-It Centre 
Terrace Equipment Sales : i 
Terrace Totem Ford : 
TL&T Electric Ltd ~i:ii ! 
~ymoschuk 
Universal Work Wear World 
Westburne (Pr. George) 
q:t;IO I rm,  t~ '~ 
terrace.automall@osg.net 
The Terrace Standard 
standard@kermode,net 
 rmee Butlder center. @ 
terracebui lders@osg.net  
Your webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be hereI 
Contact us  at 638-7283 
Park 
LOT# 
1 
2 
A: ' 3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10  
Report 
by 
Marie-Josee Banville 
This weekend and every weekend after for the rest of the 
summer at Lakebe Lake Provincial Park, there will be a program 
of special interest to the young people in your family. Every wee. 
kend the park interpreter wil/be offering the Jerry's Ranger 
Program 
The Jerry's Ranger Program is an environmental education 
program for children. It was piloted in 1984 and since that time 
has seen thousands of young people participating. For those vlsi. 
tors that are touring the province, the Jerry's Ranger Program is 
delivered in many of the provincial parks. 
BC Parks recognizes our young people as the future decision 
makers and future stewards of park lands. The Jerry's Ranger 
Program help the young people to foster an understanding of 
conservation issues and knowledge of the natural and cultural 
environment as they relate to the park system. The program 
acknowledges the participants el:fads through the awarding of 
stickers and pins. Themes are delivered through the use oF 
games, crafts, music, and drama to develop a better understand- 
ing of our parks. 
Jerry's Rangers are required to earn four stickers. Two are 
mandalory- Dogged Detective and Safely Sense. The other no 
stickers can be Nature Nut, History Hound, People Pleaser, Earth 
Explorer, Garbage Gobbler, and Proud Player. Once these stick- 
ers are obtained the young people receive their badge and 
become Junior Rangers. 
Instilling in our young people a pride in their natural and 
cultural environment isa goal shared with BC Parks and parents 
a ke Bring you young mind to help build a better future for us 
all to the Jerry's Ranger Program at Lakelse Lake Provincial park. 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
4:00 pm Nlsga'a Lava Park This is one of the newest 
parks in the Terrace area. Learn about the 
history of Canada's youngest volcano. Slide and 
presentation. 
7:00 pm Walk with the Giants Learn some secrets 
about Coastal Old Growth Forest. Meet at the 
information sign near the R.V. dump station. 
~dUB=q~LLVJ._Y~ 
4:00 pm Hike a Treel While looking at a tree's 
bark or leaves, you can end up 
discovering amazing things about 
animals that live in or on the tree. 
7:00 pm Weird Weather Weather shapes the way we 
live. Find out more about what makes 
precipitation, 
4:00 pm Animal Woodslea Come and talk about 
animals In the park and make your own animal 
to take home, Children's craft. 
7:00 pm Hug.a-Tree Learn what to do if you are lost In 
the woods, Family presentation and slides. 
4:00 pm Jerry's Ranger "Tree Friends" See the 
forest without your eyes. Nature nut. 
7:00 pm Our Nelghbour Learn about the largest 
predator living near this park-the bear. 
SUNDAY JULY 5 
4:00 pm Flash from the Past Learn some secrets 
about Coastal Old Growth Forest. Meet at the 
information sign near the R,V. dump station. 
7:00 pm Jerry's Ranger "Camouflage" Life is often an 
amazing display of how to stay alive, Dogged 
Detective. 
7iOOpm !: • ": . Plunge In! Explore.the homes and habits of " 
the aquatic animals that live In BC Parks, you 
, r may get wet so be prepared. 
All are Welcomel All Programs are FREEI 
All programs will be held In the Amphlthoatre 
unless otherwise posted, 
M G B  D WLOP.ENT CORPO.AT,ON 
LOT SALES & HOME 
CONSTRUCTION 
LOT S IZE  
Square  feet  
69,696 
19 ,  160  
16 ,360  
12 ,  270  
11 ,  410  
9 ,900  
9 ,042  
9 ,042  
PRICE  
S380,000 
S 145 ,000 
S 125 ,000 
~, 71 ,000  : 
$ 66 ,o0o  
S 53 ,000  
S 45 ,000  : 
S 48 ,500  
9 ,  150  $ 48 ,000  .:, 
11 ,625  $ 63 ,000  .: 
= 63.ooo I 22.820  S 79 ,000  ". 
32,234 $ 97 ,00o  
39 ,639  $100,000  " 
99 ,000  
40,73, 075616 $$ 132 ,000 ~= :::;ii:i:::i:~i::il . . . .  
t. 
k 
i 
I 
I 
¢ 
J q_  
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ROB BROWN 
Trust Anderson 
"1  ,~"  Y FIRST contact with David Ander- 
|~t  /11 son was at Simon Fraser University 
| V I I  in the early seventies. He was the 
.&. - .JL. leader of the B.C. Liberal Party when 
the provincial Liberals were honest4o-goodness 
Liberals not the coalition of neoconservatives and 
born again Socreds they are today. 
Anderson was impressive; he spoke clearly and 
intelligently about his vision for B.C. His gentle- 
manly bearing stood out in the circus of B.C. 
politics. 
The next time I saw Anderson he was fishing 
the rainbow rich corridor between Babine and 
Nilkitwa Lakes. Mike Kaweminski and I were 
drifting downstream in our canoe when we en- 
countered Anderson making his way upstream in 
a small inflatable against adeceptively strong cur- 
rent. He was rowing with his electric outboard 
motor unning. "I think I've found the answer," 
he yelled to us. "Weren't you the leader of the 
Liberals?" I shouted back. He laughed. "In a pre- 
vious life," he said. 
That was 17 years ago. Since then I've seen 
Anderson at Steelhcad Society Meetings, I've 
read about him in the newspapers a  an advocate 
for environmental groups opposing oil pipelines 
and tanker traffic through the turbulent waters off 
our coast, and lately seen bytes of him on televi- 
sion as a Liberal cabinet minister. There are 
threads binding these glimpses of Anderson: the 
gentlemanly, reasonable mien, and the fact that 
the guy always makes ense. 
In the last issue of "Wild Steelhead & Salmon" 
the magazine's editor~Tom Pero, interviewed our 
fisheries niinister during a float down the 
Cowichan River. The interview, confirms my im- 
pression of David Anderson as a man of vision 
with a clear understanding of what needs to be 
done. 
" Asked about what he feels needs to be done to 
avert he demise of wild stocks, Anderson points 
to the adverse ffect urban development has had 
on Vancouver Island's salmon streams during a 
time of putative environmental wareness, and 
shows that he appreciates the fact that the exploi- 
tive mentality is still dominant. "I don't think 
we've understood the Issue of terrestrial habitat, 
the riverine habitat...I just don't hink we have the 
attitudes yet that we need," he tells Pure. 
Speaking about the pressure for new, ex- 
ploratory fisheries from working people who have 
lost the ability to exploit one species and are 
eager to exploit another, Anderson says under- 
standing must come first. 
"The only way you're going to learn is for 
people internationally to recognize that this is an 
area of the globe - -  seventy percent covered by 
oceans - -  that is less known to human beings 
than the far side of Mars." States Anderson, 
"We've tended to focus on species by species by 
species. I'm trying to get the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans to look at food chains, at 
ecological niches, and not just single species." 
On fish farming Anderson is emphatic. Citing 
the disaster in New Brunswick where millions of 
wild Atlantic Salmon had to be killed as a result 
of disease leaked from fish farms, Anderson goes 
right to the crux of the issue: greed and the over- 
production attending it. "W'nere you have cen- 
eerns with fish farms, the precautionary principle 
applies: no further development....l'm notlooking 
at fish farming as anything but second to the pro- 
duction of wild fish. Wild fish must come first." 
It's obvious that our Fisheries Minister under- 
stands and intends to operate according to the 
precautionary principle, which, against he back- 
drop of DFO's history is nothing short of revolu- 
tionary. 
At last we have a fisheries minister that ap- 
preciates the dark side of hatchery technology. 
"We have to admit, 'Hey, maybe enhancement, 
as practiced has not been the greatest success.' 
And it has not. I'm a firm believer in enhance- 
ment of sUreams as opposed to enhancement 
through the hatchery process, There will be some 
targeted use of hatcheries, no question. But, over- 
all the genetic problems associated with 
hatcheries scare me." 
Glenn Clark, who should stop listening to the 
haywire advice of the fishing union hacks who 
have wormed their way Into provincial govern- 
ment  advisory bodies, should discontinue Fed 
bashing and throw his support behind Anderson 
who, unlike our premier, understands conserva- 
tion and appreciates the urgency and the delicacy 
of international negotiations. Speaking about he 
fishing dispute between Alaska and B.C., Ander- 
son nays this: "How can we discuss issues like 
global warming unless we can sort this one out. If. 
we don't sort this one out we can kiss good.bye to: 
the moral leadership of North America on en-i 
vironmental issues." 
The Honorable David Anderson is lent that. He! 
has a daunting task before him, s ham row up.' 
stream, but I hear he is a good rowel'. I'pray he  
"makes it. 
-Swimmer retires to coach 
SHE IS UP at dawn, in the 
pool by 5:30 a.m. and back 
for evening practice. 
She swims 9-10 times a 
week and trains hard, even 
during graduation week. 
But Julie Vanderlee's 
routine, one that she has fol- 
lowed more or less since she 
was 10, is coming to an end. 
At 17, she will retire from 
competitive swimming as 
soon as she finishes her next 
meet: The Provincials 
Championships in Rich- 
mond, July 10-12. 
She's been there before 
but said the meet is always 
exiting. 
"You get to meet a lot of 
different people plus the 
pool in Richmond is fast," 
she said. 
"It's bright, well-lit and 
fun." 
Seven other swimmers in- 
cluding Judy Stevenson, 
Jenine Barton, Keely Wal- 
lace, Thomas Demetzer, 
Dylan Evans and Tristan 
Brown will travel to Rich- 
mond with her to compete 
in the new 50 metre pool. 
Michael Shack placed 
seventh in the 1500 metre 
freestyle vent at provincial 
trials last weekend. 
The Monday after provin- 
cials, Julie hops an airplane 
to visit relatives in Holland. 
"I 'm meeting my sister in 
Amsterdam aud then we're 
going travelling in Europe," 
she says enthusiastically. 
She'll be back to attend 
North West Community 
College in September where 
she plans use the $300 aca- 
demic scholarship she won 
from the Blueback swim- 
club. 
She plans to take Univer- 
sity of Alberta transfer 
courses. Someday, she 
hopes to be a 
physiotherapist. 
But until then, Julie hasn't 
deserted the Blueback team. 
She plans coach a devel- 
opment one group of young 
swimmers ages 7-10. 
"We'll miss her swim- 
ruing but we're just as glad 
she'll be around to coach," 
said long-time coach Mike 
Carlyle. 
"Julie's great with the 
kids," he said. "They just 
hang off her." 
Julie also has a lot to teach 
thein. 
"I feel like I'm coming to 
my peak," Vanderlee said. 
At the Euroean Invita- 
tional Swim Meet in Kitimat 
June 19, she maintained her 
provincial qualifying time in 
three events: 200, 100, and 
50 metre freestyle vents. 
Unfortunately, she 
dropped times for both the 
100 and 200 metre fly 
events. 
Asked how she feels about 
leavhlg competitive swim- 
ming, Vanderlee said, "I 
love swimming," she said. 
"But it's time for me to 
move on and iry something 
new." 
ON A ROUTINE swim at the pool, Julie Vandedee prepares tor her last race as a 
Blueback Swimmer. The provincial meet Is in Richmond July 10-12. 
Soccer pinch 
closes in on 
leading teams 
MEN'S SOCCER league standings have tightened up con- 
siderubly the last two weeks. 
The top two teams, Super BM and Forestry have both 
suffered losses to reduce their lead over the rest of the 
league. 
Super BM lost their first game of the season to the Park 
V&M team 3-1 June 21, while Forestry has lost three con- 
secutive games to the Home Hardware, Western Pacific 
and Internationals teams. 
June 21 also saw the Kermode Stompers earn a 3-1 win 
over Home Hardware, the fhst win of the season for the 
Stompers. 
The next Men's soccer tournament will be held in Ter- 
race on the Labour day weekend, Sept. 4-7. 
1he tournament hopes to draw teams from throughout 
the area. 
The Terrace Men's Soccer Association will continue to 
accept new player egistrations until Aug. 15. 
Registration forms are available at the recreation office 
in the Terrace Arena. 
Players hould provide a $60 cheque and names will be 
placed on the waiting list in the order of receipt. Ten 
players have been placed with teams o far. 
Score Board 
Men's Soccer 
. "v  
READY, AIM, FIREI Deanna Carlyle attempts to score on Blessings Childrens' 
Wear Thursday at Caledonia field. 
Power soaks Blessings 
IT WAS COLD, wet and won the match 3-1. 
raining. Bat the Blessings didn't 
Members of Terrace care. Well, not really. 
Women's Soccer Associa, They're a brand new team 
lion were playing a one- and the last time the two 
sided game at the Caledonia met, Blessings lost 8-2. 
field June 25. They consider it a marked 
Mother Goose roasted improvement. 
Blessing's Children's Wear.. The team is coached by a 
The  team, otherwise few senior players and 
known as Flower Power for everyone took turns playing 
either thetr tie.died tops or when teammates got tired. 
their flowerahop sponsor, Their only goal in last 
week's gaine was scored by 
L~ley Robinson and goal- 
tender Val Bciina was ex- 
ceptional as Mother Goose 
attempted shot after shot. 
The Blessing's are hot off 
a tie June 16 against Oasis 
Sports Club. 
Lesley Robinson, Jill 
Springer and Jennifer 
Shepard scored to bring 
Blessing's Children's wear 
to tie the Oasis game 3-3. 
League Standings to June 23 
Team GF GA GP W 
Super BM 32 14 8 7 
Forestry 20 14 8 5 
Home Hardware 19 17 9 4 
ParkV&M 19 27 9 4 
Internationals 23 28 9 3 
Western Pacific 21 17 8 4 
Greenville 16 12 8 3 
Kermode Stompers 26 47 9 1 
L TPte 
1 0 19 
3 0 15 
4 1 13 
4 1 13 
4 211 
3 19 
5 07 
7 13 
Game results 
Kermode Stampers 3 - -  Home Hardware 1
Internationals 3 ~ Forestry 1
Park V&M 3. Super BM 1 . . . .  
Greenville vs Western Pacifice. postponed i 
Super BM 8 - Internationals Z r 
TOp Scorers i i ) ~  
Alan Lambrlght - Stampers 7 ' .... 
Percy Fowwlcr- Western Pacific 7 
Tom Stark- Internationals 6 :! 
Dlmltrl Flltzlakls. Super BM $ 
Kmta Kolllu • Park V&M $ 
Mike Woods -Stampers $ 
Tony Luls - Western Pacific $ 
Andrew Brown - Super BM 4 
Brian McConnell - Forestry 4
Nell Halley - Forestry 4
Nick Kolins - Forestry 4
.... )i !i ii !i 
~ : ~"i! ' ::~ii~!'? ~ ? :/ 
Stewart Mclssck - Home Hardware 4 . . . . . .  
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ACTION AD RATES 
• 638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display,  Word Classified and Classif ied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursdav at 4 o.m. for all dlsolav and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard & Weekend Advedlser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week $12.00 (+tax) *Additional t $7.00 
3 weeks $19.99(+tax) per column Inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch . Pickup $3.50 Mall out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, Includes 1 photo. $13.30 per column inch 
,*Additional t $7.00 i~er column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION DS 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICA'rlONSl 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Mlsc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Miso 
85 To Give Away 
90 Care For Sale 
100 Trucka For Sale 
110 PJrcraft 
120 Recreation Vehlclee 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Uvestock 
200 Farmem Market 
2t0 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
220 Pemonals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memodum 
270 Obltuarlee 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the fight o clsssity ads under appropriate headings and to set mtea therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" eds. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answem directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbem am requested not to send original documents o avoid lose. 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he Itnbillty of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an adw.~sement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect Insertion for the parUon of the advert~ng space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that hem shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #.__.Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION. Credit Card No. Expiry Date.  
VISA r'~ MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONS WORD PER SPACE 
1 
6 
11 
7 
12  
17  16  
12 .15  12 .30  
13 .O5 
e 
13 
18  
12 .45  
13 .20  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
4 5 
9 10  
14  15  
19  20  - $12 .00  
12 .60  12  7~ 
13 .35  1 :~.5C 
For  longer ad, please use a separate sho~t 
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 ST ARD 
SMALL ACREAGE 
Nicely treed & fenced with 6 bedroom house, 2 fire- 
places, 6 appliances, close to town centre & schools, 
heated barn, large workshop with 220 wiring, glass 
greenhouse, fruit trees, garden plot. 
.~ Price $195,000 Phone 635-4453 . 
l~ l~ l lP t~!~i l i l i ! i i ! i : i i : ; :  " '~ : ::~" :7" :" :~: ; :i!>"" :;'~: ::ii merit, ook hardwood" flooring," I 
i l ~ l ~ ~ i t c h e n c o b l n e t s ,  naluml I 
~ ~ =  ~t, ~0x~wor~op I 
~ _ . .  - • - EXTRA 2 ACRE LOT . I 
Appointment 635"5692 I 
Sheila Love 
635-3004 
RF/A/U~( of Terrace 
Reduced! l !  $209,000 Owners Want To Upgrade 
Make an offer on this contem- Anxious to soil - 4 bedroom, 2 
perary designed bench home. baths, NIO Fireplace in family 
High ceilings. Ook kitchen, room, eating nook and formal din- 
w/island, family room off kitch- ing room, alarm system, fenced 
en, deluxe ensure, triple ond landscaped. Thornheights 
garage. ~ are~. $147,900 ML8 
8madSplil0nQuJetCId.De-Sac RancherOnThe Bench 
European kitchen, family room Totally renovated - 3bedroom, oak 
with patio doors to yard, skylit kitchen with island, sunken living- 
batha, double garage, paved room, ncw roofaystcm, vinyl sid- 
drive. Spetless!! ing, fenced yard with gazebo 
$189,500 ML8 $129,900 MI,8 
with fenced corral, ean.to and smnil ha 
shed. Ideal for young f~ily. Privaie tree 
2 acres. 3 bedroom obile, well set Ul 
Completely up graded with new kitche~ 
bath, floor c0vedngs, appitancas 
Indudos stove, fridge, dishwash~ 
3127 Solomon Way garborator, washer, d;yer, and pellet 
' st0veAsking $119,900 MLS 
/~ . .~  ~.  :..!/.. ~ i Soacious Family Home 
/ ~ : . .  ~ . ~  i on a large R.2 lot 3 bedrooms up e ~d 
~ ~ . ~  down also has 3 bathrooms ph e 
~:  " /-. ~-.. fireplaces and a large family room. Nil i 
I~=~. . '~ an attached 20'x2T garage. 
~ ~  Asking $139,900 I lLS 
4102 Munroe Street 
~ Excellent Office Location 
for a small business or s downtown day- 
care In this home that has an IS'x20' 
shop. It will ake you no time to get to 
work from hero. 
Asking $169,900 MLS 
4732 Lazelle Avenue 
[ ~#~i~i~i~ii~: ~!~!~: : :~+~~ Mobile To Be Moved 
!i~ii~ I: .. . . . . . . . . .  .... 24'x48, Available Immediately 
37 Acres In Thornhill 
with 2 homes, 2 shops, large s ~o I, 
mostly treed. An oxcellent opporluni i' f' r 
tracking operation rcontractor. Pot~ ,ntt d 
for 2 acre lets, Don't pass it by. 
C~il now MLS 
Rifle Range 
Freight Terminal For Lease 
Good Hwy 16 East exposure. 2900 sq. ft. 
dock level wlth 1280 sq.fL office adjoining 
on 1.25 acre gravelled illte. 
$2,600 Per Month MLS 
Highway 16 East 
Call Steve Cook at 638-7144 
iridt the CREA We~ite at www, mls, ca 
w~w.tmwerealty.¢em 
CORINNA'S~ 
l ib 
moUvatod and want ~ ; ~  
these items SOLDI ~ 
Call today to view ~'~:~. .  
and ask how yotw~'? W~ :.f 
can receive ext(a ./ / 
Air Miled' ~ Cortnna Morhart 
1325 SQ ft condo, two years 
old. Immaculate, 2 large bed- 
rooms, large bright kitchen, 
dishwasher, 1 1/2 baths, 
den/storage, deck, crawl space, 
lawn care and snow removal 
taken care ofl Reduced to 
$114,000. W & D included. 
Phone 038-1558. 
2 ACRES, 3 bedroom mobile 
with large addition. Corral, 
wired shed, greenhouse, pool, 
perennials and fruit. Very pri- 
vate, reduced to $102,000. call 
638-0352. 
4733 Tuck Avenue 
Verldor motlvatod and w#1conslder trades of ~ ~o $175,000, 
Rece~t upda~w throughou~ reduce#to 
$96,900MLS 
I?JB/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
636-8198 Res idence 
Call aUZANNE for 
reUable service todayl 
John Evans 
~Rr~A/ I I~  of Terrace 
638-1400 
Condo Convenience 
Nearly new. Clo~ to town 
$112,900 MLS 
Priced To 8ell 
Larae home, small pnoa 
$'Z08,000 M~ 
Cape Cod 8bjle 
Many Luxurious Features 
$129,900 M]3 
Many Features 
TorB of space tool 
$214,900 ML8 
Privacy Mortgage Hdper 
Near Town 8 bedroom with rental income 
$129,900 ML8 $121,900 MLS 
1682 SQ.FT. rancher with full 
basement on 2/3 acre lot. 5 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, large 
kitchen. 3904 Spring Creek 
Drive. $230000. 635-5400. 
1976 BENDIX Trailer 12 x 68, 
addition of 13 x 68, 3 bed- 
rooms on 5 acres in Houston, 
B.C. $69,000. Call 1-50-845- 
3466. 
3 BEDROOM rancher-style 
home located on southside in 
quiet cul-de-sac. 1230 sq ft, 2 
bathrooms, jacuzzi tub, built-in 
dishwasher, laundry room, lots 
of storage space, 8' x 10' shed, 
natural gas heat, immaculate 
condition. Asking $135,000. 
Call 638-8084. 
3 BEDROOM STARTER home 
in excellent condition, Large 
yard with storage shed, play- 
house, garden area and many 
more extras. 4719 01son Ave. 
Asking $134,900. To view call 
635-0067 or 635-1639. 
3 BEDROOMS, 1 bath. Full 
80 ACRES 18 kms West of 
Burns Lake. 20 acres prime bot- 
tom land. Hayfield, timber, 
creek. 3 bedroom home, 
garage, landscaped. $177.900. 
1-250-696-3606. 
ACREAGE IN TOWNI 1732 
sp.fl, rancher on approx. 4 acr- 
es on the bench near Uplands 
School. Open floor plan with 3 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and 
large country kitchen. Double 
attached garage and large 
shed. Several gardens and fruit 
trees. $273,000, For appoint- 
ment to view call 635-4913. 
ARE YOU looking for a cozy log 
home? 1600 sq ft log home with 
3 bedrooms, stone fireplace, 
large living area with vaulted 
ceilings, plumbing, widng,.hsat- 
ing, etc. $55,000:~ 846-5962. 
Must be transported, assessed 
at $98,000. 
COURTENAY, VANCOUVER 
Island, 3 bedroom 1 1/2-baths, 
1256sqft rancher. Crawlspace, 
basement, f/s, dw, garage, close to downtown and bus 
greenhouse, screened porch, stop. Privacy hedge. Extensive 
.L,~',ge fe0ced comer Iot~ 18.,x ~nds  .~ing. De..ck. Lal'ge shop.. 
26 ;wiri~l sli'op. $154,900. Cajl ! p,/s~llan__ces: "i~ani. upgreo- 
" ' ,',1878 ..... ~"""  ">" ............ ~<~'tflg ,ll~l,uuu; '"r'1*(zoul-u~u - ooo. , /m,o~,:  . . . .  " " ~ ~ "  !~i,!1549" ":::~!, ; ' . .... ' -  
~EDROOM,  2 bath home on 
Southside. 60x400 lot. Huge, COZY RANCHER with ground 
rich sell garden. Deck, Green- 
house, 2 sheds, paved drive- 
way, new siding and roof. Many 
upgrades. 6 appliances negoti- 
able. Asking $126,800. 635- 
9132. 
4729 SOUCIE Ave. 3 bdrm. 
rancher, N/G fireplace, work- 
shop, garden shed, close to 
schools. $118,000. Open to off- 
ers. 636.0647. 
5 ACRES, SOUTHERN expo- 
sure with view of Bums Lake. 
Nat. gas & hydro adjacent. Lo- 
cated on corner of Romeau Dr. 
& Schritt Cres. $25,000,00 firm. 
692-7955 or 692-2395. 
5 BEDROOM home In the 
horseshoe area close to 
schools and town. Great family 
home. Call to view 635-1605. 
54.5 ACRES north side Skesna 
River, Cedarvale area. Beautiful 
setting with panoramic view of 
Sever Sisters Mtns. One bed- 
room cottage, merchantable 
timber, large year round spring, 
drilled well, diesel generator, 3 
developed garden areas, green- 
house, fruit trees, 3 large lawns. 
Established ornamental trees 
and shrubs, strawberry and 
raspberry beds, offers to 
$75,000. Call Don at 635-1346. 
6800 SQUARE ft assembly hall 
and revenue property for sale. 
3222 Munros. Reduced to 
$169,900.00. Call Nell, 638- 
8897 or 635-1518. 
73'X290' LOT on Non Street. 
Lot #10. Located on bench, Ter- 
race. $47000.00. 638-8736. 
For Sale By Owner 
z k#oo= W dg n 
t;onoomlm.m 
1032 sq. ft, 
Main floor features: 
• Bedroom 
• Full Bath 
• U~g room/Dining room 
Kltcnen 
• Natural Gas Rrephce 
lalle ton siyie ~lroom 
• ~nRdie 
• Larte deck 
~cluI~. frldge, stove & 
oisnmsner, SeEudtv entnn~, 
coveRd .c~g.t/, f, ll laundfi 
facility in b~dihg, very shofl 
walk to downtown. 
$99,800 
Call 635-2402 
(No Agents Please) 
floor enry and full basement. 
1100 sq. ft., 4 bedrooms.. New 
roof, new stain. Solarium w/hot 
tub Inside. Large balcony with 
double car port below. Double 
detached/wired garage. Sauna. 
Fenced bac~ard. 2 3 piece 
bathrooms. Quiet nelghbour- 
hood on town bench. $163,000 
O.B.O. ph. 635-1454. 
DEEDED LOT, Hudson Bay 
Mtn, nearly new cabin, big 
windows, electric heat, pellet 
stove, running water, covered 
deck, more. Asking $116,500. 
1-250.847-9581, 
FOR SALE: Houston: Comfort- 
able three bedroom home in 
Mounta[nview subdivision. 
Close to schools, Rnlshed 
basement. Nicely landscaped. 
Call: 1.250-845-7246 after 4 
p.m. 
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
condo on Babine Lake. Rshlng, 
swimming, x-counW skiing, fu. 
ture golf. Open July 9 - 14, #10- 
50 Hagan St. Granlsle B.C. or 
604-945-1042. $31,900. 
GOOD VALUE. Solid 4 
bedroom 1400 sq ft rancher on 
fenced 1/2 acre, recently up- 
graded, comes with large gar- 
den plot, fruit trees, lush soil 
and a 12 x 14 shop/shed. In 
town, future subdividable. 
Priced for quick sale, $109,900, 
Call 635-1214. 
HORSE LOVERS Delight: 5 
acres. 1200 sq ft older home, 
custom birch kitchen, 2 bed. 
rooms down, 1 loft bedroom, 
custom built In computer 
desk/office, open beam living 
room. Barn with 3 stalls and 
large hay loft, chipped tiding 
area, rolling pasture/bridge over 
pond/fruit trees, 10 minutes 
from town. Offers up to 
$185,000. 638-0089 evenings, 
Farm Tractor available/price ne- 
gotiable. 
HORSESHOE. 5 yr old. 3 level 
spilt. 3 bdr, 2 bath. New 20x24 
shop with skylights and sun. 
burst door, House has neutral 
colours, tile, european cabinets, 
DW. Plumbed for vacuum. Re- 
duced to $155,000, Ph, 635. 
4233 or 635.5751. 
HOUSE IN Granisle, 3+1 
bedrooms, gas heat, wood RSF 
back-up, basement ~ room, 
now h/water tank. Offers to 
$50,000. Phone 250-697-2730. 
JACK PINE FLATS ACREAGES 
Price Reduced 
• ' ,~ , i i  ~ ' l l l ! ' l~/" . ,  J Now $37,000 each plus G.S.T. 
"! ' ;~  "~'" ~ "~" ! Lol l  Ale  - 2 acres each, mobile 
,,~'. ~-L" . . . .  "" ~-~k~Ao/ homl~l a l/owekd, I~ l ,  nao~lr:/gllla, 
JUST UKE new, 9 yr old com- 
pletely finished house with 
many extras. Horseshoe area, 
near schools. 3+1 bedrooms, 
living room, dinlngroom, kitchen 
with eating area, and mountain- 
view. 3 bathrooms, Includes 3pc 
onsuite, 4 piece + 3 piece large 
family room and laundry room. 
Double garage w/ openers, 
fenced yard and large storage 
shed. Reduced to $189,900. 
638-8869. 
LAKELSE LAKE, west side, 5 
year old, Undal home. 100 fi 
waterfront, boat launch, dock, 
guest house, Artesian well. Call 
798-2017 for appt to view. 
LARGE ACREAGE for sale, lot 
#2 of DL777 Hwy 16 East and 
Aldous Rd Hazelton area. Year 
round creek through property, 
has plateau with view, vendor 
will finance. Terms negotiable, 
250-635-6910. 
LIVE AND experience the 
bountiful Interior before you 
buyl Newer second house on 
remote ranch, on lake, w/power 
and radio telephone. Must have 
own vehicle, may bring some 
animals. Available July for 1-4 
months, year around. For Inqui- 
ries phone or fax message to 
Wholistech Land Man. Co. 
(250)694-3763 in Englis h . or 
German. 
LOG HOME Clearance Sale: 
Cabin & Barn Grade 6x8 tongue 
and groove machined logs at 
low, low prices. Ideal for any 
style of home, cabin, garage, 
barn or other project you are 
planning. For details and pricing 
contact Tara at Bigfoot Homes 
in Salmon Arm. Phone toll free 
1-888-832-6355 or fax 1-250- 
832.8395. 
NEW 2 BEDROOM duplex In 
quiet area on South side, Ideal 
starter, retirement or Invest- 
ment. Asking $115,000 per 
side. Call 635-2769. 
NEW DUPLEX for sale, 1 bath 
per unit, 3 bdrms up, 2 down, 
10 x 10 shed, 5 appllances/unit, 
dbl paved driveway, asking 
$219,00.638-8089, 
NEWER 3 BDR townhouse. 
1340 sq. ft. 1 1/2 bathe, patio, 
f/s, dw. Heated crawl space. #1- 
5108 Medesk Avenue. Asking 
$115,000. 635-5478. 
ONE BEDROOM end unit 
Woodgrsan condo, newlyrano- 
vated and redecorated, c/w f/s, 
dishwasher, n/g fireplace, laun- 
dry facilities, covered carport, 
security entrance. On site stor- 
age, very close to town. Asking 
$67,900. Call 849-5851 or 638- 
8520 (message) 
ONE LOOK andyou will want a 
Chaparral Modularltl Fakery 
tours - displays from $65,900. 
Sheldon Custom Homes, 3075 
Sexsmith Road, Kalowna. Toll 
free 1-888-765-8992. DL10146. 
OPEN HOUSE 4740 Straume 
Ave. Saturdays 10:00- 12:00 
hardwood floom, full basement, 
4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,' 
fenced, fruit trees. Call 635- 
6464. 
PRIVATE SALE by owner of af- 
fordable, quality homes, duplex- 
es, and mobile homes. Pdces 
start at $28,000 to $135,000, 
Call 638.8084. 
R.V. CAMPSITES fur sale on 
Vancouver Island, Fully serv- 
Iced oceanfront and forested 
sites from $28,000. Financing 
available. Avomdo RV Resort 
Qualicum Bay. 1-250-757-8075, 
RZ SERVICED lot 60 x 181 
close to school on bench. Call 
638-0822. 
fSher~ Anderson~ 
Notary Public 
P, ml EslalI, 
Wills, . 
IVlobil. 
TramS'l, 
I:Nx~'kms, 
Dom~alotion, 
N o ~  
4921 Golr Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 21(1 
Td: (250) 635-5988 
,, Fax: (250) 635-5926 j 
I ,k 
f lO  REAL ESTATE 
[I  : : ? 
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: 30: FOR RENT '  
RECREATIONAL PROPERTY. 
Approx. 15 acres with 
Sksena River frontage. 
Ideal for campsite. Wi l l  
condslder RV as part 
payment, 635-5061. 
RURAL ACREAGE approx 80 
acres. Excellent hobby farm po- 
tential, year round water, subdi- 
vision potential, 5.8kin down 
north Sparks (Terrace). Good 
timber value, vendor will 
finance. Terms negctiabls. 250- 
635-6910. 
TAKYSlE LAKE lot: 300 ft of 
lakefront, Ideal for RV or small 
cabin, $16,900. Contact Jerry at 
1-250-694-3403. 
VANCOUVER ISLAND'S ef. 
fordable retirement. Cherry 
Creek Estates is a 31 unit, adult 
oriented patio home project with 
it's own private clubhouse, Io. 
cated in Port Albeml. This 
smaller but friendly community 
has all amenities, plus a mild 
year round climate. Luxury with 
little or no maintenance, pdced 
• from $149,900. (Includes net 
GST), for information packet, 
call Jean Toll Free 1-800-372. 
3931. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
• townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035, 
"MOVING: GOOD Investment" 
2bdi', 3/level's, Prince George 
near college. F/S's, new roof. 
Trade house in William's Lake. 
Rental income $1600/mth. 
Phone 398-8046 or 563-0386. 
20. MOBIEE 
HOMES: 
14X70 MOBILE home e/c. Fac- 
tory expando and addition. 3 
bdr. new carpet and linoleum 
large kitchen has island and b/l 
appliances wood fireplace in 
huge IMngreom, Large 4 pc 
bathroom. Big covered porch, 
attached shed on fenced pad, 
$45,000. 638-8505. 
14' WIDE mobile home in Bums 
Lake at $18900.00. No tax on 
our own B.C. registered homes. 
Delivery available. Call 1-250- 
692-3375. 
1972 12)(68 mobile home. In 
good condition. Oil furnace, 
C.S.A. approved. Wood heater. 
A.C. F/S. Ready to move. 
$12500.00 O.B.e. 100 Mile 
House. 1-250-395-3143. 
;,~..,:',: ",q.:~;~:,-~1::~ %/,: ,:;¢~;~'~It~; 
1994 MANUFACTURED home 
14x70 2 bdrs, 2 baths, vaulted 
caJling, jacuzzl tub, 2 skylights, 
3 appl. Like new $70,000. 638- 
0052. 
1996 DOUBLE wide SRI manu- 
factured home, 2 bdrm, 2 full 
bath, NG fire place, 5 applianc- 
es, full wlndow covering, in a 
quiet adult section at Timber- 
land Park. 635-1821. 
BRIGHT OPEN spacious 
14'x70' 2 bdr mobile home. 
New floor, counters, built-in 
D.W. fireplace. Well maintained. 
Must be moved. (250)632-4026. 
DOUBLE WIDE mobile home 
(24'x48'). Ctose to everything, 
situated on a very nice land- 
scaped pad in a quiet park. This 
home has an open floor plan 
with a family rm,,two bed rms, 2 
bath rms, new roof, new doors 
& some windows. New carpet- 
ing, counter tops, front and 
back decks and much more. 
This home is ideal for someone 
who does not like apartment liv- 
ing and with low maintenance 
but still wants to have their own 
yard and space. Perfect for per- 
sons on the go or someone that 
is retired. Drive by #1-3117- 
Clark Street, Please call 
(250)635-1326, for an appt. to 
view and leave a messaqe. 
MUST SEE: Immaculate 3 
bdrm new vinyl siding & wind- 
ows, f/s, dw. Large fenced pad. 
$108 Boulderwood M.H. Park. 
$36,500. Call 635-1641. 
OPEN HOUSE at Chaparrals 
factoryll View residential modu- 
lar homes pdced from $65,9o0. 
Factory direct savings only at 
Sheldon Custom Homes, 8075 
Sexsmith Road, Ketowna. Toll 
free 1-888-765-8992 DL10146. 
PRIME PADS available for your 
new mobile at Boulde~ood 
MHP, adult oriented and ups- 
cale, call Gordon 638-1182. 
RIDGEWOOD RENOVATED 
Mobile Home for sale. 14x70; 
washer, dryer, ,fridge, stove, 
window dressings. Skirted and 
insulated. Call: Houston: 1-250- 
845-7712. 
TRAILER PAD for rent. 
$300.00/month. Thornhill. 635- 
1326. 
1 BDR apt. Clean and quiet. 
Close to downtown. $500 
month. 635-7058. 
-Ida:E2-1 
'1 - 2"- 3 bedroom Suites for 
rent. References required. 635- 
6428, 638-1595 or 635-0039 
available immediately. 
14' WIDE mobile home on two 
acres in Jack Pine Flats. 2 bdr, 
2 bath. Avail. Immed, $600 
month. 635-9381 leave mess. 
2 BDR apt. $575 month or 1 bdr 
apt. $475 month- both ground 
level. Close to town. On site 
manafler. 635-5338 after 6:00. 
2 BEDROOM apartment (du- 
plex), f/s, $390/month. Freshly 
painted. New Remo. 8ec. de- 
posit and references required. 
available now. Call 635-6904. 
2 BEDROOM apadment, F/S, 
carpeted, w/d hookup, security 
door. Located downtown, 
$575/month. Call 638-1702 
after 6:00 pm.h 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Available July 1st, no smoking, 
no pets, couple preferred, call 
035-9684 $575/month. Damage 
del0osit & references required. 
2 BEDROOM trailer' In Thorn- 
hill. $500 month plus damage 
deposit. Available July 1st. Call 
635-9530. 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
.A~e pe~ki,g 
• Laundn/facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
. Setup' entrance 
• On site management 
. No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
3 BEDROOM suite immaculate, 
excellent location, f/s, d/w, laun- 
dry hookup, $675/month. One 
bedroom bachelor suite $375 
Thornhlll. 3 bedroom duplex 
unit, 4 appliances, heat/ hydro 
included, $850/month. B & D 
Propedles. Call 638-0797 
COACHMAN 
APARTMENTS 
Taking applications 
now for 1 & 2 bedroom 
suites. Clean, quiet, 
parking under cover, 
on bus mute, security 
entrance, on site 
management, elevator, 
no pets, references 
required. 
638-8554 
FOR RENT 
IMMEDIATELY 
3+4 bedroom townhouses centrally located, 
close to hospital and elementary schools. 
New appliances, new paint and new 
flooring, and coming July 15th new 
playground area for the kids. 
ff you are a young working family and 
interested in a family oriented space 
with competitive rent call and leave a 
message with Helen, our resident caretaker. 
Viewing by appointment only. 
Phone: 635-1996 
2 BEDROOM unit in 6 plex on 
Pear with f/s, hookups for w/d. 
$620/month. No pets please. 
Call 635-5213. 
3 BDR house. Churchill Drive, 
Thornhill. No appl. No pets. No 
smoking. Avail. Immed. 
$750.00. Sec. Dep. and Re! 
reqd. 635-7569. 
3 BDROOM trailer in Thornhill. 
Fenced yard, good nelghbour- 
hood, close to schools. $650 
month, pad fee included, Avail- 
able July 21. 635-7507. 
3 BEDROOM house available 
July 1. 1230 sq ft, 2 baths, ja- 
cuzzi tub, natural gas heat, 5 
appliances, immaculate condi- 
tion. Located on southside in 
quiet cul-de-sac. $900 per 
month. Call 638-8084. 
3 BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath, top 
floor suite. Includes utilities, 
$850/mo. 3 bdrm, 2 bath house, 
$300/mo. 2 bdrm duplex, 
$370/mo. Call Usa 638-8639. 
3 BEDROOM 14 x 70 mobile 
home located anna pdvate lot. 
Natural gas heat, $750 per 
month. Call 638-8084. 
3 BEDROOM duplex in Ter- 
race, F/S, W/D, hookups, car- 
port, no pets. References re- 
quired. Available July 1,98. Call 
632-5249. 
3 BEDROOM house for rent 
close to hospital and schools. 
Natural gas, hot water and heat. 
Available in July. $850.00 per 
month. References and dam- 
age deposit required. Call 635- 
5067 leave messaqe. 
3 BEDROOM house in Queens- 
way area, $850/month, f/s, 2 
bath, carport, paved driveway. 
To view call Carmen 635-7249. 
3 BEDROOM or upper level 
basement suite, close to hospi- 
tal and schools, f/s, w/d, no 
pets, no smoking. Avail. lmmed. 
Call 638-0315. 
3 BEDROOM trailer in good 
quiet park in Thornhill. F/S, W/D 
incl. would prefer non smoker, 
non drinker, working cou- 
ple/family. Ref. required, $625 
includes ped rent. Call collect 
after 6:00 pm (250) 962-9701. 
4 BDR 2 1/2 bath, house. Appl., 
full basement, double garage, 
pdvate yard. Close to town and 
schools. N/S, no pets. Avail. 
Auq. 1st. $1100. 638-1472. 
4 BEDROOM duplex on south- 
side. July 1st (upper unit), heat 
Included, $850/month, refs and 
deDoslt required. Call 798-9554. 
4 BEDROOM house available 
August 1st. 5 appliances, 1 1/2 
baths, large fenced yard with 
fruit trees, no smoking, refer- 
ences required. $950. Call 635- 
7173. 
5 YEAR old 2000 sq ft 4 bed- 
room 3 bath house, one block 
from Uplands school on bench. 
large fully fenced lot with deck. 
N/G fleet. July 1st; $1100/m0. 
Ref. roqbirod. Call 635-1390. 
CABIN AT Lakelse lake. Two 
bedrooms, bathroom, living and 
dining room, minutes from ha,s- 
prings or provincial park. Eva, 
Daniel: 604-730-8074. 
CLEAN AND spacious 2 BDR 
basement suite. 5 rain. walk 
LARGE 3 bdr house at 4813 
Lazelle Ave. Avail. July 1st. Ref 
Reqd. 635-2643. 
LARGE NEW' 3 bdr condo. 
Appl., carped. N/G heat. Close 
to schools and..hospital. Avail 
immed. 635-2932. 
NEWLY RENOVATED house. 
3 bdrs, 4 appl. No smoking. No 
pets please. $800.00 negoti- 
able. Ref reqd. Plus damage 
deposit. Avail immed. 5035 Me- 
deek Ave, Contact 635-8885 or 
(250) 624-6275. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean • No Pets • 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Call: 635-4478 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment, 
close to town, ground level 
entrance, on site manager, 
available July 1st. Call 635- 
5338 after 6 pm. $500/month." 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thomhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
sec. dep. Ph. 635-2065. 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
suite. Suitable for a single per- 
son. Utilities included in rent of 
$475. No pets. Located behind 
Canadian Wholesale Club. 
Phone only after 6 pm. 635- 
2806. 
ROOM AND board. Suitable for 
male. Quiet and private accom. 
635-6141. 
ROOM FOR rent in town. Kttch- 
en facilities avail. 635-7176. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share 3 bedroom house on 
southside. Close to hospital 
$340 includes utilities. Call 635- ,t 
1354. 
SPACIOUS, NEW three-bed. 
room duplex on southslde, two r ~ 
bathrooms, natural gas heat 
and hot water, carport, 
$850/mo. References and 
damage deposit required. Avail- 
able July 15th. Phone 635- 
6244. 
TOP FLOOR of house for rent, 
3 bdrm, 2 beth, laundry 
facilities, fully furnished on 
bench. One year lease August 
'98 through '99. $908/month. 
Call 638-1287. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. ' ~; ~*' 
• TWO BEDROOM basement ~!:)  
Ite near schools. Available im~:i 
mediately. Phone 635-5960. 
WANTED INDWIDUAL to 
share spacious furnished house 
on bench. $450/month, includes 
utilities. Begin Aug 1/98. 638- 
1287. 
WHY RENT? $800 - per month 
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' CHRYSLER 
'97 Chrysler Intrepid 
V-6, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locke, 
Cassette 
was $19,995 now $18,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
6 c/I, Auto, NC, Tilt, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette 
was $33,995 now $29,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, NC, Cruise Control, Tilt 
was $17,995 now $14,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Aut0., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 NOW $15,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto, NC, 111t, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was $25,995 Now $23,995 
'95 Dodge Dakota SLT 
Clu5 Cab 4x4 
V-8, 5 speed, A/C, Cruise, Tilt 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'93 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE 
Delsel, auto, A/C, Cruise, Tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
cassette, 
was $23,995 now $19,995 
'92 Dakota Club Cab LE 
4x4, NC, Auto, Cruise, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
HII_ m 
' ~ FORD . 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
27,000 kms 
was $19,995 now $17,995 
'96 Ford F-1E~x4 
was ~16,995 
'95 Ford Escort 6T 
5 Speed 
was $11.995 now $10,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $12,588 
'92 Ford Explorer 
Eddie Bauer 6 cyI, NC, Auto, 
Leather & more 
$18,495 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'95 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
v8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'95 Chevy Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, TUt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $29,995 now $25,995 
'94 GMC 4x4 
6 cyl, 5 speed 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'92 Chev 1500 SIIverado 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tiff, Cruise, Power 
windows & locks, extra cab 
was $17,995 now $16,995 
'92 Chev Lumina 
6 cyl, loaded 
$10,495 
• ,~,  . T i . :  • .  
100. TRUCKS FOR 
; . i ,  } SALE  :{ ~ .: ." I": 
: IMPoRTs 
'97 Toyota Rav 4 
Only 25,000 kms, like new 
was $25,995 now $23,995 
'96 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
Extra Cab 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
v-6, 5 speed, Stereo Cassette, 
Power Locks 
was $30,995 now $29,995 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
eunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 ncw $36,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
v-6, 5 speed, runnlngbeards 
was $27,995 now $26,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, em/fm cessette 
was $9,995 now $7,995 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
6 cylinder, auto, cruise, tilt 
was $23,995 Now $21,995 
Partial List 
0nly0ver 25 
More Pre.0wned 
Vehicles 
In Stockl 
"RIM BOARDS DECKIN, 
TERSE 
O [1111 It'&,"1 n i gl  
4916 HW. 16 West ~3s.?zs7 
1-800-31~-7187 .u~ s95s 
~n~w.terraoeautomell.eom 
Wednesday, July 1,1998 
WORKING PROFESSIONAL 
wanting to rent and care for 3 
plus one bedroom home in Ter- 
race. Approx $900. 635-2842 
evenings. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share new 2 bedroom mobile 
home. Have own bathroom, all 
utilities included, $375/month, 
must be clean and tidy. Call 
635-7125. 
17 CUBIC ft., freezer for sale, 
good condition• Call 635.1543. 
$150.00. 
18 FT welded aluminum jetboat, 
22 ft Reinell Fiberglass boat, 8 
ft camper, multi-dimension, mo- 
bile saw, case 530 construction 
King backhoe, gravel truck. 
626-3429. 
42' MAN- Lift. Airless sprayers. 
Scaffolding. Various painting 
equipment. Phone (250)646- 
5003 (mess) or cell phone 
(250)877-1543. 
ALL ITEMS SINGLE phase. Air 
King Compressor, 240 amp Lin- 
coln Welder, 4 electric heaters, 
400 amp service. 1-250-692- 
3601 or 1-250-692-7209. 
CABIN GRADE lathed house 
logs. 9 inch diameter up to 17 
inch diameter• Lengths from 10 
foot to 45 feet. Phone 1-250- 
845-7510 (evenings) or 1-250- 
845-7367 (evenings) 
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Terrace 
Correctional Centre, Monday to 
Friday, 8 am to 11:30 am. 
$50.29/pick up load. 639.2171. 
FOR SALE; 1987 Dodge 4x4 
p/u, $4500. 1986 Pontiac Sun- 
burst $2000. 1094 Campion 
185 Explorer with 140 hp Evin- 
rude $18,000. 635-6491. 
LITTLE TYKES:.Large picnic 
table $50.00F/S and cupboard 
$30.00 each. Mad. s~e dog 
kennels30.00 635-7941. 
MENS Ir, rge 3/4 length black 
leather jacket, (J. Crew car 
coat). Never worn, $550. Sony 
discman with quality stereo 
headphones, mega bass, $100. 
White 6 drawer dresser, $60. 
Sony CD/cassette/radio ghetto 
blaster, excellent condition, 
$100. 2 White Ughtning studio 
rnono head flash units with 
stands & umbrellas $575 firm, 1 
couch (converts into a chalze or 
bed) $35, booksheff (brown) 
$45, 18" industrial fan $75. Call 
638-1512 
MOVING MUST sell cheap. 
Fishing rods, ladies waders and 
boots, solid pine double futon 
and queen bed and mattresses. 
Also garage sale June 20th 
4703-C Walsh Ave. Call 635- 
0961. 
I 
TUPPERWARE 
Sales, Service & 
Recruiting 
KAREN/v~TTEIS 
635-7810 
~ 'Skeena ' 
"qhe Keys to ~ Drlvlrqg" 
! Gift Certificates J
Loo~ing For that :, 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdoys or 
' Graduation,/,, ~ 
." Assessments ('~ 
e Evaluations 
'rmrace, K i f imat ,~ 
R';nce Rupert w 
' TolIFree 1-80~-665-7998 
& CABIN GRADES 
2x10 Planks 
1&2 in Lumber 
Spruce & Pine 
Siding & T&6 
for less $ 
1x6x4'-1.40 
1x6x5'-1.85 
1x6x6'-2.40 
1x8x4'-1.70 
1xax4'-1,70 
lx8xS'-2.40 
1x8x6'-3.20 
2x4x8'-4.00 
2x4x10' - 5.00 
2x4x12' - 6.00 
4x4x8' - 10.00 
DEPENDABLE 
LUMBER 
Klsplox Valley 
(250)842-5660 
Call First, Flexible Hours 
YAMAHA TUNER, Sansul amp, 
Mach 4000, 130 watt speakers. 
All for $500. Mariner 4 hp out- 
board and Coleman square 
ended canoe. $650 each. 635- 
5407. 
"NORCO MINI cherokee" 
mountain bike. 20" wheels. 
Great condition, recent "All Sea- 
sons" tune up. Suitable for 8 to 
12 year old. $125. 635-4779. 
WANTED TO buy. Birch logs 
suitable to make lumber. Call 
627-1215 or 615-6213. 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS information. 
Government assistance pro- 
grams information to assist the 
start or expansion of your busi- 
ness and farm. Call 1-800-505- 
8866. 
1986 NISSAN Micra, 5 speed, 
good condition, runs well. Ask- 
ing $2500. Phone 635-7820. 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
1989 BLUE Rrefly. 106,000 
kms. Seats 4. Auto. tape deck, 
now rebuilt engine and tires. 
$3000 O.B.e. 630-8109. 
1989 CHEV sprint, 2 door 5 
speed, well maintained, one 
owner, white with decals. $2000 
obo. Call 635-0833. 
1989 FORD Tempo, 4 door, 
Wc, new brakes, exhaust, tires. 
Good condition, exo funning 
condition. Very clean, asking 
$2900. Excellent grad gift. Call 
638-0377. 
1992 CHEV Cavalier 4 deer, 
a/c, ec, am/fro/cassette, auto 
transmission, new front cali- 
pers. $7,900 obo. 635-2126. 
1992 CHEV Cavalier, 4 door, 
a/c, EC, am/fro/cassette, auto 
transmission, new front call- 
• Pars. $7,900 obo. 635-2126. 
1993 VOLVO 240 sedan: auto, 
4 door, 125,000km, slate gray, 
black interior, air, cassette, 
many accassodes, good condi- 
tion; no rust. $12,000 obo. 
Phone 647-4392. " 
1994 RX7, red on grey, near 
new paint, very dean e/c, must 
see, asking $5000. Make an off- 
er. 635-7180. 
1995 BLACK, Cavalier, 5 
speed, c/w, tinted windows, a/c, 
tape deck, one owner, good 
condition. Call Steve, 638.6339 
$10,500 obo. 
MUST SELL Price reduced. 
1985 Dodge Caravan. Seats 5. 
Grey in colour. Radio. Needs 
minimum work. $4500 O.B.e. 
638-6109. • 
1994 Honda Accord IX. 
Uhe new c0mfYo~ ~ pb, ~r, tilt 
steering, crube corral, block heat. 
ar, m-fnH:d player, built in car 
phone with hands free communi- 
caeon, pov~r antenna, r~note 
trunk and fuel cover, rear spoiler, 
intermit wipers, alarm system, new 
exhaust system. 4 studded snow 
tires with only 160 Ira1 of uss sold 
seperst~. This car must be seen 
to be appreciated. 
Call 635-8175 
1984 VOLKSWAGEN. Vana- 
gon. Fair condition. Needs en- 
gine repair. $2700. 635-3941. 
1989 MAZDA B2200 cab plus 
pickup. Four cylinder auto. 
91000 kms. Includes C.D. play- 
er & snows. Well maintained. 
Great shape. $6950.00 O.B.e. 
635-8861. 
1990 FORD F150 4x4 5 speed. 
A/C, tilt, cruise, trailer hitch. 
90,000 km. Good running con- 
dition. Reduced to $5,100.00 
638-7780. 
1994 GMC 3500 dually 4x4 ext. 
cab SLE, 454 auto, gas/pro- 
pane. Loaded, 5th wheel pack- 
age, fibreglass boards. 632- 
6182 DN 5143. 
1994 GMC Jimmy 4x4. Loaded 
with leather seats. Very clean, 
$22,500. Call 635-7240. 
1994 GMC Z-71 ext. cab 4x4 
with canopy & running boards. 
very clean. $19,500. Call 635- 
7240. 
1995 GMC Jimmy. 69,000 kms. 
NC, cruise, tilt. CD player, Ask- 
ing $19,000 obo. 638.1631. 
1996 GMC 3500 dually ext cab 
SLT. 464-5 speed, leather, cus- 
tom canopy, stainless boards, 
loaded, warranty, mint. 632- 
6182 Ed or Brad DN5143. 
10 1/2 FRONTIER camper. 
Sleeps 4. Stove, oven, frldge, 
furnace, toilet. $1800. 1986 Ka- 
wasakl 200 dirt bike. Sea Ray 
boat Inboard, 19' with trailer. 
(250) 649.5463. 
19 FT. Komfort Tandem travel 
trailer. Full bath, shower, awn- 
Ing, double sink, brown/beige 
exterior. Uke hewn $10,000. 
Vernon. 1.250.545-0643. 
1989 36' 5th wheel Prairie 
Schooner, fully loaded with oak 
interior, hydraulic slldeeut, elec- 
tric Jacks, basement model, lad- 
der, belly pan, heated tanks, 
year transferable warranty 
$21,000. Phone Mark 1-250- 
632-66~6 or 1-250-632-1297. 
1977 22' DODGE motorhome. 
Fully loaded. Air, shower, new 
carpet throughout, exc cond. 
Must sell. $8600 obo. 842- 
5670. 
1996 19.5 Sportsmaster trailer. 
Rigged for cold weather, fully 
loaded. Like new. $14,000 firm, 
635-6848. 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
Used Boat Trailer 
17'x20' galvanized 
1995 Yamaha 40 HP 
Iongshaft, comes with controls 
1982 Honda CX500 
Motorcycle 
Turbo, Mint shape 
'96 Yamaha 60 HP Endure 
Outboard 
"filler Handle 
QuickSilver 
nnflatibles On Sale! 
1989 Merc 50 HP 
21' Jet Boat Tandem 
Trailer 
470 Merc 
KEN'S  ..... 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
1978 CLASS A motorhome. 
28'. Roof/air generator. Rear 
bedroom. Full bath. New Interi- 
or. $15,500 O.B.O. 1-250-692- 
3683 or 692-3824. 
30 FOOT park model trailer with 
2 expandos needs some work. 
This trailer Is Ideal for someone 
who needs a small place to live 
while building a home or would 
be great as a place of retreat at 
a lake. Asking $2500.00 O.B.e. 
Cell 635.1326. 
30' ALJO-ALUANCE 5th 
wheel. Double pull out, oak 
floors and dining table, Fully 
loaded. $32,000 obo. 847-4845. 
WWW.BYLANDORSEA.COM 
INTERNET Recreational 
Advertising. Buy/Sell your boat, 
R.V., plane, lot or business 
$15/30 days, $40 until sold 
(includes picture). 1-250-287- 
2439. Fax 1-250-287-2447.h 
FUN IN the Sun. 1983 Shadow 
750, 16,000 original kms. New 
tires, new battery, new Harley 
style pipes. Runs great, looks 
nice. $2800 obo. Call 635-1714 
16' EXTRA deep aluminum, 
newer 50 hp, new battery, new 
controls. Canopy, rebuilt railer, 
great for work channel $4200. 
Call 635.5745. 
1981 34' Silverton, excellent 
condition and options, owner 
moving up, moored in I~timat. 
$69,900.00 Call Ray or Barry 1- 
800-661-9444 days, 1-250-564- 
8299 evenings. 
1997 18 FT aluminum boat, 40 
hp Honda, trailer and fishflnder. 
$9500 or trade for larger boat. 
Bums Lake. 1-250-695-6954. 
2159 BAYUNER Trophy. va. 
OMC, two radios. Two 
sounders. Down dggere. An. 
chor. Spare Prop. $22,000. 
(250) 964-6833. 
22' WELDED Jet Boat. 350 In- 
board, 3 stage Hamilton. 170 
hours, teflon. $24,000. Call 635- 
1161. 
22' JETSTREAM Jet "boat. 
Ocean or river boat, 200 hours 
on a 454 Merorulser, 330 HP, 3 
stage Hamilton jet. New half or 
full canvas. 80 gaJ. fuel capad- 
ty. New etsedng and control ca- 
bias. Much more $26,000. 
Phone 539-9612. 
24 FT SeaRw Command 
Bridge Cruiser, 255 Mere, 
Cruiser 351 CI, comes w/Tan- 
dem Trailer, G.P.S., V.H.f. CB,, 
Sniffer, fishfinder, rods, down 
riggers, life jackets, charts, 
swim gdd, sleeps 4 or 5. Has 
toilet, needs nothing, ready to 
go, excellent condition, seller 
motivated. $18,000. 635-6352 
for more Info. 
• ~ii:.~:~ ............... ~iii:.i!F:!::.!U! ::!;. 
14,5 Peterborough with Mere 50 h.p., shorellner trailer 
V.G.C. - runs excellent. Low hours, used in fresh wofer only. 
Must sell, $4,700 O.B.e. 
1-250-627-7193 Prince Rupert. 
• Homeoimthy oDetoxifkation *Preventative oNutdflolNd 
?Food Allergy Testing Progrmms Mec~ Consultutim 
• Wtmin & Dotankd for appointments, call: 847-0144 
Supplmentation S~, 11 - I  188 Main St, Smilhers, B.C. 
, l l  . . 
32' DISPLACEMENT hull Volvo 
shaft diesel. Cruise 10 knots, 
800 km range, command 
bridge, paid up moorage at M K 
Marina, Kltlmat asking $69,500. 
Call 632-7558. 
37' ALUMINUM cruiser, flying 
bridge 12 beam Volvo penta 
diesel motor, $40,000 or treks 
for machinery of equal value. 
Herring skiff 20'105hp Johnson, 
$9000 or trade? 2 Chev rebuilt 
450 C.I. Motors. 2 Volvo peats 
legs. 1-250-697-2474. 
37' ALUMINUM cruiser, lying 
bddge, 12' beam, Volvo peats 
diesel motor. $40000.00 or 
trade for machinery of equal 
value. Herring Skiff 20', 105hp, 
Johnson. $9000.00 or trade. 2 
chev rebuilt. 450 C,I. motors. 2 
volvo penta legs. 1-250-697- 
2474. 
BUYING OR selling a boat? 
See our listings in colour at 
<www.citytel.net/pbb/> or call 
about our low commission 
rates. Pacific Boat Brokers 1- 
888-330-7878 
READY TO go first week In  
July. Unreg. toy poodle pups. 1 
black male, 1 black female. 
$350.00 firm. First shots, tails 
docked. New claws removed. 1- 
250-567-5001. 
WANTED MINATURE poodle 
male puppy. 1-250-349.5342. 
14.4 BAY 4-yr old mare, very 
affectionate, quiet broke, good 
pleasure horse, $1200. Older 
quiet mare, $800. Call Jeesica 
842-6447. 
1998 FILLY. Sire Kazan (his 
lest foall) Dutch X 1st class 
Swedish warmblood mare. Ele- 
gant, excellent gaits already. 
$3000. Inauides 250.647-3439. 
4 YEAR old breeding stock 
Paint mere. Started under sad- 
dle. Gentle, quiet, sirs - B.C. 
Revenue Baflink. Dam -Scrib- 
bles Lady. Asking $3000, 1- 
250-698-7337 or 698-7685. 
FRONTIERSMAN CANOE, 16'. 
Nice condition. Comas with 2 S-YR old dark thoroughbred 
newlife jackets and two pad- gelding, 15.3hh, schooled hunt- 
er and basic dressage. Wonder- 
dies. $600.00 O.B.O, 635-5996. ful on trail rides. Willing, quiet 
attitude, $3850. (250)947-4062. 
MARINE DIESEL 75 HP. chrys- 
ler nlssan reconditioned. 7 YEAR old, 16.2hh, Thor- 
$2500.00. 638-1679. oughbred x chestnut gelding. 
Pony Club, has C-1 Level. Ex- 
START YOUR own businessl tsnsive english training. Good 
40' houseboat. $18000.00. jumper, loads and trailers. 
(250)721-2123. $4400. 1-250-694-3564. 
1977 DROTr 40 excavator with 
digging bucket. Good running 
condition $10,000. 1973 Case 
Crawler 1150B, 8 way blade, 80 
percent undercarrige. Rebuilt 
transmission. Ex. cond. 
$30,000. 1-250-695-6440. 
1986 FREIGHTUNER logging 
truck with 1990 pull trailer. 
Ready to work. $28,000. 250- 
847-9672. 
1986 KW. 1993 Peerless tell- 
er. Both in excellent condition. 
3200 hours on new motor and 
transmission. Has new red., 4 
new batteries, "new air seat, 
new exhaust complete, H plate 
for 2 areas- logs and gravel, 
spare fire, many extras. 847- 
3368 or 847-4287. 
M.F. 245 Tractor only 280 hrs. 
c/w Allied Loader, snowblade. 
chains. $14,000.00 1-250-699- 
8507. 
3 PT hitch post pounder, good 
condition, $1200. 4 bottom 
plows, $3200. John Deem ham- 
marmlll, $1500. 842-5400. 
FORD 5000 dv front end loader 
with bucket, 3 point hitch 
$8000. Hale 2-horse trailer, 
$2500. 8 ftoff set disk, $1000. 2 
wheel swath tumer, $350. Au- 
tomeflo Bale Stooker, $400. All 
Items in good working order. 
Call 250-699.6990 before 8 am 
or after 9 pm. 
PURE BRED English Springer 
Spaniel pups, liver & white, 
born May 19, tails docked, first 
shots. $350. Phone 624-4746. 
PURE BRED unregistered 
great' dane puppies, blacks, 
harlequins, & boston. $350 to 
$450 1st shots, ready to go Aug 
1st/aS. Call 635-5539 aft. 6pm. 
PUREBRED SHILT-Tsu pup- 
pies for sale $350 unregistered. 
Call 635.7245. 
ANGLO-ARAB MARE, chest- 
nut, 13 yrs, 14 hands, gentle 
fine disposition. Tack included. 
$3500. 847-2719 eves. 
FEED - oats, barley, prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination: Delivery available. 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500 Southslde Feeds. 
FEED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500. Southsids Feeds. 
HORSE PASTURE on Braun's 
Island complete with open barn 
end running water. 635-9102. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
PUREBRED ARABIAN mam. 
12 years old. 14.2 HH. Well 
trained english. Moves nicely. 
Trailers and handles well. Spirit- 
ed. Sweet disposition. Needs 
exp. rider. $1500. 842-5061, 
REG. 9 yr old 17hh Clydesdale 
mare. Baick and white, white 
stockings, producer of 7 healthy 
foals. Drives, ,logs. $1500. 1- 
250-695-6559. . " 
REGISTERED QUARTER 
horse gelding. 10 years old. 
Used for roping and Team Pen- 
ning. Days- 1-250-692-7271 
evenings 1-2350-695-6480. 
ROCKY ACRES agdmarketing, 
bonded livestock dealers, buy- 
ing and selling of all types of 
horses, purebred and commer- 
cial cattle, industrial and farm 
equipment. Phone or Fax 250- 
698-7692. rts 
THE TACK STORE has moved 
to Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. 
Call 1-889.686-1566 or 846- 
9863. 
WELL TRAINED Western Arab 
gelding. 7 yearn, 4 yr Arab 
mare. Started. Two young Arab 
geldings. $2000 and up. 250- 
845.5583. 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkltt 
Phone 638-0877 
• design end layout brochures, flyero, ads, menus, posters, etc. 
• scan photos, art work, loops for print or compu~r use 
• • • design company loges, business cards, letterhead 
('~'~(I • small volume printing st affordable rates 
J " .  ~ • business cards pri.ted while you welt 
/ / ) • computer slide presentations 
, 
Recov.er your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing . [ 
Aromatic Bodywork &Acupressure I 
Reflexology, Reild, Herbology, Ea~ Candling [ 
Frances Bird~ll . By Appointment 635-2194 | 
Natural Health Practitioner SL Mitb.-w's Ce,~, 4506 Ld{el~ Ave.,Terrace | 
Ic ASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE J 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart • to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
ourier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Fhi 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot. 635.7676 
I l I11 
260, ]N  ::' 
. MEMORIU M: ,-::: 
270. OBiTbARIES , ,;.:.,., ''..~ , 
, SERVI (  
280,  BUS dESS 
ES 
PLACE YOUR order for large 
dark red raspberries. $3 pint 
basket or $35 case of 12. 
Phone 635-9396 after 1:00pm. 
, • :  :4 '  
220. I LOSTAND~ 
: :FOUNDi::.: :: ' 
. /  . "  : . . . : .  : . .~ : :  ,, . .  
FOUND BASEBALL glove at 
field behind Skeena Junior 
High. June 20th. Name inside. 
536.0833. 
LOST BC ID card on Sat. June 
20th. Possibly at Grouchle's 
Beach. 635-1804. 
LOST: 1" wide silver native 
carved bracelet. Missing from 
picnic• site, Lakelse Lake. Re- 
ward offered. 638-0052. 
LOST: FEMALE long haired 
tabby cat. Missing from Boul- 
derwood Trailer Court. 638- 
0052. 
LOST: MAN'S 15 SPEED 
BIKE, SCHWINN WOOD- 
LANDS BRAND. WHITE WITH 
RED LEI'fERING, EXTRA 
LARGE FRAME, DOWN 
TOWN AREA. REWARD OF- 
FERED. CALL 635-4779. 
LOST: MAN'S black wallet, 
containing ID somewhere near 
Terrace Co-op. Reward offered. 
638-6366. 
BC'S LARGEST chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or Just listen. 
Call locally 310-CHAT, 18+. 
BC'S LARGEST Chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-chat. 18+ 
FIND LOVE and happinessl If 
you're a single adult looking for 
a long term relationship/mar- 
rage, call the Swan and the 
Rose Matchmakers Lid. 1-250- 
474-6685. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
LIVE PSYCHIC tell your future. 
Money, life, present, must be 18 
yrs. Call 1-900-630-2200 ext 
3137. 
PSYCHIC  
ANSWERS 
LIVE & F IRSONAL 
RATED #1 IN  CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS TALK 
L iVE I ON 1 
M,.  ~ .,c.,cs 
! -900-451-4055 
24 I!~o $2.99/m1~ - i114. -
. . . . . . . . .  it"" 
ARE YOUsAFE-?i 
TERRACE TRANSmON HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shener to 
women with or without chndren. 
You can cal.I. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
it is not o.k. for someone 
• to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
• or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE:  
I . 635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
270: :OBITUABIES  
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal  635-3531 
Gi l l lan 635-3044 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
lust had a new 
baby, or "are get- 
ting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just ~ive 
~e of us a ca , . j  
ii 
Terrace Home Educator 
thank these businesses 
f0r d0nalin9 t0 the c0ncessl0n 
for our annual sports day. 
Coop, Ovenvaite~ ~eway, Real 
Canadian Warehouse, Canadian 
lira, Thanks aJso to P,N.I F~ & 
CI~, White Spot, Robins Donuts, 
The Pit Slop, Beds Deft, Dairy 
O~een, Anka's, Ground Works for 
d00rlxizm ¢ ourm0m's 
0eldxati0n dinner. 
i 
It is my deepest pleasure 
to announce the marriage 
of my eldest son 
DOUGLAS JOHN 
CARSON 
to 
SUSAN BEATRICE 
HIGGINS 
The ceremony was 
performed at Thornhill 
Creek Falls Gallery ot 
7 p.m. Friday June 12, 
1998, we oil welcome 
Susie to our family. 
JOHN C/~SON 
Wrubel III 
are pleased to Ill 
announce lhot I I I  
their son I I I  
Daysun I] 
has received a Ill 
Bachelor of,Science JJJ 
in Marine Biology JJJ 
from U.B.C. ill 
Congralulotions Day Ill 
for~our hard work III 
anaperseverance. III 
Love and best wishes Ill 
always, your family. JJJ 
eY~.~o?i~,q e.~emory 
d Ifie late: 
Sim'oogit Lik'in'skw 
Edward Clifford Azak 
Od. 16, 1937 - June 30, t997 
"Hold to gods unchanging hand' 
A year has passed since you've 
gone, 
We want o relay how much your 
death has left a void, and express 
our sincere gratitude for your life 
and relationship tous, 
We cling to the precious memo- 
ries your love and devotion 
brought us. 
We will always miss your gentle 
kindness and clear expression of 
wisdom. 
You are forever In our hearts and 
sadly missed. 
Phoebe, Clifford, Natalie, Elaine, 
Bruce, Shella, Wanly, brothers: 
Joshua, Steven, Alvin, Melvin & 
sisters: Deanna Nyce & ManyAnn 
Haldane. 
• ' ~ i - " ~  . . . . . .  :~;' : ~ 
UBERALL, 
Ella Emma 
born Janumy 13,1910, ~ o*W 
peach[Oily June 22,1998 ot~lk 
f~modol Ho~,  Tree(e, e.c 
i ' ~  ~ ~ hu,.bend AI~ 
(1959) od her ~xond aughter, Alice 
(:~m-Wing (1990), • is lovingly 
remmbeed by her doughtm ~I 
.~,-in-h~. I.ui~ KeenS& (Bdl) of 
Terro~, Vidodo Ubero[I of Vanmwer, 
Joym kouse (Imy) of Terra(e, 
Angelo M~llon (Ken), 01 gu~ 
John (ha-Wing of Term(e; her 
grandchildren: Kenl Keenhy~e (A]ke 
Moszczymki), Julia Killoren ((cry) of 
Teno(e, Jenine I~ese of Toronla, Jason 
I~  in Tokyo, Japan, Sam (hm-Wi~ 
n~l Usa 0~n-Wi~9 altered, Ryon 
(]m-Winn in Waterloo, Onlum. 
Following aem~on, mmmiol sewi(m 
~11 be held in V~xomer July 1,1998 
I ,~  Rev.6eoRe Keenlq~kle 
i I TerraceviewLo~e, Tm ke BC, ' 
Ann iversary  I I E I/o, may be mo~ to Terro.vi. ~xl~ I odbe Dr. R.FJ~. ~ Hospital 
| We, Ela'sFomily, wish to convey our 
Rob & Paula I I Fouixlolinn, Tanoce, BC 
It's payback time i I hemgehthonl~togr.Wa~,Or. i Keynon Or. Behm, the nursing staff at 
Love I I Mills Memorial Ho~ilol and Ibe 
i Tena~m;iew lodge ~fl  for 1tlo d~imld 
I and ¢0mpassi0n~te core you gave our Your little sister I J i MolherlOrondmolhnr, BI=. 
i ' Mr & Mrs Irwin • Eisner 
wish to congratulate 
their daughter 
"Karl" 
on recieving her 
Bachelor's Degree of 
Social Work from 
UNBC. 
Way to Go!! 
I n  Lov ing  
Memory  o f  
Chery l  Ho lmes  
Long days, long nights 
~,ou bare the pain 
and hoped for a cure 
but all in vain. 
Then God decided tlmt 
it was best he 
took you home and gave 
you rest 
It's been 5 years since 
that day and I know 
i You are in a better place 
We love you, 
Dale,  Shel ley 
& Sherry  
ACME PEST CONTROL. Ants, 
wasps; other insects. Govern- 
ment licenced, bonded, 535- 
7929. 
ALUMINUM WORKS: Com- 
plete welding and mechanical 
repairs, from small englne to 
heavy duty, licensed heavy duty 
mechanic on duty. 535-6758 or 
635-7684. 
i 
~ Looking for ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resoume and 
Referral has Information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638.1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Cenlre 
and is funded by the Ministry for 
Children and Families. .~  
Thank  You 
A big thanks to all the 
Doctors, Nurses and suppor~ staff at 
Mills Memorial Hospital for your 
excellent care during our stay, mother 
and baby are doing great. 
Keep' up the good work. 
From Yvonne Anderson, Baby Mikayla 
and family : 
I I 
"" : ................................ ;;~ih: ~:!~ 
Jason Lee 
Thomson 
Aug 17, 1978 to 
J une  15, 1998 
To my brother Jason 
Thomson. I am writing 
this to say goodbye. If I 
could have one lifetime 
wiah it would be that you 
would still be here w i th  
me. 
If tear drops were a 
stairway to heaven I 
would visit you way up 
there. A 1000 times I've 
cried, if it was love that 
could have saved you. My 
silent tears still fall, for 
what it meant to ]osea 
brother and best friend. I
still love you lets Jason. 
Love Your Sister, 
Britnee Thomson 
Age 10 
In loving memory of 
Doug Bruce (Ostergord) 
"Zabo" 
May2, 196~.Moy 30, 19~B 
Doug passed away in 
Vancouver following a hagic log- 
ging accident. 
Though the ones we love may 
leave llfe as we know il, in our 
memory, love is on eternal gift 
that remains. 
Doug grew up in Terrace and 
worked as o logger on the north 
coast for several years. 
Last summer Doug married 
DO YOU need a Ilcenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings. and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon 
request, black tie or casual 
events. Call ~ for 
pricing and reservation 
information. 635-3763. 
LW] G.MR 
Air purification systems 
for the home or office, 
Harness the power of a 
thunderstorm for indoor 
air environments up to 
2,500 square feet, 
Portable units use ozone 
and negative ions. 
Your Independent Living 
Air Distributor is: 
Fresh Air  Indoors 
Phone:  635-4395 
Fax: 635-4216 
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DON'T PLANT your grassl 
High quality sod from Albeda 
delivered to anywhere-from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Very Reasonable price, any 
size order. Call 847-4083. 
NATURE'S WAY Herbal Health 
Institute. Certified programs. 
Herbal consultant, Iddologist, 
Reflexologist, Reiki. Classroom 
& homestudy, Quesnel, B.C. 
Starting: September 98. HWHHI 
registered with, PPSEC. Tale- 
phone: (250)547-2281 Fax: 
(250)547-8911. 
TITLE PLACER MINE mining 
division Omlneca. Humphrey 
Lake, Box 68, 70 Mile B.C. VOK 
2KO or phone 250-456-7781. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements, 10+ yrs ex- 
perience, Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 535-9592 
or Emall: manucomp@unl- 
serve.cam 
NOTICE TO owners of private 
land with timber, We buy land 
with timber of just timber. Top 
prices paid for good quality tim- 
ber. We can also market your 
timber for a small percentage or 
fee. For into call collect 1-250- 
562-9294. Central Interior Tim- 
ber Marketin.q. 
Misty River Tackle, Hunting & Grocery 
• Hunting • Fishing 
~ } • Camping • Groceries 
We have R all! 
Houm: 7am - lOpm Sunday to Wednesda 
7am - 11pro Thursday to Saturday 
[ 5008 Agar SL, Terrace, B.G. ] 
Ph: 638-1369 Fax: 638-8500 1-800-31@1369 
 ESSDI,RECTOR¥ 
. :.. ":: .. : : ::: ~ . . . .  : • . ,: :.,:. • . . .  . . , 
I F~ ~ ~ ~" ~ ~ 'J PaciacCotton Candy 
:: ~:: ;" ::!: ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ' :  ~i~M~',,.?'~ ~,Y:~.~i~. Backya'dBrthdayParties 
H " ,,,o, 24 .Trailer at Your Service! I .: 
;:~: • Across town or the country : ~i.:~ . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~. Communlt/ Events (pdvate/publ e) 
i::l ~ .  . Wil/ assist or load for you li , Poocom & Steamed Hot Does 
I I  ~ • Reasonable Rates I I  .. . . '. ,,.. - 
I , i~: ld~SS~l~,.  • Bondable I I ~.ontact: Jelt lawn 
Ii:il~ ~ / : :  ,,^,, *,,,,, : :,,,,,^ ^ , , . . I  I 3675 Walnut Or. Terrace . 
H ~ ~  P": o~o-z,~o c01.: e~,o,~ i I ": 1,5o) ,3s-3,59 ,~,..5o),35.o,, 
Veronica in Courtenay, BC. i ;: :: ........ i '~ :':;:::: 
~em~ymode~irhomo. Ah;d.tA - Pet r"r" Your Whole Child is 
Doog's open heortedness, l /~ . . . .~ l  ~ Our Whole Business ~ v  ~ v ~ IMI  ~ TM 
creatlvily and sense o[ humour 
were a blessing to oil who knew /" ~) ' . .~ ,  Professional ~ 1 ~  Fun educational toys, books, 
AJI Breed I ~ ) J  Pet and ~ gamesandowerdwlnning 
hiHi sm. memory will llve always in \ ~  ~J  n - , , , n  from birth to adult. Home Pet Dreamer ~ ~ • Home Care  ~ software. Over 300 pro~ucb, 
the hearts of his wife Veronica, ~ ~ parties & cotobgue orders. 
parents Don and Bonnie Bruce, 
Terrace, sisters Donanne Bruce, Jayne Bury  Representative: Karen D. Halzl 
Los Angeles, Kaeleen (Ran) Ph,635-9193 . 
Foa~, neph=~= Josh, Michael, Reasonable Rates FaxB~5-0t~0 Phone. 250-638-1866 
and n~* A~'°' T"r°" aM hi' I t :~  
John Edward iii: DON'T PAY FOR A TOW, JUSTCAU. JOE : . .¢oc. , , .~'rP. ( : . i~,pl - lV 
ii::~l Automotive, Mad Duly Trucks, RVs, Harleys, I , - -  ~ - " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Olson  ~,~:1 ATVs, Pressure Washing, Jump Sleds I I  I r~ ~ • CUSTOM FRAMING 
i~ii At home, at work, or on the side of lhe road 
Encosed trai er w h w nch :. John was born on  ,11 635-3204 J 
September 30, 1921 in i:iJOEMAUNOWSKI Ph./fex (250) 638-0352 i:. I FAX 635.1377 AL & NAN RICHARDSON 
Whitecourt, 'Alberta. He ~il Ce11.615-7052 J 49133coTrAVENUE, T RRACE, B.CVSG2B7 
passed away suddenly on :;:i ................................... A '::::•1 .. .. .. I ...  J"N . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
June 16. 1998 at Terraceview l ~ V  
Lodge where he had spent the DMNE CANINE past 18 years of his lifo. He is s ATEt  t i l rF  S Y sir  r : .  s L ,L~- . ,~ I@ 
(Chris) of Terrace, son Jim 
(Pearl) of Terrace, sister Anne 
Parker of Prince Rupert, 8 
grandchildren as well as 
cousins, nieces and nephews. 
He was cremated and a 
private service was held on 
June 19, 1998 with the 
assistance of Shidey Undsay. 
We would like to say a 
special thank you to the staff of 
Terraceview Lodge for their 
kindness and special care 
given to John as well as the 
people who phoned, sent 
cards and flowers. There will 
also be a memorial service for 
John at Terraceview Lodge. 
The family of 
John 01son 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's todayl 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Cariboo. Call 
1/800/626.7747 anytime, Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR Pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or Bad Credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office 1-8B8- 
777-0747, Licensed & Bonded. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR Pay- 
ments, One easy payment. No 
more stress, no equity security. 
Good or bad credit, Immediate 
approval, immediate relief, na- 
tional credit counsellors of Ca- 
nada, For nearest office 1-888- 
777.0747 Licensed & Bonded, 
SMITHERS BASED TRUCK- 
ING COMPANY looking for full 
or partial backhauls from any- 
where in Alberta or Saskatche- 
wan to deliver anywhere from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
847-4083. 
SUPERIOR ASPHALT Paving 
Ltd., Comm., Rss., free est., 
pls., call area code (604)683- 
2499, 530-2412, 796.9838, 
B50-0790, 463-7424, 683.2499. 
!ili!i ,.TE,,,~.M,., 
~! INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS N' ROOMING 
I iii;ii ~ 5pankh • Chine. • Eml In'ion (Hindl 
] il DEALERS FOR EXPRESS VU & STAR CHOICE . H ,~ Informotlon Coil Karam PHONE. (250) 635-7856 
I  R.c ,sc FAX:  38-Z880 
I ' ~  
I ......................... ................................................. H Weddings  &Spec ia l  Events  ~,~L~ L~ 
I :::::;i I " ~Decor~ttons ~ubb le  Machine : I v ~ - -  
lill ,cakes .,o~b~s _ I -ICBC Claims -Safely Glass -Plate Glass 
I~ii;: I "Centrepleces "Candleabras I , " ' " "c eans 
l?~:l "Fiowe;'g~kets "Liebts ] -Insurance Keplacemenrs -~ r 
F::I ~,-~= ,4 E¢ : )o  Russell Billson Phone63B.0912 
I ':1 OO O'~"1"O OO I 5504 Lloyde Ave. Fax 638.0916 
l : Lelmdecor~teso ~don'th~veto/ Terrace, B.C. V8GdR6 Cefl615-6241 
• , /" " ~"~' ' 1. 
J TOPPERS, RENTALS & SALES I 
i J Tents for banquets, weddings or outdoor | 
:[ activities. Rentby the day, week or month. I 
J Phone 635-2818 or 635-3367 I 
JANE'S PET  GALLERY JACQUEDA.' Terrace, BC (250} 635-5263 
® 
All Breed dog Grooming /~ 
JANE TURNER IIl¢=lence I=a-hlem 
Cln IK l | ' l  Own Clo~illil e Company 635-1904 o,, 
free pick up and delivery , = To see Balance's/egendary clothing line 
PLUS: Original Pet Portraits ~ o.i:~i; ~ ii ~,,.., call me todayl 
• . ,. : : :u ,  
Certified Bartenders 
Let us organize your next party, 
for bookings call Paul Lebrun at 
638-8813 
| _~W~/ '~ Carpet & Upholstery Service 
~- - - '~ '~"  I 'FlOOd Restoration 
| o 635,16Z3 
=Thades 'of )esteryear 
Custom made lampshades 
&accessories J~  (~", 
Hand Sewn by 
Marguerite Sandy - i t  
635-4025 638.1095 
Pax: 638-1084 ~.F 
! 
:~  :~BI l~ek~ ~ ~ Reesonable~ 
B1 O- The Terrace standard, Wednesday, July 1, 1998 
.290 .  USINESS : 
OPPORTUNIT IES  : 
$10,000 + per month. In home 
Freezer Food Co. with 12 year 
proven track record. Looking for 
self motivated person who is 
sales oriented to repressnt our 
company. Exc training package. 
Invest $39,900. Mr. Keels 604- 
552-4249. 
49 YEAR old ex-president, 
large corporation gives up 18 hr 
day career towork 18 hr week. 
Maintaining high 6 figure in. 
come and great lifestyle. What I 
do - anyone can duplicetel Call 
me: Ran Bldewell (604) 951- 
2524. • 
BARKERVILLE B.C. conven- 
ience store with living quarters 
and campsite, Vicinity of new 
"Destination Casino." Furnished 
buildings on four lots. Water 
and hydro. Owner retiring, 
$75,000. Phone (250)994-3201, 
BARKERVILLE B.C, conven- 
Ience store with living quarters 
and campsite. Furnished build- 
ings on four lots. Water and hy- 
dro. Ownsr retiring. $75,000. 
Phone 250-994-3201. 
ENTREPRENEUR'S DREAM. 
5-10K per/month, part time. Un- 
limited earning potential, full 
time, Not MLM, no meetingsl 
Top training end support, 24 hr 
recorded massage. 1-800-781- 
1047. extension #4469 
FOR SALE 1D Placer Claims 
covering 5 km of McDane 
Creek, bard Division, McDane 
Creek divides all claims, Good 
history on adjacent claims. 
Ownsr retldng. (250)635-6521 
or (250)635-4779. 
HARDWARE STORE. 
LOCATED downtown Mordt, 
BC. Family owned. Established 
30/ysars. Incredible retuml 
Package available. Eugen L 
Klein of Angell Hasman and AS- 
soctates Realty Ltd. 1-800-818- 
8599. 
INTELLECT DATA Co. $2000 
every week from homel Unem- 
ployed/pay cheque blahs? 
Proven bus. low & no cost start- 
up. W/huge returns. Time ltd. 
edition. Call now ('roll Free) 1- 
877-470-3377. H. Office. 
INTELLECT DATA Co. is- 
pert/export surplus directory. 
Buy items far below wholesale 
pdcesl great opportunity to 
make big $$,t; Call now (toll 
free) 1-877-470-3377, H. Office. 
MOBILE REPAIR business 
serving Burns Lake to the 
coast. Excellent clientele base 
with numerous service and re- 
pair contacts. Reasonably 
pdced with low overhead and 
good income, ff you're mechani- 
cally inclined and want to be 
serf-empteyed, here's the per- 
tect opportunity. Call 250-847- 
4238 evenings. 
Canada's most successful 
video franchise has an 
exceptional business 
opportunity for you. With no 
franchise fee and proven 
success, this is an Ideal way to 
become part of the exciting, 
multi.billion dollar video 
business. 
We offer a complete turnkey 
buslneu, on-site training, 
ongoing support, and 
financial assistance. 
Gone Hollywood has an 
excellent location now 
available In Smithere, B.C. 
~ : O  Call Gone 
HollYwood Today 
1-8(X)-567-7710 
MOTEL FOR sale. 24 unit mo- 
tel situated on prime property in 
Terrace, B.C. phone for more 
into. 250-632-5249. 
I~[ . ]  : l r - / ; l  q =i 
BARBER SHOP in I 
Princeton. Only 1 in town. I
' 4999  '°° OBO I 
(250) 295-0047 
or (604) 327-0763 
Blimpie Subs 
& Sa lads  
Franchise 
opportunit ies avai lable 
locally. 32_2222222j/e~ 
proven track record. 
Over 1800 locations 
worldwide.  
Call today for information 
1-888-818-2941 
! 
APPROXIMATE EXECUTIVE 
earnings from homel Not MLM, 
Product Education. Endless 
Leeds/Fantastic Support, 24 hr, 
1 min. message- 1-800-497- 
6822. Dlanne R. (B.C.) 
$60,000 TO $90,000 per year. 
Growing GM dealership in 
North Central B.C. is currently 
accepting applications for posi- 
tion of Finance & Insurance 
Manager. Previous experience 
an asset but not necessary. 
Please apply by resume only to 
Sullivan Pontiac Buick Ltd. Box 
478, Houston, B.C, V0J 1Z0. 
CARIBOO CHILCOTIN Child 
Development Centre 
Association Position: Our Child 
Development Centre has an 
opening available for a Speech- 
Language Pathologist, Duties: 
To work as part of 
multidisclplinary team in 
providing assessment and 
treatment for children with a 
variety of disorders arising from 
neurological handicaps or 
development delays. 
Qualifications: Master's degree 
or equivalent in speech- 
language pathology. Eligible for 
membership with BCASLPA. 
Experience in working with 
multi-handicapped children 
preferred. Closing Date: July 
31, 1998 Salary: Dependent 
upon experience and 
qualifications and in accordance 
with HSA Contract. Resumes 
with references to: Margaret 
Shelley, Executive Director 
Cariboo Chilcotin Child 
Development Centre, 690 North 
Second Avenue, Williams Lake, 
BC, V2G 4C4 Telephone: 
(250)392-4481 Fax: (250)392- 
4432. 
Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 
July 3 
July 8 (New Haze/ton) 
July18 $75 
WCB TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
July 4 
July 9 (New Hazelton) july $75 
wcB LEVEL 3 
July 13 - 24 
Aug10 - 21 S595 
WI-I~S (Also via computer) 
July23 ,~0 
TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
July24 $100 
For groups pf. 6.or mo..re we can ~pecialize 
a oare sunyour neeos. 
i ~ff ic  cont ro l~ .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  $150 
I Falling & Bucking $200 
J Chainsaw Safety- 
NEW SERVICE// 
WCB Audiometric HearingTesting Is Now Mobile. 
Phone to book a date at your site. 
' ~, 49314 KEITHAVEI/TERRACEi BIC.':VSG::iK7 '~;!-.; 
II A P R/VA TE POS T SEcoNDAR K TRAINING: ~TiTUTION 
PHONEi~ (250)i~i635~55=O0;:~:,FAXii: i;(iSO} i6!515524 ';I 
/(!: >'i 300;: HE~P : ::>~ 
contribute your strong supervisory skills 
¢o one of the world's largest; sawmills, 
scenically located in Houston, BC 
Nodhwood Inc Is a progressive Integrated forest products company committed to 
environmentally-responsible practices. Located 320 km west of Prince George, our 
recently-upgraded Houston Sawmill, which covers approximately nlne hectares, 
produces 370,000 MFBM annually. The following positions call for enthuslostlc 
team-players with good communlcatlon skills: 
production foreman (m/f) 
with  planermil l  or  sawmi l l  exper ience  
You will be assigned to either the planermill or sawmlll and, supervising a crew of up 
to 30, will focus on aohlevlng the best productivity, quallty and recovery of product or 
processlng of finlshed lumber In the safest, most cost-efticlent manner. The emphasls 
wlll also be on personally dellverlng a hlgh level of leadership and motivation, as well 
as on establlshlng and oontlnuously striving to Improve performance standards. In 
addltlon to crew trolnlng/development, ongolng features of your posltlon will Include 
worklng closely with QC and maintenance personnel to mlnimlze downtlme. 
Whlle experlence In both types of mllls would naturaily be a definite plus, we  
would llke to meet with you If you have solld experlence in either mill, coupled wlth 
exceptlonally well-developed Interpersonal/supervlsory/leadershlp abllltles and a 
thorough technical understandlng of mill operatlons, if, in addition, you can add 
sound anolyllcal and problem-solving capabilitles, so much the better. 
File #All 1830/PJ. 
shipper 
You will ensure: • orders are shipped accurately and on time • lumber cars, chip 
cars and trucks are ordered In sufficient numbers to maintain production • maximum 
productivity and a safe workplace • proper Implementation of the IWA Collective 
Agreement. You will also; • supervise 13 shlpplng crew members • provide relief for 
the Soles/Shipping Co-ordinator as required • conduct first-stage grievance 
procedures • lialse with the Sales/Shipping Co-ordinator. Planer Superintendent and 
Plant Manager to maximize fficiency In operations. 
Along with Grade 12, you possess additional management-related courses and 
well-developed supervisory experience, ideally In a unionized environment, 
File #B/I1830/TS, 
The ~lary/beneflls packages are competitive. Houston Is a flourishing community 
offering naturally beeutlful surroundings, a moderate climate, affordable 
housing and on abundance of Indoor/outdoor reoreatlonol activities, 
A 
Please submlt a t6sum6 In confidence, quoting applicable file number, 
by 4:00 pro0 Friday. July 1O, 1998 to: Employee Relations 
Co-ordinator, Nodhwood Inc, Houslon Region, PO Box 158, ..., 
Houston, BC YOJ IZO; fox (250) 84~-5296. ~.  ,~ 
Whlls we greatly appreciate all the replies we receive, 
regretfully only those selected for Intervlews wlll ba contacted, 
northuJOOd  
I k , / t  , / t  
Opportunity 
Growing General Insurance 
Agency in northern B.C. requires 
staff for both permanent and part- 
ti~e positions in several 
branches. 
This is a very modern company with 
excellent working conditions, 
benefits plan and opportunity for 
advancement. If you have 
experience in the sale of ICBC, 
Autoplan or personal and/or 
commercial lines, or would like a 
change, please contact us by fax at: 
! 
l Bablne Forest Pro challengln o duct8 Corn Indlvidu£n ~g ~ ~portunity for s ,,.~.,?.Pany..has  
" " "  strand oroa.~._"~'"¥ m.Otlvated 
u ' -  .~:u[iolTal skills as a: 
He_avy.Outy 
Mechanic 
Our ideal candidate will possess a S.C. and/or Inlerprovinclal TQ certifica 
,,,,,,. _ {u.con Will be given to '"', environment. 
.... - *' minimum o = ,,;. . . . . .  uncerti~ed candl 
f ,, yu=rs rested experience, dates 
Babfne Is located near Bums'Lake, 230 km west of i Prince George, In the he 
The c.ommunity or Su,.,,art,°f, the Lakes District 
,ucreation, educatlo,, -"'.J'° .LaKe. Driers exce " / affordable housing. " =,u snapping facilities, ~?~h t Qualified candidates hould a 
resume by July 8, 1998 to: forward current 
Personnel Manager 
BABINE FOREST 
PRODUCTS COMPANY 
Box 4000 
Burns Lake, BC 
VOJ lEO 
Fax: (250) 692-4595 Babine 
Fores t  In i t ia t ives  Spec ia l i s t  
(Term position July 15, 1998 - March 15, 1999) 
With the recent completion of our Bulkley Valley Forest Sector 
Economic Development Strategy, the Slithers Distdct 
Chamber of Commerce invites applications from qualified 
individuals for the position of Forest Initiatives Speclalh ~. 
Duties: 
• Coordinate activities necessary to Implement the Bulkiey Valley Foist 
Sector Economic Development S rategy. 
• Organize the Bulkley Valley Forest Round table composed of 
representatives from Industry, government, the Chamber, Fin,,' Nations 
and other community stakeholders. 
• Oversee the completion ofa market feasiblflty study for the manufacture 
of ready-to-assemble furniture. 
• Work with the Round Table to pdodze nd Implement project asks 
Identltied In the Forest Sector Strategy. 
• Assist in building partnerships and developing protocol agreements for 
the Forest Renewal land-based programs between First Nations, labour, 
municipal govemments, regional govemmants, Industry and other stake- 
holders. 
• Ensure all necessary reports to FRBC and the Slithers Dlstdct Chamber 
are prepared In a timelY and eeUstactory manner. 
Qualifications: 
• Demonstrated xperience working tn the forest sector including value- 
added operations. 
• Post-Secondary degree In a related field or an equivalent combination of
education and experience. 
Experience working with volunteer boards and community groups, 
Relevant computer skills and excellent wdtten and oral communication 
skills, 
Strong working knowledge of end experience with business 
development ecthdtles. 
=lease submit your esume In confidence by July 8th 1998 to: 
Slithers Distdct Chamber at Commerce 
Box 2379 
FORESmJ~ ~ Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0 .'~' "~, 
Fax (250) 847-3337 
I INIWAL lC  Attention: CED Planner . . . . . .  a.a..= 
excellent oppoPcunities at one of 
the world's largest sawmills 
Houston ,  BC 
Nodhwood Inc., a progre.lve Integrated forest 
products company, has the followlno polltlonl 
avallable at our recently-upgraded Houston Sawmllh 
planerman millwright 
in this dual role, you will be responsible for the operation, 
set-up and maintenance of planer equipment as well as 
for Millwright functions such as rebuilding radicals, 
reducer units, air cylinders and valves as well as 
completing preventative maintenance tasks on 
sawmill and planerrnlll equipment. 
You will need:, an Interprovinolal Millwright Ticket 
• experience as a planerman, Including machine line-ups 
• experience on Newnes planermlll equipment• a good 
understanding of hydraulics and a basic understanding 
of PLCs as they relate to hydraulics • well-developed 
organizational and communication skills• considerable 
Initiative • a strong commitment to safe~y • the ablllly to 
work In a unionized environment, Sc~¢nlll experience will 
be an advantage, as will a Welding 'C' ticket and 
experience with Stetson Ross equipment, A BC 
Planerman TQ Is desirable, 
lumber graders 
Working with a group of other graders, you will grade 
dimensional lumber In our plonermlll, Required Is o COFI 
lumber grading ticket with a mlnlmum "B* level, Related 
gradlng experience will be an asset. 
weekend millwright 
This Is a casual position In which you will work the 8-hour 
day shift on Saturdays and Sundays, performing eneral 
and project-based maintenance/repair work. 
IWA Collective Agreement roles and excellent' 
CERTIFIED DENTAL Assistant: 
Progressive practise requires a 
highly motivated, team oriented, 
caring individual who Is commit- 
ted to excellence. Competitive 
wages and benefits based on 
qualifications and experience. 
Apply to: Donna Graf, 200 - 
4619 Park Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1V5 Phone 250-635-7811. 
CHEF/COOK REaD to mn din- 
Ing room. Experience in order- 
ing, Inventory and creating 
menu an asset. Fax 798-2478 
or P.O. Box 550 Terrace BC 
V8G 4B5 Attn: Monica. 
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNI- 
CIAN, Multi-Branch national 
communtc~ition dealer has 
immediate openings for senior 
bench & field technicians for 
their Richmond BC location. 
Qualifications must include 
several years experience with 
motorolla products. Above aver- 
age compensation for right Indi- 
viduals reply in confidence to 
Chris Ellis, Canadian Electron- 
ice Corporation #1123-20800 
West Minister Hwy., Richmond, 
B.C., V6V 2W3. Fax 604-273- 
6982. 
DRIVER INSTRUCTOR. Class 
1. Applicant must be licensed 
instructor, relocate to the Oka- 
nagan Valley, wages based on 
experience. Fax resume to 250- 
503-2337 or phone 250-503- 
2336. 
AN EXCITING financial compa- 
ny seeks enrollment represen. 
tatives to help families save for 
post-secondary education. Must 
be neat, professional, ethical 
with strong work ethic and have 
transportation. Will train quail- 
fled persons. Fax resumes to 
Suite 198. (250)562-6594. 
ENUMERATORS WALK for 
$$$ now. Update your Tar- 
race/Kltimat City Directory In 
your home area, No selling. No 
experience necessary. Paid 
weekly. Approx 3 weeks work 
starting approx. July 6. Prepare 
to work m/n, 32 hrs/week, Apply 
in writing giving street address, 
phone number, etc. to BC Di- 
rectories, file no 118 C/O Ter- 
race Standard 3210 Clinton 
Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
EXPERIENCED MEAT cutter, 
sausage making and/or slaugh- 
ter experience necessary. Full- 
time position. Send resume in 
confidence to: Hamblin Farms: 
P.O. Box 4000, Houston, B.C., 
V0J 1Z0 or Fax to: 1-250-845- 
3040. 
GROWING G.M. dealership in 
North Central B.C. seeking to 
find aggressive, self motivated 
people oriented sales person. 
Experience not necessary but 
preferred. Please apply by re- 
sume only to: Sullivan Pontiac 
Buick Ltd. Box 478, Houston, 
B.C. V0J 1ZO. 
Parts Person 
THORNHILL MOTORS has an immediate 
opening for a pads counter person. 
Applicant with previous experience perferred. Must 
be neat in appearance and able to deal with the public. 
Thomhill Motors offers an excellent benefits package. 
Salary will depend on previous experience. 
Apply to: Thomhill Motors 
General Manager 
3026 Highway 16,Terrace 
PARTS MANAGER 
Peerless bruited is presently accepting applications for o 
highly motivated ports manager. This challenging position 
requires an individual who is a self-starter with extensive 
knowledge of the truck & trailer industry, inventory control 
and above average communication and 'people skills. 
Computer experience an asset. Submit resume including 
references with a hand written covering letter to: 
Peedess L imited 
9453 Rock Island Road 
Prince George, BC V2N 5T4 
or by  fax: 250-563-3829 
Attn: Branch Manager  
No phone calls please. 
BUSINESS 
MANAGER 
Terrace Chrysler/Terrace Motors Toyota are 
has an immediate opening for a Business 
Manager. This is a sales position, assisting 
customers with financing of their new vehicle 
purchase. 
The successful candidate will have sales 
experience in the automotive, financial or 
Insurance fields. Excellent earnings 
potential. Full training provided. 
Apply with resume to: 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd 
4916 Highway 16 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L8 
c/o Bob Costain 
i 
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Students Are... 
Enthusiastic, bright, and 
ready to work for you! 
This summer, hire a student! 
Contact the Human Resource 
Centre for Students at 
635-7134 local 303 
or 
1-800-663-6883 local 303 
or fax us at 635-4073. 
C.anad [ 
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300. HELP, :: 
, :: WANTED : 
330. NOTICES 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 1, 1998 - B11 
HANDS ON Supervisor .for a 
small to medium construction 
and renovation projects. Please 
apply with Job history and refer- 
enceo to File $115 c/o Terrace 
Standard 3210 Clinton Terrace 
B.C. VaG 5R2. 
MOTEL MANAGER required 
for 25 units in Terrace. Duties 
includes managing staff, reser- 
vations, etc.. Wage package In- 
dudes on site accomodations 
plus salary based on experi- 
ence. Suitable for a semi-retired 
couple. References required. 
Reply to file #117 c/o Terr Stan, 
3210 Clinton V8G 5R2, Tarr 
B.C. 
NEED 2 people to assist 
Manager. Call 635-3066. 
NEED CAREGIVER for two 
children ages 3 1/2 and 18mths. 
Must be energetic and reliable. 
Wage and schedule to be dis- 
cussed. Phone 635-0181, 
NEW MEXICAN restaurant 
opening in Salmon Arm re- 
quires a head cook. Responsl- 
bllitiee include training and hir- 
Ing staff, food ordering, menu 
development and cooking. Must 
have at least 5 years experi- 
ence at a Mexican restaurant 
with a minimum of 3 years man. 
aging. $1'1.50.$13.00/hr D.O.E. 
Fax resume to 250-833-0138. 
QUALITY 
COORDINATOR/DOCUMENT 
ATION Qualifications: Minimum 
3 year office experience 
required; Excellent writing and 
communication skills/ General 
knowledge of manufacturing/ 
Good references are a must. 
Attributes: Strong organizational 
skills/ Ability to pdoritize 
workload; Flexible with the 
ability to work with minimal 
supervision. Permanent full- 
time employment (8:00-4:30 
Monday to Friday), 
Remuneration, depending on 
experience, Please fax, mail or 
drop off resume and references 
(Preferable drop off In person- 
no phone calls please) before 
noon, July 6, 1998. Big Foot 
Manufactudng Inc. Located at 
3380 Ford Road, Tappen, BC. 
Mailing: Box 309, Salmon Arm, 
BC, V1E 4N5, Phone: 250-635- 
8885 or Fax: 250-835-4732. 
The successful candidate will 
be responsible for the 
documentation of all quality 
control procedures and for the 
maintenance of the company's 
ISO registration. The Quality 
Coordinator will require 
excellent computer skills mostly 
with Office '97, He or she will 
need to understand and work 
with all office procedures 
including accounting and have 
a good general understanding 
of manufacturing and shipping. 
Experience with ISO or similar 
quality control programs would 
ba a definite asset. 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY,' 
caring, reliable, home support 
worker to do parttime weekend 
and possibly some weekdays 
for a male quadrapleglc at 
$16.00 per hour. Call 635-1278. 
SALES WITH Sales Manag- 
er/Parnershlp otential. Ecowa. 
ter.the world's largest manufac- 
turer of water treatment equip- 
ment. Fax resumes to (250)- 
564-7373. Or call (250)565- 
3411 or 1-800-252.1348. 
STAY HOME, earn up to $700 
weekly assembling simple pro- 
ducts at home. Full or part time. 
Send a S.A,S.E. to Box 384 Ke- 
Iowna, B.C., Camp 5BC V1Y 
7N8. 
TRAVEL TEACH English: 5 
day 40 hour August 5-9. TESOL 
teacher certificate course (or 
correspondence) 1000's of jobs 
availablel Free Into pack 1-888- 
270-2941. 
WANTED- a person who is 
flexible, dependable, and cadng 
with a nursing background era  
health cars certificate, to work 
casual hours, Monday to Fdday. 
Apply at Terrace & District 
Community Services. 
WANTED: CARING depend- 
able people who enjoy working 
with people and who have the 
Home Support Worker Certifi- 
cets or Nursing background. 
Apply at Terrace Home Support 
#1-3215 Ebv St. 635-5135. 
YOU CAN start a new career at 
any age. We'll provide oppor- 
tunity, you provide desire. 
$300+/wsek potential. Call 635- 
3066. 
WANTED 
L.E.J. International 
has an immediate 
opening for a 
Commercial 
Transport Mechanic 
Interested persons 
can drop off a resume 
Attention: 
Paul Monette 
LEJ International 
3467 Hwy 16 East 
S QUESNEL 
DIVISION 
has an opening for a 
Certified Planermlll 
Maintenance Technician 1 
or 
Certified Millwright with 
planer experience. 
Quesnel Is a modern plant producing 
mainly 2x4 stock. IWA wages apply. 
Please contact: 
Slocan Group.Quesnol Division, 
Re. Box 8000, Quesnel, BC V2J 3J5. 
Phone: (250)992-5581, 
fox: (250)992-8520. 
B.C. LIVESTOCK Co-op Ranch 
1187C CASE FELLER bunchar & Farm Equipment Auction 
for hire. Experienced with all Sale, Saturday July 11th, 11am 
types of logging. Owner opera- at the Kamloops Stockyards. 
For more Informstion cell B.C. 
tot with 10 years experience. Uvsetock573-3939. 
Call 250-392-6328 after 6:00 
pm. Camp Caledonia We have 
ACTIVE & stimulating child camper spots left/ July 3-9 
(ages 12-15), July 12-17 
care provided by adult student (ages7-9), July 19-25 (ages 10. 
carog[ver, Bonded and Emer- 
gency trained. Looking for child- 12). More into? 250-846-5476 
ran July/August 5 days/week. (Judy) 250-638-1990 (Susan). 
Call Wandv 638.7780. 
BAR TENDER, We specialize Christ Lutheran 
in organizing and catering to Church 
your every need when it comes 322,9 Sparks St. 
to Bar Service. We will custom 
design a package to suit your Summer Workshop 
needs, from full Bar service to Schedule: 
working with in your budget. We Sundays - 11 am 
will help to give you and your  Mid-week: 
guests an event o remember. 
For more Information please Thursdays - 7:30 pm 
call Tar Bendem at 635-3763. The little church with 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, a big heart 
Richard Thornton Construction Pastor Terry Shnonson 
available for renovations, re- 635-5520 
pairs or new construction. 20 
..... ' |m 
vrs experience. Call 638-8526. T]~ZO~B~.Z_I~L L 
FRAMING CONTRACTOR COMMUNITY ~ " 
available. Free quotes for fram- 
Ing and concrete foundations. ;u~day=Z].~r~Ice~I0~45 
30 years experience. Call 635- ,t ~ ~tl~J.~ Ball 
1926 or cell phone 635-0341. Teens & AdUlt ]~lble Clmes 
HOME IMPROVEMENTS. EX- ""hflC~l¢llb~'lgt$2-12 9',30 
pedenced carpenter will do ~,  • 
work in all aspects of construc- cou,=g~ &~..~t¢©rl= 
Teen l  Y~ut~z Group= ,,on con=° ,  
etc. Workmanship gusranteed. C~da~ 9~~. ,~M " -  '~ JL~t  
Call 638-8210. c " .M.S 
HOME OWNERS MUST: light ay 
trucking- plumbing, painting, '~h~g-~5?  
carpentry, patio's, cement work, 
fencing, shed's, renovations, - . . . . . . .  
tree removal, lawn care, rote till- 
ing, best rates. Call 635-3790. Chl~St Lutheran 
MOTHER OF 2 Iooklng to care 
for children any  age. Days, Church 
evenings and weekends, Meals 323,9 Sparks St. 
included. Lots of fun activities. 
For more into call 635-0181, Sunday Worshl. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24'trail- 11 am 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across The little dturd= 
country. Will assist, or load for in the heaxt of the 
you. Reasonable rates. Call 
635-2126. . horseshoe. 
PAINTER 15 years experienco~ Pastor Terry Sbno.son 
interior/exterior. Low Rates for~ (~5-5520 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it right oncol Call 635-3783. 
RESIDENTIAL OR commercial (:LEAR" 
cleaning service. Hourly or dai- 
ly. Rexible. $12.50 hr. Will p ro -  . .=VU= AIR 
vide own supplies for residen- 
tial. Will do ironing. Senior' dis- " 
count. 638-8763. ~ ~ Reduce air 
SUNFLOWER CHILDCARE ~ pollution 
Centre (licensed facility), 2903 "~/~"  From residential 
Kerr St. will be open dudng the ~ wood smoke 
summer months from June 29- and auto emissions with tips 
Sept. 4/98 and is accepting ap- From the Association. 
plicatlons for full time and part -4... I~RI'I'ISH COLUMBIA 
time chlldcare. Call 635-1512 T LUNG ASSOCIATION 
for more information. Box 34009, Station D 
J. Vancouver, B,C.VEI 4M2 
• : . ~ . . . . . . .  tM~n~s~p=~,~o~,u~tt, y~d~p,,~.kw~)~., i 
i ,IL;I IL~,: ;i. , 
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COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Columbia and Yukon 
AUTO 
*NEW & USED* 
Car/Truck Financing. No 
turn downsl Good credit, 
bad credit, no credit, 
even bankrupt. No one 
walks away, everyone 
drives awayl Minimum 
$1000. down. 
Steve/Christine 1-888- 
514-1293. 
AUTOCLASSIC COL- 
LECTOR Car Auctionsl 
Two Great Salesl July 
25-26, Centennial 
Theatre, North 
Vancouver, AND Sept. 
18-20, Seaforth 
Armories, Vancouver. 
Consignment or bidder 
Into call 1-888-883-8853. 
o r  (604)983-2662 D 
#9614. • 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CASH IN/CASH OUT 
Coke,Pepsi, Hostess, 
M&M: Re-stock estab- 
lished unique vendors in 
your area. No selling. 
Full-time, part-time. 
Minimum investment 
$13,980. 1-888-503-8884 
(24hours) member B.B.B. 
$150,000/YR POTEN- % 
TiAL as an information 
broker. Canada's fastest 
growing Franchise. 
Exclusive opportunity. 
Profit from '1he year 2000 
bug", employment and 
computer based training. 
1-888-679-2201. 
KWIK KERB - Own your 
own business, Part-time 
or full-time. Installing on- 
eRe, continuous concrete, 
landscape edging. Total 
equipment, Proven sys- 
• tern, Training, 1-800-667- 
:~ KERB, 
HI PROFITI Vending 
routes from $2200. 
Financing "available. 
Phone Toll Free1-800- 
387-2274 (Dept 690) ~or 
.(604) 597-3532. 
,i 
FOR lrIMBER SALE UCENCE A43363 r<,,,= 
Pursuant o Section 20 of the Forest Act, sealed tender appllcatlono will be 
ecnepted by the Olsllk:t Manager, Kalum Forest District, Terrace, British Columbia, 
up to 8:30 &m., on the 16th day of July 1998, to be opened at 9:30 am., on the 
16th day of July 1990, foe Timber Sale Ucanca A43363 A, dhoddog the hanmettng 
of tknbef los=ted in the vlclldty of Branch H.55, Harper Mainline in the Nasa Tlmber 
Only tenders ~ registrants Inthe Small Busthess Forest Enterprise Program, 
~ One (1) and/or l~vo (=), wi, be ~capted. 
TOTAL VOLUMF.: 8,238 cubk: mel~'se, more or isse 
I~'EClEe: Hemlock: 80%, Babam: 18%, Spruce: 2%, more or less 
'nERM: One (1) year 
UPSET aTUMPAQ~: $17.45 per cub~ metre 
BSJ.B(e ME1HOO: Scale Based 
LOGGIIKI 8Y~llgil: Hlghlesc~Full and pedial Scape~lon Tower 
LOGGING SF.ABON: Spdng/Summer 
ACCESS: Harper Makdine, Branch H.55 
gcence mqul~ the building of approximately 2,0km of on block road. 
Addlt~ Information and tender packages may be obtained from the District 
I~ ,  Kaium Forest District at #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue. Terrace, British 
~VaG 11.1. 
iiii 
WOODLOT UCENCE 1867 
TAKE NOTICE that Interested and 
eligible parsons, corporatians end 
Indian bands are Invited to submit 
applications to the District Manager 
for Woodlot Ucance Number 1867, 
over an area which includes 557.7 
hectares of Crown land in the vicinity 
of McCutcheon Creek. The initial 
allowable annual cut of the Crown 
land Is 1450 m =. 
Applications in sealed and properly 
designated containers must be 
received by the District Manager, at 
#2210 Hwy, 62 West, Hazeltorl, S,C,, 
on or before 14:30 hours on 
September 9, 1998. Applications are 
not to Include a bonus bid, Weighting 
of the evaluation factors hall be: 
private land 30%, applicant quldltP..~ 
lions 30%, management i ent 40%. 
Appflcations will be opened at 14:40 
hours on September 0,1998. 
Application forms and further peulJoa. 
lain may be obtained from the 0istdct 
Manager, Ministry of Forest, Klapiax 
Forest District on Monday, June 22, 
1998 at 10:30 s,m. 
FISHERIES AND OCEANS CANADA 
PUBLIC NOTI(" 
NOTICE TO SPORTFISHERS 
CHANGE IN SALMON FISHING REGULATIONS 
1. Effective midnight Sunday, June 28, the use of barbed hooks for sal- 
mon fishing is prohibited in all tidal and non tidal (freshwater) areas of 
the north coast. Barbless hook only is permitted. 
2. Effective midnight Sunday, June 28, 1998 and until midnight Sunday, 
August 26, 1998 angling for all salmon species is prohibited in certain 
tidal waters adjacent to the northern sections of Graham Island (QCI) 
and in waters in the vicinity of Zayas Island, in the vicinity of the 
west/southwest shore of Dundas Island, west shores of Barin, Dunira, 
and Melville Islands, westward of the Tree Knob Island Group, and west- 
ward of Stephens and Porcher Islands. 
A map showing the specific areas open and closed to salmon angling is 
available from the the local Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans office in Prince 
Rupert. 
~GLERB ARE REMINDED THAT RETENTION OF COHO 
~J~[ON IS PROHIRITED. ALL (~OHO CAUGHT MUST BE 
IMMEDIATELY RELEASED. 
FOR ~'RTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:. 
DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND OCEANS 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C ........................................... "TEL, 62%3436/3409 
Cml Ld'$_ 
I I 
I 
NABS/HARPER TIMBER SALE LAYOUT 
CONTRACT 9925-035 
,Sealed Tandem for the Ness/Harper Timber Sale Layout Contract No. 9925-035, 
under the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, wilt be received by the 
Oistdct Mnneger, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest Dlotdct, 200-5220 Kaith 
Avenue, Terrace, I](3, VaG 1L1, unUI 9:00 am. on July 17, 1998. This oantmct will 
require the layout of approximately 60 hectares of Timber Sales in one (1) block. 
All Inquldeo should he directed to Chdstopher B. Und, Contract Coordinator, atthe 
above address. Phone (250) 638-5100. Contract padiculam package can be 
obl~ned at the Kelum Forest District Office between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m, 
I ] I Monday to Friday. ~ cenvect package will not be available until July 2,1998. 
No tender wig be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, end the 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
award is subject o funding being available at the Ume. 
I I 
N e t w o r k C I as  s i f i e d s .,o JUNE 29, 1998 
These ads appear In approximately 100 l $290  for25 words To place an ad call 
community newspapers In B.C.and Yukon $ 8.00 each this paper or the BCY- 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additional word ICNA at (6041 669-9222 
I I 
BUSINESSES FOR FOR SALE MISC.  PERSONALS 
SALE SAWMILL $4895 SAW KNOW YOUR Fate in 
LOGS into boards, 
planks, beams. Large ca- '98, Truth, honesty and 
paclty. Best sawmill value wisdom on romance, ca- 
anywhere. Free informs- reer and daily crisis: 
tion 1-800-566-6899. Genuine psychical 1-900- 
Norwood Sawmills, 451-3778, 24hrs. 18+ 
R.R.2, KIIworthy, Ontario 
POE 1G0. $2.99 per rain. I.C.C. 
REAL ESTATE TRAMPOLINES FACTO- 
RY DIRECT. Splash, 
bounce, mega bounce. 
Parts, repairs. All makes. 
Dealer inquiries. 1-800- 
663-2261. 
BUYING OR SELLING 
CHECK BCHN'S B.C. 
Realty Into site 
(www.bchomesellers.com 
). Properties for sale in 
many areas of B.C. 
Sellers pay only $99 for a 
4 month Internet 
Marketing Package. Save 
commlsslions, advertise 
with us. Call toll free: 1- 
888-248-5581. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
FUTURE STEEL BUILD- 
INGS. All-purpose struc- 
tures featuring 100% us- 
able space. Many models 
VITAMIN SAVINGS. 
BEST PRICES IN CANA- 
DA. 28 years in business. 
Huge selection. Never 
undersold. Sample. 
Glucosamlne 'Sulfate 
(GLS) 500rag. 90-$10.99. 
Gingko BIIoba 60rag. 60- 
$12.88. CoQ-IO 60rag. 
30-$14.99. Prlmerose Oil 
500rag 90-$9.99. Greater 
savings on larger sizes. 
Order or Catalogue 1- 
800-663-0747 In 
Vancouver 321-7000, 
LOANS 
CALL THE LOAN & sizes'. Easy self-as- 
ARRANGERI Secured or 
unsecured Personal sembly. Call 1-800-668- 
Loans to rescue you from 5111 ext 132 for Factory 
high monthly payments. 
Low rates. Comfortable 
Payments. Call 1-804- 
944-2517 or 1-604-220- 
1207. 
MANUFACTURED 
HOMES 
Direct Savings, Financing 
& Leasing Options. 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A.C 
Guaranteed credit ap- 
provals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, Sport 
utilities. Repo's, broken 
leases, heavy duty equip- 
ment, Take over pay- 
ments. Free delivery. Call 
The Untouchables now, 
1 -800-993-3673.  
Vancouver 327-7752. 
WORK WANTED 
TOP GRADS from a One 
Year full-tlm, q automatic 
progra~i l~ lh~i~r  ~kork 
as Apprentice Auto 
Technicians. Call Gary at 
(250) 755.B729, 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY/ 
BUSINESS OPPORTU- 
NITY. Join growing net- 
work of Christian 
Franchises. Serve the 
Lord and your 
Community. Protected 
territories. Investment re- 
quired, SIGNIFICANT 
ROI. Training & support. 
Call 1-800-663-7326. 
JOCUS TOYS. Earn $$$ 
from home. Over 360 
products. 47% under 
$10. Start now for $89, 
with over 30 Jocus prod- 
uctsl 1-800-361-4587 Ext 
#9419, (604) 530-5067 
Cathy. r 
MILLIONAIRE GUARAN- 
TEES $5000"$10,000 
U.S. BI-Weeklyl No start- 
up fee, train in my home. 
First two weeks I'll make 
you $10,000 U,S. Call 1- 
800-790-0796, Kelowna 
(250) 712-9851. 
ACCESS TO A COM- 
PUTER? Let It work for 
youl$800-$5000 P/T, 
Log onto www.hbn.com 
Access code: 5701. 
QUALITY CLOTHING. 
Join a dynamic team of 
Independent PLEASE 
MUM home party consul- 
tants. Opportunities In 
children's and/ or 
women,s wear, Call 
Sandra at 1-888-206- 
9007. 
LAKEFRONT RESORT 
Moore (Crane) Lake, 
Alberta, West of Cold 
Lake. 80 Campsites. 
House, store and cabins, 
Profitable Investment, 
Contact Bob at Royal 
LePage LMS Realty, 
403-826-4488. 
RETIREMENT SALEI 
North Vancouver Awning 
Manufacturer established 
1984. Specializing In resi- 
dential Sun Shading 
products. Also manufac- 
turers Patio/Market 
Umbrellas. Operating 
business with fully 
equipped shop, 
cutting/sewing facilities. 
$129,000. Umbrella por- 
tion could be sold sepa- 
rately. (604) 987-1577. 
EDUCATION 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER. Write for 
money and pleasure with 
our unique home-study• 
course. You get individ- 
ual tuition from profes- 
sional writers on all as- 
pects of writing-ro- 
mances,short stories, 
radio and TV scripts, arti- 
cles and children's sto- 
ries, Send today for our 
FREE BOOK. Toll Free 
1-800-267-1829. Fax: 1- 
613-749-9551, The 
Writing School 3046-38 
McArthur Ave, Ottawa, 
ON K1L 6R2; 
HELICOPTER LOG- 
G ING/S I Iv l cu l tu re  
Training. Men and 
women - train for excit- 
Ing, high paying careers 
in, growth sectors of the 
forest Industry. W.C.B. 
'Worksafe' recognized 
training. Private Post- 
secondary Institution. Job 
placement assistance. I 
H-L Training Institute Ltd. 
(250)897-1188. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
BUSINESSES FOR 
8ALE' : 
MOT;=L Pub 
log built with 10 acres, 
Motel 40 units & living 
quarters. Don Young or 
Rueeel Maclean, 
Kennedy-Cooper Realty, 
Phf (604)522-6881, Fax: 
(604) 521-3907, 
FORD AUTOMOTIVE 
technicians required. 
Must be experienced with 
SBDS and NGS and au- 
tomatic transmission re- 
pair, Preference will be 
given to technicians with 
Ford Specialty Code 31. 
Apply to: Grlffiths Motors 
Lta., ' Hlnton, AB. 
Attention: Lyle, Phone 
403,865-3354, Fax 403- 
866-3733, Hlnton with a 
population of 10,000 is 
located on Highway 16 
approx. 30 kms from 
Jasper National Park. 
OWN YOUR OWN man- 
ufactured home lot In 
Sundre, Alberta. 50 lots 
remaining. 6,700 sq. ft. 
($17,928) to 13,400 sq. 
ft, ($25,000). Please call 
the Sundre Town Office 
403-638-3551, fax 403- 
638-2100 or e-mall: sun- 
dra@agt.net, 
PERSONALS 
ADULT ENTERTAIN- 
MENT. Order the best by 
mall & pay less. FREE 
©htato~l~er'FRtEE video 
offer. Discretion guaran- 
teed. H4C Video 4840 
Acorn, 201-C Montreal, 
Quebec, H4C 1L6. 
i 
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Terrace 
 nvades 
Camelot 
to clinch 
top spot 
By DAVID D. HULL 
THE TERRACE 
NORTHMEN are slowly 
but surely placing a 
stranglehold on first place in 
the North Coast Rugby 
Union. 
A 10-0 squeaker over the 
Smithers Camels at Camelot 
on Father's Day put the 
Northmen six points ahead 
of the second place Prince 
Rupert Seamen. 
The Camels and 
Northmen battled to a 0-0 
score at half time under the 
blazing Smithers' un. 
The second half saw the 
Northmen start to dominate 
the game but failed 
numerous times to score on 
plays that had them deep in 
the Camel's'end. 
The drought was broken 
when Doug Wilson kicked a 
penalty shot for three points. 
Only minutes later, Kevin 
"Julin" Duarte finished a 
60-metre three-phase play 
by scoring in the corner 
giving the Northmen five 
more points. 
• Wilson potted the conver- 
sion and the Terrace lads 
ended the day with a slim 
10-point otal. 
The Camels had several 
chances but never quite 
made the t~ line. They 
played a disciplined game 
and only a few unlucky 
bounces kept them off the 
scoreboard. 
The second match of the 
day saw the as-yet-un- 
named Terrace women take 
RUGBY TAKES OFF in Smithers as Terrace beats 
our eastem neighbours in a hot Father's Day match. 
on the Smither's Humpies. 
Terrace scored on a ball 
turn over off the opening 
kick off with Clara Marinus, 
undoubtedly the fastest 
women in the league, 
streaking 80 yards to score 
under the posts. 
Trish Gair was successful 
with the conversion attempt 
giving the Terrace ladies a 
7-0 lead. 
The game looked like it 
was going to be all Terrace 
but the larger, more experi- 
enced Smithers women took 
advantage of a few break 
downs in Terrace's game. 
The Humpies cored once 
in the first half and again in 
the second and with the ad- 
dition of one successful con- 
1-- 
version won the match i2-7. 
The third match of the day 
saw the combined North 
Coast ladies team, who 
travelled to William's Lake 
for the Stampede Women's 
'1 I 
.=;lt)lqq--'llS . . . . . .  ' Sp0rt 635"TIPSI 
Golf tourney to benefi 
local MS charities 
SKEENA VALLEY Golf Club will be hosting 
hole Texas scramble tournament on Sunday, July ". 
All proceeds from the Terrace Totem Ford Mu 
Sclerosis Society Charity Golf Tournament will 
local MS charities. 
Prizes will be given to fast, second and third 
teams and a free 24-month lease of a new vehleh 
be awarded for holes-in-one. 
Registration is $200 per person and includes a 
quet and entertainment. 
There is room for 24 teams of four. Singles w 
organized into teams. 
To register, contact he Skeena Valley Golf CI 
call Jake DeJong or Cathy Frennette at 635-4984. 
Score! 
TWO OF TEILRACE'S 
finest youth soccer teams 
are heading to Richmond 
this weekend to attend the 
1998 Challenge Cup. 
The boys under 12 team 
beat Nechako Lake 3-1, 
Kitimat 5-0 and Bulldey 
Valley 1-0 at the Northern 
Interior Playdowns last 
week to advance to Rich- 
mond. 
James Vickers and Mat- 
thaw Arruda led the boys 
under 13 team to tie Prince 
George 1-1. Terrace then 
whipped Williams Lake 6-2, 
Kitimat 8-0 and Quesnel 5-0 
to qualify for Riclmmnd. 
Sevens Tournament last 
weekend, take on the Karate Guru 
balance of the women. 
The match was a close one teaches here 
with the "Tournament SENSEI MARWAN Abu- 
Team" winning l0-7. Khadra begins teaching a 
The Northmen travelled to martial arts camp at the Ter- 
William's Lake June 26-28 race Kinsmen Hall July 20. 
for the men's side of the Classes include indoor and 
Stampede tournament. The outdoor training. 
Northmen will be joined by Students can choose bo- 
a few Camels and Seamen tween a one, two, or three 
to round out the squad, week course. 
Game details will follow For more info contact 
in next week's edition - stay Keith Varga at 638-1995. 
tuned. 
SEEEN  V7%L Y 
You BE THE JUDGE 
Taxing Situation 
=Kathy, come into my office," 
The moment Kathy heard the voice of her boss, 
she dropped everything and went into the boss' 
office. 
Mrs, Earnscliffe was sitting behind her desk and, 
motioned to Kathy to sit down In the chair in front of 
her. 
=Kathy, you've been working for 3 ~,eais for our 
non-profit organization, I have been delighted with 
your work, You have discipline, organizational 
skills, and warmth in dealing with the people who: 
come in seeking help," 
Kathy grew a little red with embarrassment, 
Accepting compliments did not come easily. 
Mrs, Earnscliffe continued. 
"1 know you have been struggling with minimum 
wages, There was no choice, Without any experi. 
enoe you did not qualify for more. Now you have 
experience, You fall into another category. I am 
now In a position to offer you $10,000 more a year. 
But only if you fill one condition." 
Kathy almost fell off her chair. Never in her wil- 
dest dreams. Now, she could see herself having 
enough money to buy the little comforts In life, 
Some clothes, maybe even a car. 
"1'11 do anything. What is it I have to do?" 
Mrs, Earnsdiffe grabbed Kathy's handsin hers. 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
BASED ON ~ 
-ACTUAL COURT 
• CASES 
But SheWas horrified. 
"Look at the taxesl" 
Then, she thought of something. She could 
deduct the Interest from her student loan as a 
business expense. Wasn'tthe purpose of borrow- 
ing money to get her B.A. and Increase her 
income? 
The government refused, 
So Kathy took the government to court to 
appeal the assessment. 
Kathy was determined, =Your Honour, this 
assessment makes no sense. There is no reason 
why I can't claim the interest of my student loan 
as a deductible. Thelncome Tax Act says that l 
can deduct he interest from a business loan, The 
degree wasan investment. I did it for no other 
reason than to increase my annual salary, 
increasing my profit as a person." 
The. government was unimpressed, =Your 
Honour, this case is a waste of time. The provi- 
sion was intended for businesses, Despite how 
"Kathy, this organization's rules insist you have to Kathy may see it, personal profit is not business 
:profit, A student loan is a personal expense. 
l~ave a university degree. If you will go back to .Personal expenses cannot be deducted from 
school, we will arrang e your hours here to make it one's income tax, The assessment made perfect 
possible." :sense." 
Kathy hugged Mrs. Earnscliffe and practically 
flew out of her office. 
She immediately applied for university entrance 
and for a student loan to finance it. 
Four years later, Kathy proudly hadher degree 
and her sharply increased pay cheque. 
Should Kathy beallowed to deduct he Interest 
fromher student.loan't. 
Youl Be The Judge. Then iook,below for the 
decision: 
SPONSORE.~G~)~ '~_L~ ~'w" 81; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G~~Q4~_ ~ 
LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with. the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave" Terrace, • B.C. 
'i 
Grant Lindsey "Holly Grudger 
Criminal Defence Law ' General Law 
Phone 638-1764 Fax 638-7249 
Marshall Matins 
• ~ :.~:Family Law 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Kathy, while I admire your ingenuity, he fact remains that astudent loan is a personal expense," the Judge 
stated. "The loan is personal toyou, for your own personal advantage." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases. Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case and the 
low of the province of Manitoba. If you have n similar problem, please consult Undsey & Grueger. Claire Bernsteln Is n 
Montreal awyer and nationally syndicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Halka Enterprises. B15-3 
+98.60 
J . i f i  ' 
ev(  
The freezing winds challenge your second wind. it's an age old rivalry where the opponents need only one 
thing to succeed: character. People come here to build it. We prefer to brew it. This is our Beer. 
